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ANOTHER AFRICAN TRAGEDY: THE
SAFES TRUST

GREAT LAKES REGION

ALMOST so commonplace have African tragedies become nowadays

of capacity-building:

only those that qualify for CNN treatment will ever hit the
headlines. And when such tragedies do make the news, as was indeed
the case when CNN coverage became the only means through which
African television stations could receive reports on the conflict in the
Great Lakes area, then it is more likely to feed the fascination and
stereotypes about ethnic Africa than provoke some reflection on the
possible root causes for such human disasters as post-colonial Africa
has been experiencing almost annually. Regrettably, international
pity and humanitarian response have become an integral part of the
current African reality; sometimes helping to conceal the historical
and political basis of conflict, invariably dealing only with the
symptoms of a festering sore.
The main feature article herein tries to highlight some of the
fundamental causes of modern African crises, particularly those
relating to the Great Lakes region. Such historical analyses should, at
least to those not so blinded by the dark cloud of an euro centric-based

and

that

view of Africa, be a constant reminder that even the most “stable”
modem African states is yet so

of

fragile and therefore as potentially
Somalia, Rwanda, Burundi, Liberia, Angola, or Zaire.
For, the root causes of this apparently African illness are to be found in
that complex relationship between those external and internal factors
that constitute the problem of the post-colonial situation today.
While it is a fact that twentieth century Africa is largely a global
problem requiring a global solution, state leadership in Africa has so far
failed to present the African case as one more fundamental than those
of its manifestations that have become so indispensable to the survival
and sustenance of the regime of international aid and humanitarian
activity. Now, even the Organisation of African Unity (OAU) itself
appears increasingly removed from understanding the historical reality
of which it is part: already incapacitated, as much by its own inherent
and blind adherence to the principle of the sovereignty of individual
states as by the burden of the neo-colonial reality, it is now threatened
with the loss of any independent initiative with respect to thecontinent’s
problems, surrounded and inveighed as it is by foreign-based
organisations and their donor agencies, all peddling such new fads as
peace-keeping mechanisms wdconflict management foTmu\ae.Andso
we have fed our populations with the false belief that peace is now an
importable commodity: Made in the USA, North America in general,
or in Europe! So, if we have never had confidence in ourselves as
Africans, it is also because Africa as we know it today is largely a geopolitical concept, manufactured and processed over time by others, in
and after the image of those who govern our globe. Likewise, the
modem African state itself: virtually still-bom, weak and dependent;
an artifact that has more to do with its European antecedents than
anything that could in such a form ever transform Africa.
Africa can develop a capacity to redeem itself, and there are many
progressive elements out there in the international community that
would quite willingly enjoin in a new strategy — based on a genuine
self-examination and a well-defined programme of action on the part of
the Africans themselves
towards the continent’s recovery and
restoration as a key factor in the global village of the twenty-first
century. But Africa itself will have to begin addressing the very basics
vituperous

as

—

2

relying on its own people, on its own intellectual
professional resource base, on the many indigenous based
organisations and democratic forces all of whom are devoted to the
resolution of the African crisis; and the rejection of those tendencies
and attitudes that

only serve to enhance the process of balkanisation
disintegration of the continent, undermining even further its
declared unity of purpose as enshrined in the OAU Charter.
In this regard, it was most disturbing and embarrassing to note
Africa’s lack of coherence and cohesion in the responses to the crisis
in the Great Lakes. Only a few weeks earlier, Mandela’s South Africa
articulated the African position vis-a-vis the international calls for the
and

so-called “African intervention force”. A few weeks later, Mandela
echoed the

position when, albeit by implication, he warned the

mainstream South African media

—

and also the South African

Institute of International Affairs —

against the tendencies of the past,
namely those given to projecting South Africa as a “powerful”
policeman of the continent. For, is there anything fundamentally
different between such rantings about an all “powerful” South Africa
today and the philosophy that inspired apartheid South African
escapades yesterday into neighbouring territories and beyond? There
is but a slight modification in a philosophy which is grounded in the
nostalgic commitment to the “great South Africa” of the apartheid
past: the far fetched link now being made by some South African
analysts, between the Great Lakes conflict on the one hand and, on the
other, the “potentially disastrous consequences for the S ADC region,
both in terms of refugee Hows and development prospects” (Greg
Mills of the South African Institute of International Affairs, The Star,

November 21,1996). At any rate, Mandela on November 6, reminded
all concerned that the new South Africa had no capacity to act on its
own;

it would, ifrequiredtodoso, play its part under the aeigis of either

the United Nations, the OAU, or SADC, and in concert with the

neighbouring East African states.
However, there is need to institutionalise this policy framework as
one

of the foundations of African international relations in the years

the very basis of an African strategy for the resolution of
problems. Africa as a whole must reject that “hierarchy of
powers” that has been part of its colonial inheritance but is now being
sustained partly by the global powers themselves and partly by
African power mongers. Africa state leadership should be the last to
panderto the view that any one state or a given sub-regional grouping
of states is more “powerful” than the others. Therefore, the OAU
itself should be at the forefront of such a campaign, .seeking to
mobilize sub-regional efforts towards the solution of crises and
problems on the continent. To do so effectively, the OAU must work
with such sub-regional political organisations as SADC, East African
Cooperation and ECOWAS. As such, the OAU should, in any
conflict situation in any region of the continent, always work through
the Secretariats of the respective sub-regional organisations. Eor the
OAU to be seen to be confining its consultations on such issues to
individual member states,
in the absence of the sub-regional
secretariat, can only undermine confidence among all concerned and
thereby furtherdetract from the continental organisation’s legitimacy
and capacity.■

ahead,

as

African
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marketing. The liberalisation of the
agricultural marketing system has meant
that huge amounts of grain produced in
the rural areas in the last agricultural

LETTERS

season

that is spent in the process of choosing a
UN Secretary-General, money that the
UN so desperately needs for its core
operations, not least of all because the
United States itself owes the world body
more

than US$1 billion in accumulated

arrears.

which

has had to rot because the state,

was

in the

past responsible for the

marketing of agricultural produce has
relegated that responsibility to a private
sector that lacks

adequate financial

resources.
Gilbert

Chiyuinbe

Lusaka
ZAMBIA

Carlito Mbizo
Windhoek
NAMIBIA

MANDELA, PRESERVE YOUR
REPUTATION PLEASE

ZAMBIA IS NO BEHER NOW!

There

Your Cover

South African President Nelson Mandela

Story, Chiluba's Battle for

to veto United

by the United States
Secretary

Nations

General Boutros Boutros-Ghali's second
term

highlights gross flaws in the
operations of the world body, in
particular the undemocratic nature of
the Security Council. Boutros-Ghali's
fate was long decided by the US and
one wonders why even the Security

of the sacrifices he endured during his
internment at Robben Island for almost
three decades as a result of his stance

with, I do not want to engage

better place to live today than in the
past under Kenneth Kaunda, or the
opposite obtains. What is critical is the
factthat Zambian politicianstoday have
reduced one of the most respected
nations of Africa into a laughing stock.
The polarisation of the electoral
a

campaign on the issue of Kaunda was a
deliberate strategy by the MMD
government to divert the electorate's
attention from the main
economic

political,
and social issues facing the

the issue when the

nation. Who would want to care whether

already a fait accompli.
The UN Security Council voted 14 in
favour of Boutros-Ghali against the lone
voice of the US. Despite this 99 percent

Kaunda is a third generation Zambian or
not, particularly after the man had led
the country for nearly 30 years. The vast

Council voted

on

matter was

overwhelming vote, the Egyptian former
foreign minister was helpless. The tact
that many countries rallied behind
Boutros-Ghali is

a

clear demonstration

of the fact that the world

recognised
the important role the secretary-general
played in favour of international peace
and security.
But since the US yields so much
influence and financial power in the
UN, it

can

dictate who must be at the

helm of the Institution. But the World

majority of Zambians are worse off today
than they were in 1991, mainly as a result
of the wholesale privatisation policies of
the MMD government which have
thrown dozens of thousands of Zambian
workers out of
reforms

are

employment. Economic
not only necessary but also

essential in the context of the Zambian
crisis. However, if

they are implemented
primarily with the objective of ensuring a
steady flow of donor funds without due
regard to the specific conditions
prevailing in the country, such reforms
run the risk of obtaining the opposite of

super power has not openly given the
terms of reference for candidates to be

their intended results, which are to

successful for the

level of widespread poverty in the
country. One good example of illconceived/timed economic policies
can be seen in the country's grain

job. Is it not time the
US tells the world the qualities it wants to
see in a UN Secretary General? This
would certainly save a lot of money

principled figure, mainly because

as a

not agree

The recent decision

people who looked at

1996), painted an image of an MMD-

you in what would be an academic
debate on whether Zambia has become

NATIONS

lot of

Survival {SAPEM, Vol. 10. No. 1, October
ruled Zambia that most Zambians would

DEMOCRATIZE THE UNITED

are a

reduce, and eventually eradicate the

against racism and apartheid.
But Madiba, as he is popularly known
in his country, risks losing the respect the
international community has accorded
him if he does not restrain himself from
over

indulgence and self-centred

characteristics.

Firstly, Mandela's relationship with
Samora Machel's widow, Graca, is a

typical example of bad judgement
which seems to be engulfing the once
upright Madiba. Even the Order of Good
Hope, First Class, Grand Cross Gold, the
highest honour that Mandela
awarded posthumously on Machel, will
so-called
not

erase the misjudgment of that
relationship. Rather it will only make

Samora Machel turn in his grave.

Secondly, whilst there is

no

doubt that

Mandela is the leader of Africa's

Super

Power nation, his "order" to the Zambian

government not to hold elections is
undemocratic
of black

as

as

his recent intimidation

journalists in South Africa, who

he wants, to toe the ANC line. Let

us

hope that Mandela will respect the
decision of the Zambian people who
ignored the call to boycott the polls,
and let his black journalists criticise him
when he goes wrong. Finally, Mandela
has lost the democratic authority to
advise other leaders in the region by his
manoeuvres to impose Thabo Mbeki on
the people of South Africa. He must
deeply reflect over his Robben Island
days for moral guidance.
Tsie

Ngobeni

Gaborone
BOTSWANA

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR should be addressed to: THE EDITOR, P.O. Box MP 111, Mount Pleasant, HARARE, Zimbabwe
Letters must include the writer's full name and address and may be edited for purposes of clarity or space.
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CRISIS IN THE GREAT LAKES
REGION
Georges-Nzongola Ntalaja

HE

RESTORATION

of the

The roots of this violent conflict lie

regime that would let them permit the
Rwandan killers, both soldiers and

deep
history of the Great Lakes region as
well as in the political alignments of the
Mohutu regime nationally, regionally and
internationally. There is, in the first place,
the question of whether or not people of
Rwandan origin, or Banyarwanda (Hutu,
Tutsi and Twa), can claim Zairean
citizenship on the basis of being native to
Zaire as of August 1885, when this country
came into existence as the Congo Free
State. If so, they would, as other indigenous
people all over Africa, lay claim to ancestral
lands in eastern Zaire. In the second place,

militiamen, to

T

Mobutu

with the
installation
of the
Kengo
government in July 1994, came in the
wake of the genocide in Rwanda and at
regime,

the time of Franee’s intervention there to
erase

the traces of its

accessory

own

role

as

an

to crime. Having supported

the Habyarimana regime and trained its
genocidal machine, including the

extremist Hutu Interahamwe militia, the
French were relieved to have in Kinshasa
a

in the

into Zaire with all

the conflict has to do with the consequences

The fact that these killers
were now free to use Zairean territory to

for Zaire of the Hutu-Tutsi conflict in both

launch raids into

actions and decisions of the Mobutu

cross

their weapons.

Rwanda, and to

Rwanda and Burundi.

regime
helped to exacerbate
bring about the present

slaughter Tutsi citizens and residents of

since 1972 have

Zaire, is the immediate cause of the
fighting in eastern Zaire.

crisis.

current
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tensions and to

In either case, the

Rwanda and Burundi are two of the major
pre-colonial kingdoms to have survived
Western conquest and occupation as more
or less viable political entities, with the
monarchies being destroyed between 1959
and 1961 in Rwanda and between 1965 and
1968 in Burundi. The

population of both
of three social groups
traditionally distinguished on the basis of
occupation: the Hutu (roughly 85%), the
countries is made up

Tutsi (14%) and the Twa (1%). The Twa
a pygmoid people, who also have
important settlements west of the Great
Lakes in the equatorial forest of Central
Africa, including the nearby Zaire’s Ituri
Forest.
Contrary to colonially created
myths, the Tutsi-Hutu conflict is not a
centuries old struggle between “Hamitic”
pastoralists (Tutsi) and Bantu agriculturists
(Hutu). For the Tutsi are not “Hamites.”
They are a Bantu people who share a

are

5
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common

Bantu culture with the Hutu, with

whom

they speak a common Bantu
language, Kinyarwanda or Kirundi,

depending on the country.
Immigration and settlement in eastern
Zaire by the Banyarwanda occurred at
different moments, and for a variety of
reasons. As in other parts of the world, the
entire Great Lakes region did constitute a
commercial frontier for relatively powerful
states

like ancient Rwanda.

evidence

historical

And there is

that

Rwandan

agricultural colonies were established in the
islands of Lake Kivu, now part of Zaire, in
the 18th century. In addition to this, a group
of ethnic Tutsi claims to have settled during
the 17th century in the hills they have
named “Mulenge” between Lakes Kivu and
Tanganyika, or between Bukavu and Uvira
in the South Kivu province of Zaire.
Accordingly, they call themselves
Banyamulenge.
This oral tradition is hotly contested by
other indigenous Zairean groups. One of
these, the Bafulero, actually contests the
right ofthese ethnic Tutsi to call themselves
“Banyamulenge” on the ground that
“Mulenge” is the title of a Bafulero chief
whose land is located

.south of the

area

some

Congo in the 1950s, it never occurred to me
that these three territories

were

destined

to

become three separate

nation-states.
Belgium
moved
thousands
of
Banyarwanda peasants to the eastern Zaire
districts of Masisi, Rutshuru and Walikale
in North Kivu between 1937 and 1955,

for

purposes of easing the demographic pressure
in heavily populated Rwanda, and recruited

that other Zaireans had towards them, which

and

was

enterprises in Shaba,
Manierna and South Kivu provinces
throughout the colonial period. Most of
these Banyarwanda voted in the first
municipal elections of 1957-58, and in the
general or independence elections of 1960.
Representatives of theircommunities, alheit
few ones, were also elected to public office
agricultural

the

partly based on the latter’s distaste for
Banyarwanda’s apparent social

exclusiveness.
The 1972 decree

unpopular that
accepted to sign a law
passed hy his one-party parliament in June
1981 invalidating the decree and defining
Zairean nationality or citizenship on basis
of membership in an ethnic
group known to exist within the
borders of Zaire

boundary as

those who were citizens by virtue
of being descendants of pre-1885

settlements,

Idjwi Island, the largest of
subjects
in 1910, as did other Kinyarwanda speaking
colonies in North Kivu, when Germany
ceded the lands they occupied to Belgium,
in a boundary adjustment between the two
imperial powers.
The legal distinction between them and
other Congolese became academic after
Belgium took over Rwanda and Burundi in
1920 as League of Nations mandatory power
and, in 1945, as United Nations trusteeship
authority. For all practical purposes,
Belgium governed Zaire, Rwanda and
Burundi as a single colonial entity known as
“Le Congo Beige et le Ruanda-Urundi",
with a single army, the Force Publique, a
single governor general in Kinshasa and
two lieutenant governors general in
Lubumbashi and Bujumbura, respectively.
As a teenager growing up in the Belgian

A Rwandan Hutu

lie

refugee and a child
injured on the ground

on

Lake Kivu islands, became Belgian

defined in

obtained naturalization in Zaire

of the

drawn in 1885. Moreover, the Banyarwanda

as

could be declared citizens. All

200 kilometres

themselves west of the colonial

was so

Mobutu himself

August 1885. By this token,
only those Banyarwanda who
had actually solicited and

occupied by these Tutsi.

However true this dismissal

6

favours. All this increased the resentment

thousands more for work in mining, transport

Banyamulenge’s oral history might be, it
would be difficult to deny that some
Rwandan settlements may have found

who lived

gains. This they did with gusto, using their
financial means and their newly found
political power to acquire more land in
heavily populated North and South Kivu
provinces. Needless to say, they could
always find indigenous chiefs who were
willing and even eager to privatize ancestral
lands in exchange for money and/or political

in Zaire. In spite of a new influx of
Banyarwanda in 1959-61, mostly Tutsi
political refugees fleeing their homeland as

result of the Rwandan Revolution, Zaire

of

the

1910

boundary change, and of the pre1950 migratory movements
were automatically deprived of
their Zairean citizenship. The
question that this action raises
with respect to international law
and fundamental human rights, and the one
that the Banyarwanda raised at the national
conference in 1992, is whether it is legally
and moral ly acceptable for a state to deprive
a

section or stratum of its inhabitants of their

numbers
of
Banyarwanda
grew
progressively due to both natural increase
and clandestine immigration in the postcolonial period. In January 1972, under the

citizenship rights.
Stripped
of their
citizenship,
Banyarwanda peasants are also denied land
rights, as the land they occupy and use is
being claimed as ancestral land by the
indigenous groups among whom they live.
The land question is at the heart of the

influence of his Tutsi chief of staff

conflict between them and other Zaireans

Bisengimana Rwema, Mobutu signed a
decree giving Zairean citizenship to all

genocide in Rwanda, thousands of people

natives of Rwanda and Burundi who had

died in interethnic violence in 1992-93 in

settled in Zaire before 1950. In addition to

North Kivu.

a

continued to welcome them with open arms.
Problems began to appear when the

their

in

professional and business
activities, the Banyarwanda in general and
the Tutsi in particular were now in a stronger
political position to use their proximity to
Mobutu for greater economic and social
success

in both North and South Kivu. Before the

Instead of finding ways of
resolving the conflict in a responsible
manner,

the Zairean authorities added fuel

fire with

xenophobic appeals, while
military officers became
implicated in arms trafficking on both sides.

to

soldiers and

Sapem November, 1996
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example of this state-sponsored

An

terrorism is the xenophobic campaign waged

by the provincial authorities of North and
South Kivu before and during the current
war in eastern Zaire. In September 1996,
South Kivu Deputy Governor Lwasi Ngabo
Lwabanji stated in a radio broadcast that if
the Tutsi Banyamulenge did not leave Zaire
within a week, they would be interned in
The
camps
and exterminated.
Banyamulenge’s reply was succinctly put
by a young fighter who told Chris McGreal
of the Mail and Guardian that “we

d(^n ’t

from Rwanda and they cannot force
us to go because we know how to fight and
the army does not” (Mail and Guardian,
25-31 Oct. 1996).
Being basically a
praetorian guard, Mobutu’s army was
decisively routed in a very short time, as the
come

Tutsi and their allies took control of Uvira,
Bukavu and Goma, the
Kivu

major cities of the

Nov. 1-7,

1996).

The Mobutu

regime bears a major blame
for the current situation, for having allowed
the French through their Opération
Turquoise, to assist Habyarimana’s army
and the Interahamwe to regroup in Zaire for
purposes of reconquering Rwanda. These
killers then used the Zairean refugee camps
to raid Rwanda on a regular basis and to
organize the slaughter of Zaire’s Tutsi. For
two years and a half, Zaire and the
international community watched and did
nothing to stop this, while the UN and the
major powers continued to be more
preoccupied with feeding refugees, including
the killers, rather than searching for a solution
to the whole crisis. Like any other responsible
government would, Rwandan authorities
have given military support to the Tutsi of
Zaire as a way of putting an end to the Hutu
extremists’ raids into Rwanda.

area near

Goma, Bukavu and Uvira is the latest but

time, the plight of the

Banyarwanda is inextricably linked to the

much

Hutu-Tutsi conflict in Rwanda and Burundi.

state

1990 invasion of Rwanda

larger version of the state-within-a-

that the PRP has maintained for years
its Fizi-Baraka enclave. Kabila, the

by the

over

Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF) from Uganda;

PRP

the assassination of the first

become

The

inspire confidence,

because it was initiated by the French, whose

coexistence between Hutu and Tutsi in

motives are suspect.

Rwanda and Burundi, on the

than

Démocratique Burundais (FRODEBU)
leader Melchior Ndadaye; and the genocide
in Rwanda are part of the political background
the cuirent conllict in eastern Zaire.
Like Tutsi communities all
and in the Great Lakes

over

the world

region in particular,

the Tutsi of Zaire did raise funds for the RPF
cause

and send some of their young people to

in the struggle as fighters. This
participation in the RPF war effort, at a time
take part

Mobutu Sese Seko

when the Zairean government was supporting

did raise questions
loyalty of Zaire’s Tutsi in particular
and that of the Banyarwanda in general. To
many patriots in Zaire, this type of behaviour
meant that the Banyarwanda were using their
Zairean citizenship in an expedient manner—
for purely political ends or pecuniary
ad van tage—wh i le t he i r real heart and loy al ty

Now that the rebel alliance is doing

the Habyarimana regime,
as

to

were

the

elsewhere.

However understandable

such feelings are, they do

notjustify officially
led or sanctioned xenophobic campaigns
against all Tutsi. Statements broadcast by
South Kivu Governor Kyembwa waLumuna
and his deputy Lwasi were, according to
McGreal, “remarkably similar to the extremist
Hutu messages broadcast during the
Rwandan genocide” {Mail and Guardian,
Sapem November, 1996

chief, had for all practical purposes

a typical African wrarlord rather
revolutionary guerrilla leader. If he
and his allies are to be congratulated for
once again showing to tbe whole world the
bankruptcy of the Mobutu regime and, above
all, for ending tbe Rwandan refugee problem
in Zaire, they are far from being tbe liberators
they hope to be. For a strategy of genuine
national liberation requires the kind of
political work that the PRP has not done,
nor has the capacity to undertake.
Only a legitimate and democratically
elected government can resolve the land
and citizenship issues involving the
Banyarwandaof Zaire. The PRP-led alliance
is part of the popular struggle for democracy
in Zaire, and needs to be brought into the
ongoing process ofpeaceful change initiated
by tbe democracy movement since 1980.
As for the Great Lakes region as a whole,
there will be no durable peace and security
without democracy and social progress in
Zaire, on the one hand, and until a just and
lasting solution is found to the problem of

democratically

elected President of Burundi, the Front

to

Uvira, and has not succeeded in

playing its once expected role as aspearhead
of the second phase of the national liberation
struggle in Zaire.
The alliance’s administrative control over

region.

At the present

policy in Africa is erratic and criminal, ” as
his country’s “government operates not on
principle, but on cynicism” (Newsweek,
November 21, 1994, p. 30).
Finally, a word about the so-called rebel
alliance. The Tutsi are not fighting alone.
They have been joined by several non-Tutsi
groups of rebels wbo have waged for years
a low intensity and at times sporadic
campaign of armed struggle against the
Mobutu regime. The best known of these
groups is the Pam de la Révolution
Populaire (PRP), a remnant of the 1964
eastern front of the “second independence’’
movement, which is led by Laurent Kabila.
For over 30 years, tbe PRP has maintained
a maquis in the mountains of the Fizi-Baraka

the job

that the international community failed to do,
the

only justification for humanitarian
region is to
pursue and arrest all the remaining killers to
bring them to justice for genocide, and to
prepare an enabling environment for the
intervention in the Great Lakes

resettlement of the returnees in Rwanda.
There is

no

need for

foreign military

intervention in Zaire. The UN-mandated
intervention does not

Jean-Frangois Médard,
a world renown professor of African affairs
at

the Institute of Political Studies at the

University of Bordeaux in France told
Fiewsweek magazine in 1994 that “Frenc/i

a

other.B

The author is former Vice President of the Nationai
Electorai Commission of Zaire, President of the African
Association of Political Science, and Professor of African
Studies at Howard University, in Washington, D.C.
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SOUTH AFRICA IN TRANSITION
MEDIA

THE LAST TEMPTATION
VUSIMUSI Khumalo

unlikely event in the
political drama unfolding in South
Africa’s fledgling democracy.
A group of the country’s 20 most senior
black journalists sought an urgent meeting
with President Nelson Mandela to repair
relations which had deteriorated alarmingly
over the past few months.

I

T WAS AN

President Mandela had accused “some

senior black journalists”
their white bosses

of being used by

to

discredit his

The first time the ANC leader

publicly

expressed his displeasure at the press
coverage his party and government were
receiving from black journalists was early
this year, when he was addressing students
at the University of the North.
The gist of his gripe was that in their
criticism of the ANC and himself,

some

had failed to take
into account the need to placate whites
who had the military and economic capacity
senior black journalists

subvert the

new

populist leader Bantu

Holomisa.

Holomisa demanded

Zuma, after her officials awarded

said

a

R14

million

(just over US$3 million) tender to
playwright Mbongeni Ngema, to fund
Sarafina-2, an Aids awareness play.
Despite a damning report which
uncovered irregularities in the award of the
tender and expenditure unaccounted for,
Zuma. Instead, he

yield to pressure to axe
praised her for doing a

name

these black

clearly referring to
Kaiser Nyatsumba, political editor of the
Johannesburg daily. The Star, Joe
Qwelane, a columnist for The Saturday
Star, and Sibiya Khulu, editor-in-chief of

journalists, but

was

City Press.

running theme in numerous articles
written by these journalists has been the
relegation of black interests to secondary
status by the ANC and its leader in their
obsessive pursuit of reconciliation.
The public outbursts by a visibly angry
Mandela
highlighted his party’s
hypersensitivity to criticism from blacks
A

perceived to be pursuing an African agenda.
But the matter is not that

simple. The
sensitively to two issues on
which it was lambasted by virtually all
English and Afrikaans newspapers: The
first was the so-called Sarafina-2 scandal
and the second, the axing from the ANC
ANC reacted

8

an apology. Mandela
due to him and that he
would stop anyone from doing so.
The ANC and Mandela were roundly
condemned for opting to sack Holomisa
instead of investigating the substance of his
allegations.
They were accused of paying lip service
to clean and transparent governance and of
placing party loyalty above national
no

apology

“good job”.
Sibiya, Nyatsumba, and Qwelane Joined

interests.

the chorus of condemnation. That hurt.

their words in

was

Qwelane and Nyatsumba did not mince

criticizing the ANC and

Mandela over their handli ng of the Holomisa

Holomisa,

a

former military ruler of the

Transkei Homeland revealed that hotel
manager Sol Kerzner had contributed R2
million to the ANC’s election coffers in
1994.

saga. That also hurt.
A perception grew

within the ANC that

Qwelane and Nyatsumba were their master’s
voices.

They

were

convenient tools because,

as

blacks, they could not be accused of racism
if

they criticised the ANC.
surrounding the
appointment of the country’s next Chief
Another incident

He argued

The President did not

given the ANC

After having been called a liar by Carolus,

Opposition parties and the Press called
for the sacking of health minister Nkosazana

order.

that his policy of continuously
allaying white fears and promoting
reconciliation had made it possible for the
country to have a relatively peaceful
transition to democracy.

knew that Kerzner had
money.

Mandela refused to

government.

to

and Parliament of

He insinuated that the money was donated
to

stop Kerzner from being prosecuted for

bribing former Transkei ruler Chief Kaiser
Mantanzima with R2 million to get casino
gambling rights.
Holomisa repeated before the Truth and
Reconciliation

Commission

an

old

allegation that Stella Sigcau the minister of
public enterprises, got a cut of R50 000 of
the bribe money as one

of Mantanzima’s

ministers.

When he further

recipients of favours from Kerzner, he
on dangerous ground. Mbeki in the
form of a lavish 50th birthday party allegedly
financed by Kerzner, and Tswete a luxurious
suite at Sun City during a Chris Eubank
World title fight. The rest of the Holomisa
story is history.
But what was more damaging was the
initial clumsy denial by ANC deputy
secretary-general, Ceryl Carolus, about
Kerzner’s contribution to party funds.
Equally clumsy was Mandela’s attempt
at damage control when he said only he
treaded

According to the South African
Constitution, candidates for the post are
interviewed

by the Judicial Services

Commission

which

makes

a

recommendation to the President.
When it

was

announced that the two

candidates for the post were

Ishmail

Mahomed, an Indian, and van Heerden, an
Afrikaner, President Mandela Expressed
his

alleged that deputy

President Thabo Mbeki, and Steve Ttswete
were

Justice soured relations further.

preference for the former before the

interviews

He

was

He

was

were

held.

strongly criticised by the legal
community and the Press. Sibiya wrote an
editorial adding his voice to those who
thought the President had erred.
summoned to Mandela’s office

with the intention,

according to Joe
Netshitenzhe, head of communications in
the President’s office, “to brief him on a
matter that the President felt had been
overlooked in his editorial”.
But this is refuted.

Sibiya was reportedly

a dressing down by Mandela.
The editor confronted Mbeki and asked,

given

“Is this how you guys want to

deal with the

Sapem November, 1996

SOUTH AFRICA IN TRANSITION
secretary-general Cyril Ramaphosa, bought

media?”

opinion piece by Nyatsumba
in The Star which brought matters to a head.
Sarcastically titled; “Even Saint Mandela
has clay feet,” it suggested that behind the
facade of sainthood lay a fallible autocrat.
The article also opened old wounds. It

To the Afrikaner

reminded readers of how Mandela had

Citizen newspaper.

But it

was an

publicly rebuked ANC Senator, Bulelani
Ngcuka, who accused his leader of putting
white interests before those of his own people.
Another ANC legislator, Tony Yengeni,
got similar treatment when, in his capacity as
Chairman of the Defence Committee,

recommended that English be the only
medium of instruction in the Defence Forces.

generals this was
sacrilege. Mandela moved quickly to allay
their fears stating that Yengeni’s views were
out of line with ANC policy.
Nyatsumba’s article chided Mandela for
regarding himself as the sole custodian of
ANC policy. It added that his intolerance had
To the Afrikaner

culture of fear within the party.
This was the strongest attack on Mandela

created

a

journalist in South Africa and the
response from his aides was as swift as it was
predictable.

by

any

Netshitenzhe’s feeble response was

arrogantly dismissed by Nyatsumba in a
reply.
Clearly, heavy artillery had to be deployed.
The Star gave ample space to Yengeni, Carl
Niehaus, an MP soon to take up an
ambassadorial post in the Netherlands, and
Peter Mokaba, former ANC Youth

League

leader and deputy minister of environmental
affairs and tourism, to reply.

Niehaus, the most senior Afrikaner in the
ANC, took particular exception to a remark
on radio in which
attributed Mandela’s autocratic style to

Nyatsumba made

he
his

“growing senility”
He added,

“this plunges straight into the

gutter of journalism”.

Yengeni argued that Nyatsumba’s article
on consciously and maliciously
insulting the integrity of our President”

“bordered

In

a

remark that set the

scene

for Mandela’s

intervention, he saidjoumalistslikeNyatsumba
had to toe the line of their white employers
who were resentful that Blacks were the
governors

of the country.

diplomatic
please
his Wh ite master to gai n promotion alTheStar
or be appointed editor of the conservative
Mokaba, not known for

discourse, said Nyatsumba wanted to

Sapem November. 1996

generals this was

sacrilege. Mandela moved quickly to
allay their fears stating that Yengeni’s
views were out of line with ANC policy.

Mandela thought it would not be enough to

leave the final work to his subordinates.
He said some black journalists had a hidden

They were unhappy that white
had been destroyed and wanted to

agenda.

supremacy

undermine the
As the

editors

war

new

democratic order.

of words escalated with white

defending their black journalists,

Tham i Maz wai, edi tor of Enterprisemagazi ne

requested a meeting with Mandela.
He did so in his capacity as chairman of the
newly formed South African National Editor’s
Forum
a body which united black and
—

white editors.
His request was granted and he led 20 black
journalists to meet Mandela who had a highpowered ANC delegation with him.
After four hours of “robust interchanges”, a
rapprochement seemed to have been struck.
Mandela reaffirmed his

commitment to the

government’s
independence and

to be an ANC
mouthpiece. We don’t want you to be
lapdogs. All that I want is for the Press to
“We don’t want you

be robust and fearless in

protecting our

democracy”, he said.

would

not

ominously, that he

take unfair criticism of the ANC

lying down.
they touch on the integrity of
the ANC, I am bound to reply in terms which
I choose and not those chosen by them”, the
President said, adding: “If ever they repeat
this they must not expect me to fold my arms”.
Mandela said it was not possible for black
journalists to express views contrary to those
held by their white conservative employers.
long

as

It is ironic that the feud between black

journalists and the ANC came at a time when
the monopoly ofwhite ownership of the press
is being ended.
The country’s largest paper. The Sunday
Times, flagship of the Times Media stable, is
now

Corporation.
widely expected that Ramaphosa, soon
relinquish his ANC position, will be

It is
to

chairman of Times Media.
The Sowetan, with the highest daily
circulation, is already owned by Dr. Ntatho
Motlana’s New Africa Investments Limited

(Nail). Dr. Motlana was Mandela’s personal
physician and is an ANC supporter.
Even more interesting is the imminent
ownership of the conservative Citizen — a
clandestine creation ofthe National Party—by
blacks in a deal being negotiated with the
Kagiso Trust.
City Press will also fall into black hands
soon.

Tlie ANC, Mbeki in particular, has been
unhappy with the local media which they regard,
despite liberal pretensions to the contrary, as
essentially hostile to a black government.
Before

the

consideration

1994 elections, serious

given to starting a proANC paper funded by Africa’s chief capitalist
was

benefactor. Tiny Rowland, then

Chief

Executi veof Lonrho. The project fell through.

Mbeki proposed to have a slot for
government on SABC to inform the public of
There was an outcry within the ANC and
outside. The Deputy President was accused of

trying to revert to the old days when the
National Party crudely dictated to editors at
the SABC.
A suggestion of a government-owned news
agency was also shot down.
There is suong opposition

and himself by journalists
“As

American

its activities.

freedom of the Press.

But he warned rather

Johnnie, owners of Times Media from Anglo-

under black control.

A black consortium headed

within the ANC

or government ownership and control
of the media.
to party

But with members and supporters at

the
major
publications, is there any guarantee that the
ANC will not control the Press through these
people?
Will black journalists working for papers
owned by ANC sympathizers be allowed to
write freely and fearlessly?
Will their role change from that ofwatchdogs
to “lapdogs” to use Mandela’s terminology?
forefront of the business takeover of

This is the concern of most media observers.

Only time will tell whether the ANC will
uphold its often stated commitment to the
freedom of the media

or

will succumb to the

temptation to control the media by hook

or

crook. ■

by ANC
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ANGOLA: THE POSSIBLE PEACE
Fernando Gonsalves

O

N

THE EVE of their 21st

independence anniversary on
November 11, Angolans may
had something to celebrate when

have

their national

soccer

team, the Black

Impalas, upset Zimbabwe 2-1 at the
Cidadela Stadium right in the heart of
Luanda, in a World Cup 1998 qualifier
But there is hardly nothing else to celebrate.
A peace protocol signed two years ago in
Lusaka by the government and the Unita rebels
has so farfailedtodelivertbepeace that Angolans

allow for the full

exploitation of
their country’s economic potential.
The main reason for the delays in the
implementation of the Lusaka Protocol has
been Unita’s multiple delaying tactics, which
have forced even the international community
to change its soft handling of the Angolan
issue. In what was interpreted by observers
as a significant new indication of
growing
impatience with Unita’s prevarication, on
October 11, the United Nations’ Security
Counci 1 gave the movement November 20 as
its deadline to complete specific military
tasks

most to

or

no

longereontemplate amilitary

the government, leading to a new
giving Unita better advantages.
According to the Constitution that formed

pressure on

agreement

the basis for the 1992 elections, the mandate

encounter.

need

where itcan

take-over. Unita’s strategy, they argue, is to
buy more time while seeking to see how it ean
water down the essence of the Lusaka Protocol.
One possible scenario is for Unita to mount

of the present

parliament — in which the
governing MPLA has a majority — is
expected to expire at the end of this year,
while that of the President goes up to 1997.
Based on these elements, Unita may opt to

challenge the legitimacy of theexistingorgans
of government, calling instead for a
transitional government of national unity in

heavier sanctions

on

Unita for it

to

agree to

the Lusaka Protocol. “It is necessary that the
kind of pressure be brought to bear on

same

Unita before it

can

take resolute

measures to

fully implement the Lusaka Protocol,”

says

Rear Admiral Mendes Carvalho, the defence

attaché

the

Angolan embassy in Harare.
So far, Unita has in great measure failed to
cooperate with the international community
in the search for a lasting solution to the
Angolan conflict, raising fears that its leader,
Jonas Savimbi, could be preparing for yet
another

at

war.

However, Angolan officials view the issue
in

a

different

tried and
10

light. They believe Unita has
failed several times, to a point

power will be less
visible if he ceases to be leader of the party.
Unita has not yet indicated who should take

up the post, and the government of national
unity and reconciliation which would have
resulted thereof has not yet taken shape.
Under the tenns of the protocol, Unita is
expected to deliver 26 000 soldiers for
integration into the national anny, send 5 000
cadres to the national police force, while the

remaindermustbedisarmed and demobilised.
Unita claims that it has confined over
62 000 troops at the UN-supervised assembly

points, but there is strong suspicion that most
of these are civilians, and that Unita may have
declared the number simply to ensure that it
gets a greater share in the integrated army.
Government officials insist that Unita’s
has not yet been confined,

and

only recently did it send

to Luanda nine
generals who are supposed
to join the national army, and
amongst these

of its promised ten

it did include its most senior military man,
Gen. Kamalata Numa, who had been a joint
chief of staff together with the present chief

face sanctions.

Repeated UN Security Council resolutions
calling on Unita to stop fighting went
unheeded in the two years that followed the
resumption of war after the 1992 elections
right up to the signing of the Lusaka Protocol.
The Security Council had to impose

Justifiably he fears that

core of combatants

Unita’s pattern of behaviour in the past
four years has shown that it only responds to
international demands for peace when

threatened with drastic punitive actions.

have been attempts in the past to isolate
Savimbi from the leadership of Unita, and

of the

Angolan army, Gen. Joao de Matos, in
the first attempt to create a unified army,

followingthe 1991 Bicesse agreement. When
war

Dos Santos

which it would have

better

representation
by the Lusaka Protocol.
The protocol stipulates that Unita
representatives should be given government
than the

one

a

offered

posts at various levels, its 70deputies returned
to

the National

Assembly (parliament), and
Jonas Savimbi given some “special status”.
The government has thus far offered the
Unita leaderone of the two vice-presidencies,
but this was rejected by Savimbi, on the basis
that the offer should be made to his

organisation, and not to him as an individual.
However, the refusal has less to do with
formation than with Savimbi’s own power
dilemma. At the Unita III congress in July, it
decided that if Savimbi

flared up in October 1992, Gen. Numa

deserted the anny and became commander
of Unita’s northern front.
An additional problem has to do with the
fact that, while the Lusaka Protocol made no
mention of a Unita police force, armed men

described

by Unita as its policemen are
patrolling Unita-held territories, hampering
the free movement of people and goods in
those

areas.

“This

gives consistency to what we have
along been saying; that Unita has kept its
main fighters and generals outside the
quartering areas. Unita needs these men so as
all

to

be able

to

continue

says Carvalho.
It is difficult

to see

to

influence them,”

how Unita can succeed

in

accept
the government offer he would have to
relinquish his position as Unita leader, since

challenging the legitimacy of parliament
and the government, particularly if the UN
Security Council stands firmly behind the

there

Lusaka Protocol.

was

was

were to

need to transform Unita into

a

viablepolitical party, a situation which would
require someone to be ful 1-time leader. There

New elections are subject to the successful
implementation of the Lusaka Protocol, which
Sai'1£m November, 19%
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effectively means that the existing parliament
remains legitimate beyond the date of its
Constitutional insolvency.
The Lusaka Protocol also stipulates that
the pending second round of the Presidential

of the

two

northeastern

provinces of the

present uncertainty in the country, exacerbated

“It is not

just a Constitutional issue; there
new legal framework brought
about by the Lusaka Protocol, which calls for

of an external debt of US$ 11.9 billion, a trade

whole

deficit of US$420 million, and a consumer

total disarmament of Unita forces and their

Luanda.

integration into the existing army, and Unita’s
full participation in the government,” Carvalho

has continued todecline, with about2.7 million

by aprolonged large UN presence which makes
almost invisible.
Therefore, Savimbi believes that by stalling
the peace process the economic situation in
the country will continue to decline, thus
further undermining the credibility of the
government. This is what keeps him holed up
in his Bailundo bush headquarters, deep in the
interior of the Angolan highlands.
Savimbi may be hoping that with the 7 000strong UN peace-keeping operation costing
over US$1 million a day, the day will come
when the world body will have to decide that
the situation is no longer sustainable and
terminate its mandate. “I am looking forward
to a time when the UN has gone,” he said
recently in an interview with the Portuguese
Catholic broadcast. Radio Renascenga.

Angolans out of a population estimated at
between 10 and 12 million currently requiring

the 12-nation Southern Africa

elections between President José Eduardo
dos Santos and Unita leader Jonas Savimbi

is

only expected to be held once all aspects of
the protocol have been fulfilled. Unita can
therefore call for fresh elections if the

not

international community widely perceives it
as the main obstacle to the fu 11 implementation
of the Lusaka Protocol.
is

a

said.

resolution, the Security
Council called on Unita to stand by its
commitment to transfomi itselffrom an armed
In its October 11

Lundas, commanding a parallel economy
estimated at US$500 million a year, therefore

deprivingthegovemmentofprecious revenue
needed to propell the ailing economy.
Although the government maintains total
control

over

offshore oilfields in the north,

which are expected to generate US$4.13 billion
in export revenues

by the end of 1997, and

some diamond fields which earn some

million

US$320

Angola’s economic
performance has been off the mark. The
country is grappling with the crippling effects
a

year,

price inflation averaging 3 700 percent in
The socio-economic fabric of the country

emergency humanitarian assistance. Because
of the war effort, social services have been

a political party, and fulfill
recommendations formulated by the Secretary-

opposition into

General’s special representative Alioune
Blondin Beye, in his “Mediation Document”.
The recommendations call on Unita to:

the national army;

On October

extension of state administration throughout

Luanda for

Angola;
Assembly;

goods;
6) make available other generals and high

ranking officers for duty in the army;
7) stem the flow of deserters from the
quartering areas and return those who have
deserted;
8) register in the quartering areas “Unita
policemen” who have remained in areas

by Unita forces; and

9) stop interfering with UN aircraft flights
and mine

clearing operations.
There is anxiety among diplomats and
analysts watching the unfolding of events in
Angol a, fol lowi ng the harsh tone ofthe Security
Council resolution, with some arguing that
Savimbi now faces the choice of coming into
the political fold or using military force to

Jonas Savimbi

grossly underfunded, at a particular moment
when the ravages of war make it imperative
that the government embarks on a large-scale
programme to re-settle some 1.25 million
internally displaced people and 300000others
who fled to neighbouring countries.
In October, IMF’s managing director,
Michel Camdessus, went to Angola and
pledged to set up a three-year emergency
programme worth up to US$75 million, but in
private, IMF officials have insisted that the
reconstruction package will not be forthcoming
unless substantial progress in the peace process
is made.
President Dos Santos has in recent years

adopted a foreign policy that allows Angola to
establish amicable relations with most

countries and multilateral institutions. He has

reports that Unita recently sold
US$20 million worth of illegally mined

country with

are

diamonds, and is using the proceeds for arms
purchases. Unita still controls substantial areas
Sapem November, 19%

worked

can

hard to portray Angola as a
good governance and one that

very

be trusted to do business with. However,

such efforts

are

a

Warren

—

maintain his power.
There

14, Savimbi refused to travel to

meeting with US secretary of
Christopher. America’s top
diplomat had hoped that a meeting with
Savimbi
a Washington protégé during the
Cold War years — would help give a new
impetus to the peace process. On both
occasions, Savimbi invoked security reasons,
despite tbe fact that at least once, Zambian
President Frederick Chiluba had given
personal assurances that he would fly with
him on his private jet.
The peace process is further hampered by
what appears to be a carrot-and-stick policy
adopted by tbe West — particularly the US
state

4) return all elected deputies to the National

vacated

Community (SADC) who had invited him for
ameeting with President Dos Santos in Luanda,
under the auspices of the newly created Organ
for Political, Defence and Security
Cooperation, chaired by Zimbabwean
President Robert Mugabe.
Savimbi has since called for President

2) dismantle all its command posts;
3) cooperate with the United Nations in the

5) establish the free circulation of people and

of
Development

On October 2, Savimbi snubbed leaders

Mugabe to be replaced as chairman of the
organ by South African leader Nelson
Mandela, as a pre-condition for his
“cooperation”.

1) complete substantially the selection of its
soldiers to join

the government

watered down

by the

ever

—

towards Unita. Underneath America’s

strongly worded public pronouncements
directed at Unita, officials at Foggy Bottom
are pursuing what they describe as a
“balanced position” regarding both parties,
apparently in an effort to ensure that the
appeasement of Angola is accompanied by
a democratic process in which the MPLA
(which Washington still mistrusts) is tightly
kept in check by a strong opposition, which
they believe can only be guaranteed by
Unita.■
II
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MOZAMBIQUE

RIDING ON A CRIME WAVE
Maria Cremilda Massingue
RIMINALS ARE

taking their
sharing campaigns to the
posh suburbs of Maputo, hitting at
the political, business and expatriate elites.
Suddenly, Mozambicans are realising that
it is easier to get killed now on the streets
than it was during the civil war.

C

wealth

When the wife of

one

of Frelimo’s

south highways at night due to the increasing
incidents of ambushes carried out by

Last year the police stormed a sophisticated
Mandrax factory on the outskirts of

professional

Maputo.Ten Pakistanis and an Indian national
were arrested but
they subsequently jumped
bail and fled the country. Recently, a Nigerian
national died at a private clinic in Maputo
where he had been admitted after 54 capsules

“This

gangs.

cannot

go on

single place where

like this. There is

one can

home, at the office or even

no

feel safe, be it
on

at

the street. But

nobody seems to care’’, moans Joao Miguel,
a resident of Maputo. Catarina Jose, a senior

heavyweight and presidential aspirant

civil servant adds that “there is

Armando Guebuza was stabbed in downtown

growing crime than the high unemployment

Maputo two months ago, analysts saw the
incident as a sign that the political elites
were no longer immune to the wave of crime
gripping the country.
In early October, Nicole Benzencom Heri,
a Swiss anthropologist
working on a
development project, was shot dead in broad
daylight on the outskirts of Maputo by

rate

assailants whose sole aim

was to

more to

and the demobilised soldiers who

the
no

longer receive pensions.’’

and armed robberies in October,

four-wheel drive

two well known local

his

camera

and

a

radio set

Jose Antonio Marques, a
was

to

the robbers.

local businessman,

rushed to South Africa for treatment and

may be confined to a wheelchair for the rest
of his life. Marques sustained serious injuries
when he

by a minibus several
appeared to be an innocent
argument with a group of youths of Indian
times

was run over

over

what

origins.
Nicole Heri’s death

sent

the donor

community into hysteria. For the first time
the ostentatious expatriates realised that
despite bunker-style houses and 24-hour
armed guards, they were as vulnerable as
anyone to the growing wave of violent
crime. Due to the inefficient, poorly paid
and conupt police force, criminals have
become so daring that they can strike
anywhere at any time without fear.
Switzerland threatened to freeze its US$ 30
million aid package if the government did
not

show firm commitment in the

fight

against crime.
Violent crime is

Manuel Antonio; fired

Mozambique has become an important
for crime syndicates ranging from
drug dealers to international car thieves. The
highly visible wealth ostentation by the
nouveaux riche classes,
represented by flashy
cars, fancy clothes and sprawling mansions
in the midst of abject misery, is an indication
not only of a sick society but also that there
may be a great deal of money laundering
taking place in the country.
This is not surprising. It is believed that
Mozambique has become an important transit
centre for drugs to and from centres in Asia,
Latin America, South Africa and Europe.
Last year the police stumbled on 40 tonnes of
hashish being exported out of the country
centre

concealed in

tea

enforcement agents. The common talk in
towns is that the police, particularly some of
its

high ranking officials, are on the payroll
syndicates”.
After heavy pressure from the civil society.
President Joaquim Chissano, who is known
for his aversion to taking decision under
pressure, finally sacked Manuel Antonio in
November. For many Mozambicans the
of “crime

former interior minister

was

unable to deal

with crime. His arrogant attitude at times did
not win him sympathy either. For example,

Zimbabwe and even as far afield as Zaire and

Antonio showed total

Kenya where they find ready markets. Driving

drivers

class of vehicle

12

one

business

lobby groups warned the government that
they could “paralyse the entire private sector”
if the “spiral of violence which affects
everybody” was not brought to a stop.
Alice
Mabota,
chairperson
of
Mozambique’s Human Rights League
(LDH), puts the blame for the growing wave
of crime on the poor performance of the
police. “The police alleges lack of means to
justify their weak response. They use poor
wages as an excuse to indulge in corrupt
activities, but they use unorthodox methods
on innocent
people while letting criminals
walk free”, Mabota says. She is not the only
one who holds a low
opinion about the law

still has no clues about
containers.
Car thieves move freely between
Mozambique, South Africa, Zambia,

a four-wheel

longer venture into the north-

containers. More than

year later, the police
the ownership of the

growing not only in big
cities such as Maputo and Beira but the
countryside as well. Long distance truck
no

before he could get them to their destined
market. South Africa. The police say there
are criminals from Tanzania, Zambia,

Rwanda, Kenya, Zimbabwe and even Nigeria
roaming around the country in search of
‘opportunities’.
The growing insecurity led to a public
outcry calling for the head of interior minister
Manuel Antonio. After the spate of killings

steal her

Toyota. In the same week,
personalities were
murdered in Maputo’s upper class
neighbourhoods. Armando Munguambe, a
photographer from the weekly Domingo
newspaper, escaped death by a whisker after
sustaining serious gunshot injuries. He lost

stacked with cocaine burst inside his stomach

drive vehicle on the Mozambican

roads nowadays is regarded as putting oneself
on a

death row, as this is the most sought after
on

the market

by the thieves.

when he

was

numerous

asked to

give account of the
country’s prisons,
contempt for human

deaths in the

lives

by stating that “when the mind fails to
the body pays the price”. On yet
another occasion, parliament summoned him
to explain the police’s failure to deal with
reason,

crime, but

the minister did not bother

to
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and was lucky to escape being
charged with contempt of parliament.
Observers find it puzzling that president
Chissano kept him in cabinet for so long
despite his proven propensity to blunders.
One theory is that, being the only member of
Frelimo’s old guard in cabinet, Manuel
show up

Antonio had become the President’s “eyes
and ears” among his colleagues. He is credited

having tipped Chissano about an alleged
1992, and some say he was being
rewarded for his loyalty.
with

coup plot in

credible argument of all,
however, was that Manuel Antonio’s
The

more

from his military
background. The creation of a new unified
national army as part of the terms of the 1992
peace agreement is moving slowly not only

perseverance stems

due to lack of resources,

sides

two

are

still

but also because the

suspicious of each other.

In the absence of an

effective army,

Chissano and his government

regard the

police, particularly its elite units, as the
country’s de facto army, with less vocation
for civil protection than to quell eventual
upheavals. During thedemobilisation process
thousands of ex-government soldiers were
transferred to the police force, often against
vehement protests from the former Renamo
rebels, who saw this move as intended at

crushing them before the 1994 elections.
Hence the need to assign a military figure

such

as

own

hands again.

force.

such

as

Chissano’s choice to replace Antonio at
the helm of the interior ministry seems to
bear this argument out. Almeirinho Manhenje

until his appointment special advisor to
president defence and security matters.
He faces the daunting task of restructuring a
force that is corrupt to the core. The director
of the Criminal Investigations Department,
Domingos Maita, acknowledged publicly that
there is evidence that crime syndicates may
was

the

have infiltrated the force.

“Whenever

we

plan an operation on a place where we have
information that there are illegal activities
taking place we find everything gone. This
shows that there is someone who tips them
about

our

police’s inability to act against
criminals, people in the poor outlying suburbs
of Maputo had resorted to mob justice and,
for a while, the level of crime had declined
significantly. They came up with the so called
“BP on top operation” which consisted of
dousing petrol on the head of a suspected
criminal and setting the suspect alight.
Sometimes they resorted to to stoning or
beating suspects to death. There were strong

against the practice and it has since

subsided.

However, the upsurge

the

obvious that the minister’s departure cannot

activities”, he said.

Due to the

protests

Even a learned personality
chairperson of the Human Rights
League, Alice Mabota, confesses that if it
were not for the fear that innocent people may
be caught in the cross fire, she “would support
mob justice and then blame it on the
government.”
The police record in the fight against crime
is so poor that the general public feels that the
sacking of Manuel Antonio would do the
trick, if only as a signal that the government
takes the fight against crime seriously. Now
that he is out, the public is waiting anxiously
to see results. But with the high incidence of
corruption in the force, coupled with high
unemployment and the huge number of
weapons floating around in the country, it is

Manuel Antonio, a retired army

colonel, to be in charge of the police

in crime is forcing

people to think of taking justice into their

constitute

a

lasting solution to the problem.

Measures to instil

a sense

of professionalism

in the pol ice force wi 11 ha ve to be complemented

by strategies to create employment opportunities
for the unemployed. Without that, crime will
continue to haunt the country’s development
efforts and criminals will continue to seek
ways

of sharing the little wealth available at

any cost. Mozambicans,

particularly the well-

to-do, should also learn the virtues of modesty
and discard the culture of displaying what to
many people is evidently not hardly earned
wealth in the midst of such widespread

poverty.
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SADC

TRADE PROTOCOL POSES TOUGH

CHALLENGES AHEAD
Saliem Patel

T

HE SIGNING of a trade protocol

by the Southern African
Development
Community
(SADC) on August 25 should be seen as
one of tbe most
significant step toward
regional integration in Southern Africa
for several reasons. Firstly, the protocol
is an attempt to undo the inequitable
trade

relations

between

members; secondly, it is
ensure

that trade

an

Newly
plants can also be given some
time to develop. All of this, however, is
dependent on decisions arrived at by the
Council of Ministers which

rational

basis

by advancing each members
comparative advantage; thirdly,

meaningful for economic purposes. The
implementation of the trade protocol,
up some

tough

challenges.
The objective of the trade protocol is to
establish a Free Trade Area (FTA) within
eight years. This is supposed to en^^hnce
trade in goods and services in the region
as

grant

period of relief that extends beyond the
eight year goal for an FTA in Southern
Africa.

both tariff and non-tariff barriers

are

eliminated,

The first challenge, therefore, is for every

country to have
FTA

on

an impact study of the
each sector of their economies.

Without these studies the
on

exceptional

cases

arrived at will lack
The

negotiations

and the decisions

credibility.

existing unequal trade relations

differences

in

the

levels

of

industrialisation. There are a host of reasons
for this but there is

hope that

now

that

South Africa no longer plays a destabilising
role in the

FTA will
increase and regulate
competition among SADC countries thus

could find themselves in

that SADC members

are aware

of this

as

is provided in the protocol to
negotiate exceptions. Companies that
need some time to restructure and improve
efficiency and quality can be given some
relief but this needs to be negotiated by
the Council of Ministers (representatives
space

14

can

decide

whether another member state is granting
subsidies that “distort or threatens to

competition in the region”

or

whether that member state is trying to
rescue and build its industries.
An FTA without effective customs

departments can be disastrous. There is
already concern that governments are
losing a tremendous amount of revenue
because of understaffed, inefficient and
often corrupt customs

trafficking and
as

vast

can only be on
industrialisation

strategy that member states

become

result of the

region, improvements can be
expected. The protocol has been drafted
with the insight that industrialisation in
SADC is necessary for improving the
existing trade relations. If there is a
reduction and gradual elimination of import

leading to and achieving greater efficiency.
Increased competition, however, can also
have negative effects, that is, it can result
in closures of plants and factories if these
are less productive. This can
damage a
country’s
economy,
increase
unemployment and stunt long-term
development. The trade protocol shows

importantly, however, it
the basis of a transparent

between SADC members and between them
are a

require states to rethink their
policies of reducing public

investment and expenditure. More

and the rest of the world

customs procedures are made
complicated and trade laws within
SADC are harmonised. The idea driving
this process is that improved trade in the
region will lead to long term and
sustainable development. Establishing an

less

This may
current

distort

because the borders that separate
SADC member’s will become less

however, will throw

cannot

SADC

attempt to

occurs on a

from the various SADC countries).

established

a

departments. Drug
laundering has

money

problem to be reckoned with

well.

Manufacturers

are

also

complaining about the dumping of
foreign products on the regional market.
If the purpose of moving
gradually
towards an FTA in eight years, instead
of

an

immediate creation, is to protect

economies
of

against the negative aspects
competition, governments will have
establish

to

effective

customs

departments.

duties without industrialisation, countries
a

situation where

they

are unable to sustain themselves
because of an insufficient industrial base.

So the third challenge facing SADC is
to assist governments restructure and

The

modernise customs

protocol therefore asserts that “the
process (of reducing import duties) should
be accompanied by an industrialisation
strategy to improve competitiveness of
Member States”.

So the second challenge, therefore, is
for each country to ensure that they
have a clear industrialisation strategy
to overcome both the national and

regional historical imbalances.

departments.

Improving trade relations in the
go some way in integrating
the Southern African
region. Trade,
however, does not only impact on other
factors but is also affected by them.
region may

Investment in the region, for instance,
can

be

a

be

spurred

stimulus

the trade

on

to

by trade but can also

trade. For this

reason

protocol must be followed

by other protocols, especially

a
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protocol

on

investment. It is no secret

THE CHALLENGES OF

that Southern Africa has not shown

significant increase in foreign

any

ECONOMIC INTEGRATION

direct investment relative to other parts

the past few years.
time SADC member states

of the world
At the
are

same

over

state

investment. How will SADC then

to develop its comparative
advantage as a region?

be

Samuel Sarpong

trying to reduce the percentage of
able

challenge, facing SADC,
therefore, is to draw up and implement
other protocols as soon as possible,
especially an investment protocol, to
complement the trade protocol and
further integrate the Southern African
region.
The fourth

T HAS BEEN

I

all sectors in the various countries. The

emphasis of one sector at the expense
of another could lead not only to problems
over-

credibility but also to short-sighted
decisions. The trade protocol emphasises
the importance of the private sector and
excludes other important sectors. The
of

Sector Coordination Unit,

which will

eventual establishment of

an

Common Market. The idea

African
was

to

ultimately lead to a continental African
Economic Community.
However, not much has been achieved.

appreciable progress in
of the three core areas of regional
economic integration
and
cooperation,
the
namely
of
integration
and
physical
no

any

he

was

chairman of ECOWAS: “We

move

from the

problematic to what is in danger
of becoming the unattainable.”
A major constraint on the operations of
regional groupings is the lack of political
will by member countries to pull themselves
out of the very political and economic
conditions that made the creation of the
said

groupings necessary in the first place.
unwillingness to cede some sovereignty,
which may be necessary to provide

An

of

assurances

of
durability
integration

arrangements,
detracts from the

desired

strong

production structures
and of the African

the states.

especially labour.

that

A former Vice-

Various
have been

Chancellor of the

reasons

University ofGhana,
Prof
George

given for
be

Benneh, however,

negating the well-

believes that the

desire.

situation is not due

seems

intended

to

their

as

leaders

commitment

Jerry Rawlings

enunciated the needs and benefits of

integration have
the

evolution

now turned cynical over
of African economic

Given the benefits of economic integration

potential created by the
regional groupings, the limited extent to
which the community protocols have
been implemented would appear
surprising.

and the great

In

the

case

of

the

Economic

Community of West African States
(ECOWAS), the gap between aspirations
and
achievements
is
large and
discomforting. The distemper and

of

lack

to

Many people who
were filled with hope

groupings.
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ex-President Dauda Jawara in 1988, when

cooperative
relationship between

the dismal situation

regional non-governmental organisations
must be given the same space to intervene
as the private sector.
These challenges come with the process
of implementing the trade protoeol; they
cannot be skirted. How they are tackled
will impact on the success of the protocol
and the entire project of regional
integration in Southern Africa.■

by the slow progress of
spheres is epitomised
by the following statement by Gambia’s

of

structures,

however, will affect other sectors as well,

Trade unions, environmental and other

frustration created

ECOWAS in many

institutional

markets.

challenge is for SADC to
provide the space for all sectors and
important constituencies to be part of
the processes that will follow the
adoption of the trade protocol.

decade

Lagos, Nigeria, committed themselves to
the
creation of dynamic and inter-dependent
economies at the national, sub-regional
and regional levels to pave the way for the

the trade

So the fifth

over a

take immediate steps to ensure

day-to-day operations of
protocol, is supposed to “work
closely with the private sector”. Trade,
coordinate the

little

a

There has been

Lastly, for SADC and its initiative to be
a success it must be seen to be drawing on

a

half ago, since African Heads
of State and Government, meeting in

and

on

the

part of African
the concept and practice of
economic integration.
To him, it appears that the political will to
forge ahead with economic integration is
lacking in adequate measure because the
African leadership is not sufficiently
informed about the advantages of
cooperation and integration, and they are
governments to

therefore
be

not sure

that their sacri fices would

adequately rewarded.

As such, he
to provide an
source

induce

thinks there is

urgent need
empirically-based information

which would, in

an

sustained way,
dynamic African leadership to

effectively

manage

a

the integration

process
15
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the continental,

at

regional and national

levels.
A critical look at the continent’s present

country has for many years been at the
vanguard of African economic cooperation
and

workshop designed to stimulate interest
in the regional integration process was
held in Accra from September 17 to 18, at

integration. Ghana’s first President,

situation would indicate that apart from
occasional efforts by academic and research

Kwame Nkrumah, had his foremost
consideration on the socio-economic

institutions such

the Institute of

development of the continent and was very

Statistical, Social and Economic Research
(ISSER) at the University of Ghana, the
Nigerian Institute of Social and Economic
Research (NISER), the Council for the
Development of Economic and Social

instrumental in the strive for African

the Southern African

integration and cooperation.
Ghana’s chairmanship of ECOWAS
from 1994 to 1996 was devoted not only to
finding a lasting solution to the Liberian
crisis, but also to encourage economic
cooperation. “We have noticed to our
disappointment that in spite of the
proliferation of regional economic
groupings, relatively little progress has
been made to realise the goals and
objectives of regionalisation in Africa,”
Rawlings said.
The country’s ministries of finance and
foreign affairs have been directed to prepare
a paper for consideration
by cabinet on
how the government can support the centre.

Community (S ADC), ECOWAS, European

as

Research in Africa

(CODESRIA) in

Senegal and SAFES Trust in Zimbabwe,
research by African scholars and analyses
on
important policy and technical/
economic aspects of economic integration
is negligible.
The result is that there has been little

policy action. No systematic research, for
example, has so far been made into the
role which the service and enterprise
sectors (private and public) should play in
the integration process in Africa.
In view of these

considerations, Ghana

has indicated her
centre

preparedness to host a
which would undertake research

and offer training
economic

and consultancy towards
cooperation and integration of

which

far-reaching proposals

were

made

by eminent scholars.
Contributions from representatives of

Development

Union, the United Nations Economic
Commission for Africa (ECA) and the
Common Market for Eastern and Southern
Africa

(COMESA)

among others, created
impetus for the smooth take-off

the needed

of the centre’s activities.

Officials
that it

at

the centre

are

unanimous

achieve its

highly demanding
project because of the
University’s reputable research experience.
Currently, the University hosts the UN
Regional Institute for Population Studies
and the UN University Institute for Natural
can

and ambitious

Resources in Africa, and has attracted
eminent

as

well

The centre, no doubt, would have a lot to
do in fashioning out a new approach to the

scholars from all

question of integration and cooperation.
In line with its objectives, a
two-day

establish

as

young and aspiring
the world who have

over

worked with their Ghanaian counterparts to
a

reputable tradition of excellent

scholarship.!

the continent.

The African Centre for Regional
Integration which is to be established at the
University of Ghana, is expected to begin

IT’S NOT JUST WHAT YOU SAY
THAT

work next year.
The centre would

provide new directions
integration process in Africa
and increase awareness of the interlocking
challenges of African regionalism.
It is expected to direct the surge of
interest on the subject of economic
integration into constructive and
productive channels and provide
programmes and guidelines for direction.
Besides, it will share experiences of
regionalism with similar institutions in
Europe, the Americas and Asia and
promote cultural,
linguistic and
geographical perspectives to advance the
cause of regional Integration and
generally
become the vanguard instrument for rapid
economic integration in Africa. A
to

HOW YOU SAY IT.

the current

Academics, professionals, researchers, students, companies and
organisations, make sure that what you want to say
does not get lost in the mist of language
We ha\e

by the university to work
modalities for the centre
next

to

out

a serx

ice to suit your

problems.

particular needs,

e.g.

Editing dissertations, papers, articles, etc.
Writing/editing project and other documents.
Providing training in Ad\ anced Writing Skills.
Teaching ‘Improve Your English’ courses.

•
•
•

•

Don’t let

language problems spoil
talk to

your communication

-

us.

Writing Institute

committee of experts has been constituted

2 Trent Crescent. Avonlea

the final

P. O. Box BE651, Harare Zimbabwe

be operational

Tel/Fax.: 263-4-.133()06

year.

Welcoming the choice of Ghana as host
of the laudable

project, Ghana’s President,
Jerry Rawlings acknowledged that the
16

COUNTS, BUT ALSO

We

help you

say

what yoii REALLY mean.
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ZIMBABWE

CRUCIAL AGENDA FOR WTO

CONFERENCE
Dennis Kapata

D

EVELOPING countries have

and

served notice that they are not

In

going to he passive observers at
the forthcoming biennial ministerial
World Trade Organisation (WTO)
conference in Singapore if hints from the
recent Harare Group of 15 (G-15) summit
are anything to go by.
The G-15 is the

developing world’s
equivalent of the Group of Seven
industrialised countries. The group is a
product of the Non-Aligned Movement, set
up in Belgrade, Yugoslavia in 1989 to
promote

South-South

economic

cooperation. It also seeks to represent
interests of the developing nations in the
dialogue with the developed countries of
the North. Its members are Argentina,
Algeria, Brazil, Chile, Egypt, Mexico,
Jamaica, India, Indonesia, Malaysia,
Senegal, Venezuela, Peru, Nigeria and

equitable global trading system.
a way, developing countries feel that

they are still having a raw deal, that the
negotiated results of the Uruguay Round
have fallen short of theirexpectations. They
are yet to realise the expected better market
access which would spur increased
economic growth.
Although the group is pleased with the
new focus on the debt problem and the
efforts exerted to seek solutions, comparable
attention has not been accorded to the key
issue that of depressed commodity prices.
Most developing countries depend on the
export of primary commodities to generate
the bulk of their foreign exchange earnings.
Instead of enhancing market access, the
G-15 claims that trading opportunities for
the developing world are being neutralised
-

The industrialised countries also have not

fulfilled the

promises made during the
launching of the WTO in 1995, to extend
preferential treatment to the group of less
developed countries (countries with per
capital gross domestic product (GDP) of
US$355 and below) and putting in place
mechanisms to assist developing nations to
adjust to the new trading regime.
The new obligations require policy
adaption to the global trading system to
ensure consistency with commitments
undertaken. Developing countries state that
they have faced formidable obstacles in
their efforts aimed at domesticating the
Accords due to lack of requisite absorptive
capacities. Mugabe said that for developing
countries to effectively participate in the
current international trading system,

Zimbabwe.
At the top

of the agenda of the summit

held in November

were

trade issues

particularly the implementation of the
agreements reached under the WTO.
Because of the difficulties developing
countries have experienced in implementing
the arrangements agreed upon during the
Uruguay Round of Negotiations, the G-15
is not happy with the plans of industrialised
nations to bring issues such as labour and
investment to the forthcoming meeting. The
G-15 has mandated its ministers of trade to
meet prior to or during the Singapore
Conference with a view to reaching common

on issues the grouping perceives
hurdles to fair global trade regime.

G-15 leaders: from

President Robert

through the

positions
as

Mugabe, the out-going

chairman of the group made it clear when he
said: “ We do not think it is prudent to burden
the WTO with

new

issues whilst it is not yet

ready to implement the full agreed ones”.
The group wants the meeting to focus
its
attention
on
reviewing the
functioning and implementation of
existing arrangements, with particular
emphasis on establishing an improved
Sapem November. 1996

right: Mubarak, Mugabe and Mahathir

of protectionist measures
unilaterally by developed countries
disguised as environmental, social or quality
use

taken

related

of

measures

in the

structural

adjustment
have to be accepted by
developed countries as substantive

context

measures

assistance and

appropriate

need to be taken to enhance their

capacities.
The

concerns.

Trade liberalisation

technical

programmes

contributions to the basic

Uruguay Round Accords.

tenets

of the

problem of absorptive capacity runs
being exacerbated by the haste
with which new issues are being forced onto
the international trading agenda by the
the risk of

industrialised nations anxious

to

squeeze as

many benefits as possible from the regime.
The G-15 wants this trend checked.
17
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“These strong arm

tactics and the
brought to bear on us
confirm our suspicions that we are being
frog-marched into internationally binding
arrangements that will eventually entail the
total surrender of national sovereignty”
observed Mugabe at the summit.
The G-15 also wants countries giving
preferential market access to developing
countries to maintain and improve
preferences and also to renew the General
System Preferences (GSP) in favour of
exports from developing countries.
The markets of developed countries are

unrelenting

crucial

pressure

to

the economic survival of

developing countries. Inspite of efforts to
diversify geographical trading patterns,
developing countries, as a group, still rely
on markets in developed countries to sell

Singapore meeting. The European Union is
planning to table a new Multilateral

they consider to be the most
appropriate forum where such matters could

Investment

be discussed.

Agreement (MIA) at the

meeting. The proposed investment
agreement seeks to give free entry to foreign
investors in any sector in the developing
countries except defence and security, a
move

which the G-15 fears would take

away the sovereignty of host nations.
The G-15 wants the negotiations

global regime

of

on foreign investment to
taken to the United Nations Conference

a

be
on

Trade and

Development (UNCTAD).
gearing up to
fight recent attempts by industrialised
nations to bring labour and other issues
The G-15 members are also

under the umbrella of the WTO under the

argument that they are trade related and
therefore fall under the

15 is that a more open, secure and predictable

jurisdiction of the
body.
Apparently this position was in reaction
to the proposals to ban goods from countries

international

that

60% of their exports.

Consequently, the feeling within the Gtrading system, providing

adequate

use

child labour. Such

become

a move

would

access to export markets, is a key
element in sustaining the export-led growth

could have adverse effects

of developing

countries’ trade. The G-15 wants this issue

The G-15

countries.

strongly against
attempts to bring investment issues to the
came

out

to

a

be taken

protectionist instrument which

to

on

the developing

specialised fora such as the
Organisation (ILO)

International Labour

which

The

Malaysian Prime Minister Mahathir

Mohamad, whose country has been cited as
one of those that use child labour, defended
the

of

cheap labour, describing it as a
competitive advantage that most
developing countries rely upon out of
necessity “but this has now been labelled as
an unfair
advantage”.
The impact of the G-15 would however
be tested on how it manages to influence the
proceedings of the Singapore conference.
use

source

of

So far, its attempt at forging a dialogue with
the G-7 has not been successful. Out-going
chairman

Mugabe has this to say on the
relationship with G-7: “ It is now left to us,
as the G-15, in tandem with other
developing
countries, to map out strategies that would
bring aboaut an effective dialogue between
the North and the South”.

Indeed, the effectiveness of the G-15
the

at

forthcoming Singapore conference will

certainly

serve as an important
whether the concerns of the

world

are

indicator of
developing
beginning to be heeded and

addressed.!

G-15 SUMMIT:
WHEN THE PRESIDENT WENT BACK
Dennis Kapata
HEN

W

ZIMBABWEAN

President Robert

Mugabe
was asked on November 5 by
his country’s permanent representative
to the United Nations, Tichaona Jokonya
to close the Sixth Summit of the Group

of 15 at the Harare International

Conference Centre, he went to the

podium thanked delegates and went back
to his seat. A few seconds

later, the

Zimbabwean leader, 72, realised he had
not done what he was asked to do.
He rushed back to the

podium and

apologised for not having pronounced the
Summit “officially closed”. Mugabe finally
did so to the amusement of his colleagues,
who included among others. Prime
Ministers Mahathir Mohamad of Malaysia,
Haradanahalli Deve
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Gowda, of India,

Percival Patterson of Jamaica, Ahmed

Ouyahia of Algeria and Senegalis Habib
Thiam. The closing ceremony was also
attended by the Vice Presidents of
Argentina and Brazil, Carlos Ruckauf
and Marco Marcel, respectively.
Many locals who attended the closing
ceremony of the summit seemed to have
understood Mugabe’s memory lapse.
It could be attributed to fatigue due to
previous tight engagements over the
preceding few weeks. The engagements
included state visits to Yugoslvia and
Jamaica and a trip to West Germany to
attend

an

International

Investment

Conference for Zimbabwe. This
followed
and

was

by his hosting the Solar Summit

the Southern Africa Trade and

Investment Summit in Harare.

After

the

solar

and

investment

conferences, Mugabe flew to Burkina Faso
for the Global Coalition for Africa

meeting. Earlier he had hosted Yugoslav
President Zoran Lilic who paid a
reciprocal state visit to Zimbabwe. The
itinerary also took Mugabe to Kenya and
Angola. After the G-15 Summit, the
President flew to Italy for the World Food
Summit.
Locals

who attended the

closing

ceremony of the G-15 summit could be
heard sympathising with their leader for

enduring a very taxing schedule, which
might have caused the slip up when he
was asked to officially pronounce the
meeting officially closed.
Zimbabwe’s recent busy schedule in
hosting meetings seemed to have not only
Sapem November, 1996
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Mugabe, but officials
particular those who made
arrangements for the G-15 Summit.
The opening ceremony was not as

speak their mind on subjects close to their

the officials would have wished

flouting tender procedures by awarding
the Hwange Thermal Power Station,
which supplies 50% Zimbabwe’s
electricity requirements, to a Malaysian
company, YTL Corporation, took a swipe
at Britain, Germany, France and the
United States for crying foul about the

affected President

well, in

as

smooth
it

to

as

There

be.

was

a

shortage of

headphones. As Egyptian President Hosni
spoke in Arabic, Malaysian
Prime Minister Mohamad in English and
Argentina Vice President Ruckauf in
Spanish, large sections of the audience in
Mubarak

the

Harare International

Centre

were

left in the dark

Conference
as to

what

was

being said.
The G-15 Summit did not lack dramatic

just as it provided some leaders
opportunity to bare their thoughts.
Drama during the G-15 Summit begun

moments

the

with Mubarak’s arrival in Harare, which
drew curious attention from onlookers at
Harare International

Airport. A target of

hearts. At

a

dinner he hosted for the G15-

Summit, Mugabe, whose government has
been criticised both at home and abroad for

deal, and declared that there would be

no

on it.
The Zimbabwean government was not

going back

going to listen to the Western critics who
were not happy that it had gone into
partnership with YTL Corporation as the
agreement was done in the spirit of SouthSouth cooperation, Mugabe stated. YTL
Corporation has been given 51% of the
shares in the power station.

want to
we

make friends with the West,

want justice

but

and fairness,” he told his

guests.

Speaking at same dinner, Mohamad,
country’s special treatment in

whose

Zimbabwe has

miffed Zimbabwean

industrialists, praised the Zimbabwe
government for not yielding to criticisms
and

from some Western
running of the country.
Mohamad, who has forged a personal
friendship with Mugabe, deplored the
attitude of the West for looking down at at
everything from developing countries, and
cynically
retorted:
“For once,
pressure
countries on the

Zimbabwean beef is better than British

beef’, in

an

apparent reference to the Mad

Cow Disease which has afflicted the

British what

industry.

After the G-15 summit, Jamaican Prime
Minister Patterson, had the honour

of

a

assassination attempt last year in Addis
Ababa during the OAU Summit, this time
an

round the

Egyptians did not want to be

caught napping and provided their
President with security not experienced
in Zimbabwe before.

Shortly before his plane touched down,
special convoy of four black vans filled
with his advance party, a Mercedes-Benz
ambulance for medical personnel and a
Presidential black bullet-proof limousine,

a

which had been earlier flown from Cairo

for Mubarak’s

use

while in Harare drew

up at the tarmac. Immediately after
Mubarak’s plane touched down, his gun-

totting security personnel surrounded the
aircraft.

However, in

an

apparent move designed

to be seen to be upstaged by the
Egyptians, theZimbabweansalso had their
own special security arrangements
for
Mubarak.
They had provided a
Presidential helicopter and three more to
cater for the Egyptian leader’s entourage.
After inspecting a guard of honour, and
accompanied by his host, Mubarak
boarded the presidential chopper and was
whisked away from the airport into the
city centre. Mubarak’s departure was also
shrouded in secrecy, having left in the
early hours of the following day aftcronly
attending the official opening of the

Tight security heralds arrival of Mubarak (thirdfrom right)

not

summit.
The Summit also
the

provided for some of
top leaders in attendance, a forum to

Sapem November, 1996

Western nations, which had tendered
for the deal worth

over

US$550 million,

have accused the government

of lack of

transparency. Mugabe disclosed that

red carpet being rolled for
second time in three days.

carpet treatment was

him, for the
The first red
accorded when he

arrived for the summit and the second at

Zimbabwean ambassadors to the four

the start of

Western countries

G-15 summit. However, the second red

were

summoned

authorities in those countries

to

by
explain

also

some diplomats to give details on why
and how the partnership was arrived at.

Salute.

Mugabe said he had told Moyo to turn
a deaf ear to the critics as
they had
nothing to do with the running of
Zimbabwe. “Let there be
as we

go partners

within

more

our

outcries

Group. We

three-day state visit after the

carpet was rolled at State House where he

the deal, while his minister of transport
and energy Simon Moyo was also asked

by

a

inspected a guard of honour mounted
by the Presidential Guard with a 19 Gun
As G-15 delegates returned to their
respective countries, Zimbabweans who

witnessed the closure of the summit may
be praying

that their President slows down
in order to revitalise

his engagements
his health.■
on
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MAIS UMA

TRAGÉDIA AFRIGANA:

A

REGIÄO DOS GRANDES LAGOS
IbboMändaza
A© GOM GjSlSse tdniaram as tragedias ^
atricarias nestes dias que sö aquelas que:
cuja^ grayidade Ihes: dd mérito de \
tratamemo ha CNN apafecem nas manchetes dds
:

,

meios de

comunicäpäö:: E

tragédias

se tomam

forgani za^5^'; estfarigcifase as ■ suas ^ ägéhci p;; fpdamental enlré: pronuncidnaentos sobre ema
;döädoras codas i ej^ >;iraficando. novas J corriqi;; Africa do Sui poderijsa; hoje e a filosotia que

äförmuks tais

como inecmismos

de manutetnäo

inspirou

a

Africa

dö Sul do apartheid a levar a

da paz ^dQ geåäode conflict para o contineme. cabo incursöes nos territörjds vizinhos c outros?
E entao alimentdmos as hossas populafSescom a ; E^iste apenas uma pequena modificafäo numa
falsa crenpa de que a paz pode ser um produto ; filosofia que assenta no; empenho nostdlgico ä
irnjwrtado: Produzido nps EUA, na América do ' “grande Africa do Sul” do passado do apartheid:
NoAe em geral, ou;ha Europal Entäo, se nuncaf a distante liga?äo.que estd; agora: a ser feita por

quando tais
facto de que^ a ^
coberturadäCNNsetqrnöunounicomeioalravés
doqual as estapSesde ieievisäo africanas podem
receber reportagens, sobre: o :.cönflictQ na regiäov;:
vemOs conftanpa era h0spropriosconioafricanps|:; algunsatmlistassul-^africanosféhtreocoriflictona
coraö föl 0:Caso na ciiSe dos.Grandes Lagos; faz:; .é:;tambéra: pqfque j ^Africa tal Cbmo: hqe a:;, regigO:'dös; GrandeS: Lagos ^por ;um lado e, por
com que elas se törneni.imais susceptfvets de
conheceraös: é em grande'medida urn cönceitö;' outro, as “potenciais- consequencias desaslrosas
äliraentar o fascraio eexacerbar os preconceitos; geo-politico raanufactufadö e procéssado pelös.
para a regiäo da SADQ täntö ern lennos do fluxo
de refugiados como nas perspectivas de
sobre a Africa
do que a provocarera uma. öutros, e ä imagem daqueles que governam: o
reflexäo sobre as pössfyeis principals causas de
nossoglobo.Damesmamaneira.opröprioestado :[ desenvolviraento da regiäo” (Greg Mills do
tais desastreshuraanos como as que a Africa pösafricanomoderao: vlrtualmentenadomorto, fragil instituto de Relapöes Intemacionais, The Star, de
colonial temestadoaenfrentarquaseanualmente,
e dependence; um artefactq que tem mais a ver: Novemebrode 1996). De qualquer raodo, no dia
Infelizmente, a compaixäo internacional e a.:! qomos Seus antecedehtp europeus do que com" :;; ÖdeNovembro, Mandelafezlembrarqueanova
respostahuraanitflriatornaram-separteintegrante': -qUalquer cqisayque pudesse dessa ifOrma :: f Africa do Sul näo dispunha de capacidade para
däactualfealidadeafricana;rauitasvezesajudando: transformar Africa.^; i;;!
:
: agir sözinha; que desempenharia oseu papel, se
a obscurar as bases histöricas e politicas dö
:A Africa;;pode desqnvplver a sua pröpria 1 .;:necessärip,sobaégideoudasNa9öes:Unidas.da
mesmo

hqtfcia,

o

.

.

contlicto, invariåvelmente lidando sö

capacidade de se rédimir,

e hä muitos eleméntos
OUA.pudaSADC.eemconcertafäocomestados
progressistasdentrodacqmunidadeinternacionai ; : da Africa Oriental.
dispostos a juntarem-se a uma novaestratégia— : : Contudo, existe a neeessidade de
baseada numa auto-avalia?äo genuina e num institucionalizar esta plataforma politica como
programa de acqäo bem;:def!nido por parte dos
umadas bases fundamentalsparaolanpamentode
relacionamcomaregiaodosGrandesLagos.Tais.f pröprios africanos iT-r tendo como objcctivo; a ; um nqvo sistema derelaföes intemacionais em
anälises histöricas de.vem, pelo menos para aqueles
recuperapäo e restaurqpäo do conti nente como um Africa nos anos vindouros, como a base princi pal
que nao estao;öfuscadös ;por uma visäo öto:;; :Ä0rchavénaoltfe{ög/ql|s/doséculoXXI.Mas;;;: ;de uma estratégia africana para a resoiuqäo dos
cvfnrricä de Africa, servir.de umconstante alerta de; ::a:Africa, elapröpria,déverdcome5araabordarqs;problemas africanos, A Africa como ura todö
que mesraoomais“estavel”dösestadosafricanos; ■ princlpios mais elemphtqres de elevapäö da sua : : deverejeitara'‘hierarquiade potencias”quetem
modernos é ainda täo Mgil e portanto läO;; ; ;pr6pria capacidade; coriftanpa na sua pröpriagente, ; ; sido parte da sua heranpa colonial mas que estä
potencialmente vulneravel como a Somalia, o
hos seus pröprios recursos intelectuais b;: agoraa$ersustentadaparcialmentepelaspröprias
Rwanda, o Burundi, a Liberia, Angola, ou Zaire,
protlssionais, nas värias^organizaföes e forpas poténcias mundiais e parcialmenle por africanos

sintoraas de

ferida

com;

ds

inriamaeäo.
O principal artigo nesta edifäo tenta ilustrar
algumas das causas fundaraentais das crises da
Africa moderna, particuiarmente aquelas que se;
uma

em

isto porque, as causas fundaraentais desta aparente;.

democräticasindigenasdedicadasäresolu^äoda ::: instigadores da intriga.. A lideranpa de estado
docnpaafricanaresidemnacomplexarelapäoentre ^ crise africana; e a rejeipäo daquelas tendéncias e :africanadeveseraultiraaaaceitaropontodevisia
aquelcsfactöreSiVircmfMegxmniaiqueconstituem^; atitudes que servera ;ape;nas para, acentuar;::ö;::; :;de que qualquer estado:ou.grupo sub-regionalde
hoje ö probleraa dii Situapäo pös-coloniaL :;
^
prpcesso de; balcäntzapäö; ö de desintegrapäS Jo;;;; ;::estadosé raais ■‘poderosq”.que os outrosi Portanto,
Embora seja facto.inegävel que a Africa do
cöhtinente,ariuinandodiiiäamaisasuadeclarada. apröpriaÖUAdeveestarna vanguardadeumatal
século XX é em larga mcdida um problema
unidadedepropösitotalcomoestäconsagradana ;campanha, procurando;;raobilizar esforpos
g/oha/que requer uma solupäo global, a lideranpa CartadaOUA.
regionaiscomvistaäsolupäodecriseseproblemas
estataieraAfricanäocohseguiuatöaquiapresentar
Neste ämbito, foi muito preocupante e queafectamocontinente.Paraquepossataltarefa
a consö africana como mais fundamental do que
embaraposonotar a faltadecoerénciaecoesäodos com; eficäcia. a OU A deve trabalhar com
as suas manifestapöes, que se tornaram täo
africanos na sua resposta ä crise na regiäo dos organizapöes regionais tais como a SADC, a
indispensäveis para ä sobrevi véncia ev GrandesLagos.. Apenas algumas semanas antes, a Organizapäo de Cooperapäo da Africa Oriental e
sustentabilidade ; dö regime: internacional de; Africa do Sul de Mandela havia demonstrado ;;:a Comunidade dos Estados da Africa Ociental
assistencia humanifäria, Mesmo a propria: - : capacidade paraumaposipaocomum africana em vjCDEAO). Desse modo, a OUA deve. em
Qrganizapäode Unidade Africana(OUA) parece relapäo aos apelos intemacionais para a chamada: ; qualquersituapäodeconflitoem qualquerregiäo
estar longede compreender a realidade histörica
“forpaafricana deintc.rvenpäo".SemanasdepQis, do continente, sempre trabalhar atravös dos
deqöeeiapröpriaéparteintegrante: incapacitada Mandela fez eco dessa;posipäo quando, embora secretarlados das respectivas organizapöes
que esta, tanto pela sua pröpria aderéncia
porimplicapäo.eleacauteiouQSprindpaisraeios regionais. Pols que para a OUA ser visia como
dogmäfica ao princfpio da soberania individual de comunicapäo de massa da Africa do Sul — e estando a confmar as suas consultas sobre tais
dos estados como pelo peso da realidade neotambém o Instituto SuLAfricano das Relapöes questöes numa base individual, na ausSncia do
colonial, encontra-se agora ameapada pela
Intemacionais—contraastendenciasdopassado, secretariadosub-regional.söpoderäminarainda
:

.

incapacidade de tömar qualquer i.niciativa
independente em rclapåo aos problemas : do;;^
.

continente, rodeada e censurada
20

como

ela é por

:nomeadame.nteä|qqeeAaYamdadasap;rojectara ;:;;::m;aisacqn:ri.anpaentretodasaspaftesenvolvidaS;
Africa dq Sul ;cömö;. um;podefsosb: pbifeigria: :.;; pdaf p6r::aiiKiamaisem eausa.a legiiimidade e
continente,: HaVefA;;;éntäö; alguma difé.iiehpa;;;: ::qapacidade cia organizapho.B
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BEIRA CORRIDOR

TRYING BUSINESS AGAIN
Dennis Kapata

I

to

it is critical that people of
the region take their own initiative.

in Windhoek, in

to grow,

proposed Beira Development
Corridor (BDC) is one of those initiatives.
This is the message the Beira Corridor
Ciroup (BCG), the main promoter of an
international conference aimed at mobilising
resources for the development of the routes
leading east to the Mozambican port of
The

Beira, has sent to the governments of
Botswana, Malawi, Mozambique, Zaire,
Zambia and Zimbabwe, the potential
partners in the project.
The Beira Development Corridor (BDC),

is an initiative
aimed at expanding the Beira corridor from
a transport network to focus on ways to
attract investment and implement productive
as

the S ADC annual consultative conference

FTHE economies of Southern Africa
are

the project would be known,

January 1997.
The conference is expected to identify the

potential for investment, seek ways to fund
such investments, remove any constraints
which inhibit investment and to
the corridor is

ensure

that

an integrated
which guarantees

developed in

and coordinated

manner

has

been

arrived

to attract

investment and

ensure

that those

investments prosper and generate additional
investment and economic growth through

the economic

multiplier effect.

area

Botswana, southern Malawi, the fourcentral

provinces of Mozambique, southern and
central Zambia, southern Zaire and north-

Zimbabwe.

If the plan is agreeable to all, an
international conference will be held in
Harare

on

December 2-3, well

in time to

have the decisions of the meeting channeled
Sapem November. 1996

infrastructure.
In certain cases,

will

constraints

therefore, the financing

blend

commercial,

develop it is essential that
which currently hinder

implementation of projects in the region be
simultaneously from each area. It
says such bureaucratic and financial
constraints fall into three categories and
these are national, provincial and municipal
which together combine to provide regional
impediments.
BCG managing director David Zausmer
removed

David Zausmer

develop the corridor, the BCG says it
to support a regional
development strategy similar to the Maputo
Development Corridor.
At the conference, each country will
identify projects in such areas as agriculture,
commerce, industry, mining and tourism.
To

is

necessary

necessary
to support commercial
investments. Investments in the social

stakeholders.

The BCG concedes that

However, the BCG cautions that if the

developing the BDC, numerous groups have
a legitimate interest in its evolution and
success and they must be included as

eastern

of the

will be

BDC is to

Also, investment in infrastructure will be

and

sectors

developmental, donor and government
finance with the aim of opening up areas of
high economic potential.

In

eastern

investments in the different

which

joint

served by the corridor’s
transport network includes eastern

geographic

for funding

and social investments. The BCG proposes
the establishment of a development fund

ministerial committee to work out ways

of
enticing the other partners in the
development of the BDC.
Including Botswana, which was not in
the original plan, the BCG says the

requested to

present papers on methods

projects may require an
integrated approach which includes the
complementary funding of the infrastructural

The Mozambican and Zimbabwean

a

financial institutions would be

of commercial

facilitating

established

development banks,

project financing
complex. Whereas it is accepted that
the majority of investment must come from
the private sector, some areas of the region
have enomious potential but are isolated
through lack of physical and social

implemented in an
longterm viability and growth.
Aftcrexposing the potential and problems
related to the BDC, the next step would be

commercial investments.

governments have

The World Bank,

donors and international and national

environment which will lead to its

because

at

geographic basis.

BDC.

investments which will lead to the economic

governments provide the key to

of projects it
sectoral and

that investment is

growth of the region.
According to the BCG, the proposed
scheme to be set up along the lines of the
Maputo Development Corridor (MDC)
estabi ished between Mozambique and South
Africa early this year, would also now be
coordinated at inter-governmental level.
This

outline of the different types
wishes to implement on a

development sector will also be required to
enable local populations to participate and
benefit fully from the BDC.
The

conference

will

provide the
opportunity to highlight projects and it is
proposed that each country compiles an

would

why a transport
meeting which was supposed to
have taken place in Harare between
September 12 and 19 and attended by
delegates from all six countries earmarked
not comment on

ministerial

for the BDC failed to materialise.

Zausmer, however, confirmed that it had
been resolved that the BDC conference

would take

place in Harare. He was

on earlier reports which said
Mozambicans had been insisting that the

commenting

conference must be held in their country.
The conference is estimated to cost

Z$650 000 (US$65 000), excluding
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transport, hotel accommodation, and
other

be

incurred

by the
Zimbabwean government as the host. Of
the estimated budget, BCG has secured
to

costs

Z$450 000, of which Z$265 000 is

a

railway linking it to Zimbabwe. In addition,
during the civil war in Mozambique the
government ofZimbabwecommitted troops
along the corridor to protect it from rebel
attacks. However, as South Africa opened

grant from the Canadian International

itself to the world, the Zimbabwean business

Development Agency (CIDA), and
Z$185 000 has been pledged by the
private sector in Zimbabwe.
However, there is uncertainty as to the
eventual success of the conference, given
the nature of the private sector in Zimbabwe,
which is very skeptical aboutdoing business
with any African country other than South

community was diverting its major foreign
trade operations through the South African
ports of East London and Durban, citing as
the main reason high road tolls and heavy
red tape in Mozambique.
One obstacle facing the conference is the
ability of the Zimbabwean business
community to convince their government

Africa.

to

Since the formation of S ADC in 1980, the

become

a

Mozambican

valid interlocutor with the
authorities.

Predominantly

substantial investments

white and often anti-establishment, the
business community in Zimbabwe has on a

of Beira,

number of occasions failed to communicate

government of Mozambique has made
as

well

as

to develop the port
the main road and

with its government on critical matters where
the government should intervene to facilitate

business.
Given

the

hostile

attitude

of the

Zimbabwean business community towards
the Mozambican government, the success
of the conference would very much depend
the perception of the Mozambicans that

on

this time round the Zimbabweans are serious
about business.
While

on

the issue of red tape

Mozambican government may try

the
and find

alleviate the situation, it is very
unlikely that it can compromise on the issue
of road tolls. Maputo maintains that it costs
money to build and keep up roads, and it is
only fair that those who benefit from their
ways to

use

should contribute towards

meeting these

costs.■

FOREIGN INVESTMENT:

NO TIME FOR POLITICAL RHETORIC
Antonio Gumende

T

HERE WAS

a

time when the

favourite joke in diplomatic circles
in Zimbabwe went

as

follows:

a

foreign investor disembarks at Harare
airport and, when asked about the
purpose of his visit by an inquisitive
immigration officer, he says: “I have come
to look for investment opportunities.”

for some exceptions investors have generally

demand is that the

putting their money where
their mouth is. Instead of rushing to put up
factories or to dig out riches in Zimbabwe
and elsewhere in the region, they have
adopted a cautious approach. They have

policy reforms need to be
complemented by a change of attitude at the
political level, in order to eliminate the
widely held suspicion that there is a veiled
resentment towards foreign capital.
The new demand has far reaching

Robert Mugabe

Chester Crocker

been slow in

The baffled officer lifted his frowned face

and, before thumbing his stamp over the
visitor’s passport, retorted innocently:
“what is wrong with your own country,
sir?”

Times have

changed, the Zimbabwean
1 iberalised almost beyond

economy has been

recognition and the unwelcoming attitudes
like this one are a thing of the past. President
Robert Mugabe is a regular speaker at
investment promotion conferences in
Western capitals and potential investors
coming to sniff at opportunities or to attend
conferences such
Investment Summit

as

the Trade and

organised by the

International Herald Tribune in October in

Harare, have become
Investors

are

a common

feature.

generally upbeat about the

investment climate and prospects.
22

But

save

now

added

a new

demand

on

top of the call

for market reforms characterised

by liberal
exchange rates, free repatriation of capital
and profits and fiscal incentives. The new

implications. For one, it shows that investors
only beginning to take greater interest
in the way national politics are shaped, but
also that they want to influence the way
are not

Sapum November, 1996
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certain issues

are

to flow to the region on a
larger scale, Clayton said, there is need for

investment is

addressed at the national

likely to rekindle the
old debate over the sovereign rights of host
level. This demand is

total commitment from governments,

bureaucrat.”

Clayton feels that there is still
legacy of nationalism which “can act as an
important barrier to investment, no matter
what the overt policy towards investment

President Mugabe was probably the leader
who felt most uncomfortable

a

during the

potential investors and other
speakers del iberately singled out Zimbabwe
as an example of what is perceived as the
wrong political attitude towards business.
For example, it was not difficult to figure
summit,

out

as

is.”
The leaders refrained from

secretary of state for African Affairs, Chester
Croker, was trying to get at when he
mentioned the existence of “political
dinosaurs who for
and self-interest,

reasons of pride,

nostalgia
cling to old visions.” The

Quett Masire

that they assumed that the

indication that Crocker’s ‘outburst’ did not

attitudes suggests

go unnoticed in local circles came a few
days later when a senior government official

protocolar tradition of delivering keynote

jokingly that Crocker, who is

married to

a

white Zimbabwean, was an

entering into
degenerated into
counterproductive dialogue. But it remained
unclear how true is the assertion that political
rhetoric on domestic issues constituteamajor
factor in the region’s poor investment record.
Most governments may still have some way
to go in stabilising their eeonomies. But the
same governments have implemented far
reaching liberalisation measures which, in
some cases, have put them at the risk being
thrown out of office at the first opportunity,
what

who the former United States assistant

declared

“from

the head of state down to the lowliest

countries.

invited VIPs would conform to the
excuse themselves to attend to
“pressing matters” and may be return for the

addresses,

could

have

in order to make their investment climate

closi ng ceremony — to enable the speakers
to take a swipe at their ‘attitude problem’

attractive.

with

freely.

characterise most economies in the

it is naive toexpect the liberalisation process

Openheimmer, the deputy chairman of

They got it all wrong this time. President
Mugabe and his Botswana counterpart, Quett
Masire, Premier Pascoal Mocumbi of
Mozambique and Deputy President, Thabo
Mbeki, of South Africa decided to sit through
the meeting and hear first hand what potential

“ungrateful” son-in-law of Zimbabwe.
Crocker

was not

the only one who came

emotionally charged advice for the
not-so-friendly attitudes of politicians to
investment in Southern Africa. Nick

Anglo American Company, also had
probably the host president in mind, when
he warned that politicians should exercise
caution in theirpublicpronouncements when
trying to address local issues because “their
words will be heard by the world at large.
Political speeches in Soweto, Gweru or
Gobabis will be heard on the trading floors
of London, Tokyo or New York, and could
make

a

difference between barren sites and

factory, between joblessness and
employment, between poverty and a
widening circle of wealth”, he said.
a

new

perceived as the problems
hampering greater inflows of investment to
the region. However, it was not clear
whether, at the end of the gathering, the
leaders got a satisfactory answer to this
nagging question.
For example, Philip Clayton, senior
investors

economist with South Africa’s Standard

Bank, doubted whether the region had made
up

its mind on foreign investment. If

Also, given the racial

region,

be devoid of political

rhetoric, be it in the
indigenisation/affirmative aetion,
land redistribution or the ownership of
national assets during privatisation.
In principle, the right signal to investors
should be the overall legal and institutional
framework and how thecountries are treating
existing foreign investors, not what
politicians say for electioneering purposes.
That conflicting statements on policy do
send confusing signals about agovernment’s

to

form of

commitment eannot be denied. But it

can

argued that if politics was the only
yardstick used by investors to arrive at
investment decisions, China could not
also be

account

Zimbabwe has the reputation among some
Western governments and multilateral

inequities that

for the

investment flows

biggest share in global
today.

being the enfant terrible in

Investors will also have to realise that

the region, given President Mugabe’s regular

weak investment response to liberalisation
efforts may actually exacerbate skepticism
about foreign capital, particularly if it is

institutions of

swipes at the policies of the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) when addressing the
domestic constituency or when emphasizing
the need to empower the black population
economically through the process of
privatisation. As it was vividly illustrated
during the conference, the manner through

fuelled by impatient politicians. Zimbabwe’s

government privatised the
Hwange Thermal Power Station did not
help to buttress the country’s image either.
The boldness with which most of the

which the

speakers approached the issue of political
Sapem November. 1996

Pascoal Mocumbi

minister of trade and industry, Nathan
Shamuyarira, sparked off a controversy of
sorts with the Zambian delegation during
the summit, when he indicated that although
the Zambian government had rushed to
liberalise its economy and to sell its
parastatals, the inflow of investment
recorded so far falls short of expectations.
Despite a prompt interjection by the
23
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Zambians

the contrary,
direct

statistics
foreign
investment as percentage of Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) increased marginally from
16 to 24 per cent between 1990 and 1994,
hence the limited impact on growth and job
show

to state

that

Zambia’s

creation.

seemed to have

Moreover, local politicians are not the

only

levels of inward investment in the region,
Crocker appeared to be expressing the same
sentiment when he said that “the time for
talk and promotion is coming to a close and
the time for concrete action and decisions
has arrived.” The trouble is that nobody

ones

who remain unimpressed by the

NAMIBIA

THE

an answer as to

what the

“concrete actions” ought to be.
The governments have laid out the red

carpet and want foreign investors to step in,
wealth and

create

Jobs and make money in
The investors claim that
although the environment is (almost) right
political attitude has to change. This is where
the merit of gatherings such as the Trade
the process.

and Investment summit lies: it opens avenues

for

dialogue between business

persons

and

governments at the highest level.®

QUEST TO BE ‘POOR’
Henning Melber

HE NAMIBIAN government has
campaigned successfully to obtain
a ‘technical’ Least Developed
Country (LDC) status. But the
government should not use the new found
status to dodge the fundamental challenge
of tackling the social and economic
inequities in the country.

T

A 1971 United Nations

listed the least

(UN) resolution

developed countries

the
basis of three broad indicators: the per capita
Gross Domestic Product (GDP), fixed at
on

US$355 in 1985, the share of manufacturing
to

GDP

(less than 10

per

cent) and the

literacy rate (less than 20 percent among the
population above 15 years of age).
Namibia’s GDP per capita in 1995
amounted

to

N$4 591 (US$1 000). This is

countries with LDC

status

is

placed higher

than Namibia in terms of HDI. On the per

capita income basis only, Namibia would
even rank 79, that is 37 places up the scale.
The problem with Namibia, however, is
that the general statistics hide the ugly
social reality. In its first Human
Development Report on Namibia, adetailed
country profile produced locally, the UNDP
qualifies the result of the survey as “a
shocking picture of poverty in the midst of
plenty”, turning Namibia into “the most
unequal country, outdoing both South Africa
and Brazil for this dubious honour”. Along
similar lines, a World Bank report in 1992
stated with reference to the shocking
inequalities that “there are at least two
Namibias...”
To put it into perspective, one tenth of
Namibia’s population representing the three

comparatively high, although there has been
no real growth in per capita income for the
last decade. Furthermore, the adult literacy
rate is calculated at 68 per cent in rural areas
and 83 per cent in urban areas. Both
indicators are clearly in contrast to the
criteria designed for LDC status. Only the

European based dominant language groups
(Afrikaans, English and German), earn more
than half of the country’s total annual
income. If only the German and English
speakers are considered, the privileged status
would be even bigger. As illustrated by the

small contribution of the

National

GDP,

negative impl ications for the general social
well-being of a population — it could still
make a decent living on a natural resource

Expenditure Survey released this year, the
biggest problem is not overall poverty but
unequal distribution of wealth.
The ambivalent incentive is that officially
recogni sed LDC countries q ual ify for certain
preferential treatment as far as the provision

basis.

of aid is concerned. The Plan of Action

manufacturing to
7.6 per cent, would characterise

Namibia

as a

non-industrialised country.

However, this does not necessarily have

The 1996 UNDP Human

Household

Income

and

achieved in the

1980s. While donors

committed themselves

to allocating a
minimum of 0.15 per cent to official

development assistance (ODA) to LDCs by
1995, aid fell from 0.09 per cent of donor
(GNP) in 1990 to

Gross National Product
0.07 per cent

by 1993. Only Norway,

Denmark, Sweden and the Netherlands had
reached the 0.20 per cent target set
year

for the
2000, while Portugal reached the 0.15

per cent target.

Despite such sobering stock taking, it is
a temptation for certain countries to
“achieve” LDC status. Admittedly, there
still

are

other attractive benefits. Private investors

from industrialised countries

qualify for
specially supportive conditions in their home
countries for investing in LDCs (in many
cases to

minimise risks). The desired effect

ought to be that external private investment
is made in such countries.
The trouble is that investment decisions
not

taken from

welfare

perspective. A
socio-political environment and a
maximisation of profits are still the main
forces and motives for private investment
with the purpose of capital accumulation.
LDCs, particularly those on the African
continent, are not very attractive under such
criteria. According to the 1996 Human
Development Report, 40 per cent of the
cumulative private capital flows of US$585
billion todevelopingcountries between 1989
and 1994 went to East Asia; 30 per cent of
are

a

secure

Development
Report ranks Namibia 116 out of 174
countries in the Human Development Index

adopted by the Second UN Conference on
LDCs identified a range of commitments

(HDI). It is at the lower end of the “medium

despite such lip service little has happened.

South Asia received 3 per cent
Saharan Africa received a paltry

human

A mid-term review in 1995 stated that overall

This shows that

growth in LDCs

does

development” category, while

almost all LDCs

human
24

are

classified under “low

development”. In fact,

none

of the

for the benefit of LDCs in the 1990s. But

which

was

even

was less than 2 per cent,
lower than the growth

these flows

not

went to

save

Latin America while

and Sub1 percent.

preferential LDC status
African countries from

increased economic

marginalisation.

Sapem November, 1996
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Additional donor support by means of
additional grants and soft loans, as limited
as it is, might still be a temptation to strive

the economy and reduce the gross social
distortions and income discrepancies.

for LDC status. But is

Report”

questionable if the
material benefits outweigh the possible
psychological effects. Namibia should instead
accept the challenges and devote efforts
towards more social justice and economic
reconstruction and transformation based

on

self-reliant

approach.
There might be an inherent danger of
entrenching the aid dependency syndrome
even further if a country chooses to advertise
for attaining an LDC status. Instead efforts
should be concentrated on coming up with
a more

distributive

measures

which will transform

As the Namibian “Human

Development

says in its concluding statement,
“Namibia is one of the worst performers in

the world in terms of human

development

levels relative to national income”. The

them. International donors, however,

regard
privatisation
programme in Sub-Saharan Africa.
The remaining parastatals, which include
the giant Zambia Consolidated Copper
it

the

as

Mines

successful

most

(ZCCM)

—

the backbone of the

message

economy — await privatisation
within the next 24-36 months.

real

Privatisation

here is that it is not the absence of
wealth, but its redistribution which poses the
challenge. Intervention to comect this

state

of affairs will not

come

from the LDC

It

requires a social policy by
government and state bureaucracy and the
execution of particular guidelines and
strategies to the benefit and welfare of the
majority of the people.®
status.

ZAMBIA

PRIVATISATION ON

COURSE, BUT.

..

Dennis Kapata

country’s
Chief

executive

of

the

Zambia

Agency (ZPA), Valentine

Chitalu, attributes what he considers
the

to

be

of the

privatisation programme
to the unwavering commitment of the MMD
government, a commitment he describes as
a rare political consensus. “Consistent
adherence to free market policies including
a free exchange regime have earned Zambia
respect once more as demonstrated by
Zambia’s recent qualification to an, IMF
Enhanced Structural Adjustment Facility
(ESAF),” says Chitalu.
success

But UNIP has insisted that under the

disguise of rationalisation of state
enterprises, the government is only bent on
placing the Zambian economy solely in the
hands of foreigners, while causing a high
loss of jobs.
The MMD government on

its part argues
privatisation programme is
inevitable, as most parastatals were lossmaking, only being kept alloat through
subsidies collected from a few profitable
companies such as the Zambian Insurance
Corporation, the only insurance firm before
that the

OME

130

of

out

the

150

s

parastatals that made up over 80
percent of Zambia’s economy
have undergone privatisation since the
October 1991 first multiparty elections,
which brought to power President
Frederick Chiluba’s Movement for

Multi-party Democracy (MMD).
About 30 of the newly privatised
companies were sold to foreigners, while
Zambians have acquired 88 firms and the
remainder

were

sold

on a

were

in poor state.

Despite the firm handling of the
privatisation programme, the sale of stateowned companies in Zambia has been under
severe criticism and misgivings from the
main opposition party UNIP, which created

competitive bid

basis and others handed

over

to

their

previous owners.
According to the most recent report of the
Zambia Privatisation Agency (ZPA) on the
status of the country’s public enterprise
reform programme, over 13 000 workers
were
retained by the new owners of the
privatised firms, while about 1 000 were
declared redundant. An unspecified number
of workers opted for voluntary retirement
when their companies were sold. Zambianpurchased companies include management
buyouts, individual purchases and others
by private Zambian companies.
Some companies were bought by
foreigners in partnership with Zambians.
Sapcm Novhmbkr. 1996

Analysts however, say the government is
not expected to realise thecommercial value
of the companies being sold as most of them

liberalisation, and the Zambia National
Provident Fund and the taxpayer.
All the major political parties,

UNIP,
Party (NP), Zambia Democratic
Congress (ZDC) and Liberal Progressive
Front (LPF), have criticised the rate at which
the ruling party has carried out the
privatisation programme. They have
National

advocated for
there

are no

a slower pace so as to ensure
massive job losses.

UNIP has said that

although it is
privatisation, it views the
programme as a means to the real economic
empowerment of the people, and not as an
end itself on the privatisation of ZCCM,
committed to

which

was

nationalised in 1968,

UNIP

“ZCCM is an important and strategic
enterprise in the Zambian economy.
Accordingly, it should only be partially
privatised to dilute the State’s shareholding
says:

and at the

same

time restructured

so

that it

operates efficiently and competitively on
ZPA

Chief Executive Chitalu

the markets”.
25
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UNIP has also

charged that there have

been under-hand methods in the sale of some

parastatals. This arises from the fact that
some

ministers and other senior MMD and

and competitive companies which will
expand tax revenues rather than the deficits
from the parastatal sector which only
consumes

acquired some of the newly privatised
enterprises. But Chitalu and other ZPA
officials deny the charges, pointing out that
under the Privatisation Act of 1992, all deals
are

concluded above board.

Critics of the MMD government

have

donor

community that the Zambian
privatisation programme has been successful.
They say such assumptions are merely based
on the fact that while some governments in
the region have resisted pressure to privatise
parastatals, the MMD government has gone
with the programme at full throttle with no
regard to social consequences.
Some parastatals’ balance sheets were so
deep in the red that the only logical alternative
was to liquidate them. Notable among those
are Zambia Airways and the country’s
passenger bus firm, the Uni ted Bus Company

related
says:

to

closure of

“As

we at

there are problems

some

trading sector have been sold
cover

as assets in
liabilities and the country

would be

lucky to break even when all the
paid.
But on the bright side of the situation,
according to Chitalu, is that the successors to
debts have been

dismissed as empty claims by the international

of Zambia (UBZ).
Chitalu acknowledges

and

warehouses, both wholesale and retail, in the
order to

firms, when he

the

run

down

sectors

is

beginning to have a strong impact on
policy formulation, thereby
creating an enabling environment for a
sustainable private sector over the long run.
On the successes of the programme, Chitalu
alludes to incoming investors who have begun
to replace the outdated plant with new
investment. He points out however, that it
must be accepted, as other countries have
found to their cost, that privatisation is not an
initial money generation exercise but, in the
long term, the country will benefit from the
government

The ZPA boss says state-owned shops

government officials are among those who
have

revenue.”

which have invested in the country.
The increased strength of the private sector

have created and

are

continuing to create new jobs which will
eventually outnumber the jobs lost.
He cites Zambia Airways, which has been
replaced by two privately-owned airlines. A
government initiative to allow buses into the
country without the payment of duty has
created apublic transportation system which
is competitive and relatively efficient.
On buyers of the privatised firms, Chitalu
says Zambian participation in the programme
has been significant with a high number of
ManagementBuy Outs and Zambian led trade
sales creating a new entrepreneurial class
capable of protecting its own interests and
resting comfortably with the foreign companies

increase in industrial and commercial

capability of the revamped and
companies.

new

The ZPA chief executive also says it is
important to note that some of the foreign
investors coming into Zambia represent a
cross-section of leading multi-nationals.
No

matter

community

what

the

international

about the privatisation
programme in Zambia, at the end of the day,
its success will be only measured by the
number of jobs the new owners of firms will
create and the technological advances they
will bring to the country.®
says

ZPA became directly

involved, it became obvious that

some

companies were in a poor and dangerously
declining managerial, financial and
technological state — and workers were
becoming understandably fearful about their
future. We are literally having to re-invent
and re-engineer our approach as we learn
from our experiences”.
Another problem concerns loss offinancial
revenue. Initially when the privatisation
process was started, it was hoped it would
provide considerable direct return of capital

A TROUBLED BEGINNING

FOR ZIMPREST
Antönio Gumende

T

HE DECISION

by the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) to deny

which was the core strategy of the five year
Economic Structural AdjustmentProgramme

further balance of payments support

(ES AP), by adjusting the social and economic

to Zimbabwe this year

this, Chitalu says whilst there will, in
fact, be a financial return, it will be

raises
questions over the merits of designing
development programmes which can only
be implemented with assistance from the

considerably less than

Bretton Woods institutions.

framework in which the various components
of the programme will
But the refusal by

be among

and the IMF to

attempt to sell a truly ‘homegrown’ version of

be implemented.
the IMF to resume
assistance to Zimbabwe through an Enhanced
Structural Adjustment Facility (ESAF) will,
at best, delay the launching of the programme.
The IMF’s position is a reflection of its
scepticism about the government’s ability to
meet macro-economic targets. It also means

investments the

structural adjustment programme to the
Bretton Woods institutions. The Zimbabwe

henceforth have a greater say

to

government.
To

was

first estimated.

The failure by the Zimbabwean government

“However, the Zambian programme may

the few in the world to cover all
privatisation costs out ofdirect proceeds. But
the most significant and lasting benefits will
not be the cash received. It will be the capital
new

owners

make into

privatised companies. It will be the jobs
taken forward and the jobs created over the
next few years,” he explains.
He adds: “It will be the liabilities assumed
and the transformation of inefficient
subsidised companies into growing profitable
26

patch up their differences this
month has delivered a blow to the government’s
a

Programme for Economic and Social
Transformation (ZIMPREST),

as

the

has been provisionally dubbed,
represents a serious attempt to diagnose the
problem areas in the first phase of the reforms
and look beyond macro-economic stability.

programme

that the Bretton Woods institutions will

in the setting and
monitoring of future performance targets.
This move will dilute the political significance
of designing a ‘homegrown’ programme.
When the draft programme was initially
taken to the IMFAVorld Bank annual meeti ngs
in September, the two multilateral institutions
Sapem November, 1996
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positively and left the Harare
negotiating team with the perception that the
resumption of assistance would be a mere
formality. But after inspecting the
government’s books for two weeks in

down to 2.9 per cent of GDP in

November, the IMF technocrats refused to

be disastrous.”

reacted

sign the cheques.
The disagreement centres around strategies
to rein in government spending and bring
about stability in inflation, interest rates and
the exchange rate. The IMF remains sceptical
about the government’s plan to bring the
deficit from 10.1 to 8.5 per cent of Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) by June 1997. The
26 per cent salary increment which civil
servants managed to squeeze out of the
government in August after a three week
work stoppage and the reinstatement of the
13 th cheq ue i n order to sweeten civil servants
and discourage them from joining striking
nurses and junior doctors in October will add
to the wage bill, thus raising questions about
the government’s ability to stick to its own
expenditure targets for 1996/97. Also past
government performance does not help
matters. During ESAP the government sought
to bring the deficit down from 12 per cent of
GDP in 1991 to at 5 percent in the 1995/96
fiscal year, but the outturn was 10.1 per cent.
The reduction in the interest payment

burdenresultingfrom therecentfall in interest
below 30 per cent on

domestic debt
of these new
commitments, but economist predict that they
will still push thedeficit up by 2 to 3 percentage
points from the original target for 1996/97.
High public spending is viewed as the core
problem in the first phase of the reforms. The
failure to reduce spending sparked off the
first quarrel with the IMF which culminated
in the suspension of a US$ 100 million
Enhanced Structural Adjustment Facility
(ESAF) in September 1995.
President Robert Mugabe’s occasional
criticism of the IMF’s policies has not helped
rates to

may

help offset

Zimbabwe’s

case.

some

The head of the IMF’s

Southern Africa desk expressed
the criticism “is not
comm

a

the hope that

reflection of lack of

itment to the refonn

programme.” The

assumption of the Fund’s technocrats is that
the government’s spending patterns are
beginning to tally with the rhetoric at the

political level.
Incidentally, the outline of Zimprest
recognises that deficit reduction is critical to
the whole reform process. Under Zimprest
the government plans to bring the deficit
Sapem November, 1996

during the first five

the fiscal year
2000/2001. The draft programme warns that
“the consequences of not meeting the targets

years. The new jobs
would absorb 40 per cent of the 189 000

people who

for government revenue and expenditure and

are expected to enter the job
market per annum. This is the nucleus of the

hence the

strategy to reduce poverty which is identified

budget deficit and inflation would

in the programme as

“the last and greatest

enemy of the liberation struggle.”
An innovative aspect of Zimprest

In

theory, the plan is set to result in
spending. Despite the fact
that civil servants are increasingly taking to
the streets to demand better pay, the IMF says
that salaries in the public sector increased by
60 percent in real terms since 1990, during a
period in which income adjustments were to
be kept below the rate of inflation.
The problem is that there is limited room
for further reductions in numbers pai'ticularly
because 60 to 70 per cent of the civil service

draconian cuts in

is that

the government

is in critical areas such as health and education,

has for the first time
acknowledged that the drought will be a
regular feature which will have an impact on
the performance ofthe economy. Forplanning
purposes, 1997/98 is taken as a drought year
in the programme, with a projected growth
rate of 2.7 per cent. In order to offset the
effects of the drought, the economy will have
to achieve growth rates of between 6 and 7
percent during good agricultural years. This

while the

is seen as another ambitious target particularly

likely candidate for cuts, defence,
gloves. Other
areas will have to be found if the target of
reducing the salaries and wages item in the
budget from 13 to 9.4 per cent of GDP by the
year 2001 is to be achieved.
The biggest challenge is the reduction of
government debt which is now estimated to
be above 90 per cent of GDP. One in every
four dollars in the budget now goes towards
interest payments, and the amount is
increasing at a rate of 20 per cent per annum.
has

to

if the average growth of

be treated with velvet

This situation

screams

2 per achieved in the
phase is taken into account.
One of the main objectives of Zimprest is
to bring about “an adequate and sustainable
rate of economic and social development to
el iminate poverty.” It is estimated that 62 per
cent of Zimbabwe’s 11 million people live
below the poverty datum line with incomes
of less than US$ 1 a day. In pursuance of this
objective, the government will create
incentives to encourage the use of labour
intensive technologies in order to increase
employment opportunities. Under the
programme, this will be complemented by
the “marshalling resources of the public sector
to help people to become self-reliant and
productive contributors to the nation.”
first

for immediate action,

if funds are to be released to finance increased
investment levels, and the

deficit reduced to

manageable levels. Under the new plan,
interest payments will be almost halved from 10.1 per cent to 6.4 per cent of GDP by
the year 2001, while the investment to GDP
ratio has to increase from the present 19 to 25
per cent, if the targeted average growth rates
of 6 to 7 per cent are to be attained. The debt

Zimbabwe is not the first country that has
own version of adjustment to

tried to sell its

theBretton Woods institutions. In 1989, the

Mozambican government tried to introduce
a social element into the adjustment

burden leaves limited alternatives other than
an

accelerated disposal

in order to

use

the

In order to reflect the new
policy thrust, the programme was changed

of state-owned assets
proceeds to retire part of

programme.

from Economic Rehabilitation

the national debt.
The

singles out
employment creation as one of the great
challenges. Unemployment is currently
affecting 40 per cent of the country’s labour
force and the plan is to bring it down to 24 per
cent by the end of the programme. This is
undoubtedly another ambitious target
particularly because formal employment
levels remained stagnant over the years and
during the first five years of ESAP there was
a net loss of 19 000 jobs. The target is to
create 74 000 new jobs every year, six times
higher than the average numberofjobscreated
new

Programme

to
Social and Economic
Rehabilitation Programme (PRES).

(PRE)

programme

Unfortunately, the government counted on
donor support to implement most of the
social components in the new pol icy such as
payment of unemployment subsidies and
supplementary feeding in schools. When
assistance did

not

materialise, the bulk of

the social components

I

had to be shelved.
Only time will tell if the attitude of donors
has changed and if they are now prepared to
give homegrown versions of adjustment
such as Zimprest a chance.■
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STATES HAVE NO RELIGION
and thrown into heaven

The Chairman and commander-

give

What

in-chief of the Sudan

People’s
Liberation Army (SPLA), John
Garang Maboir, visited Zimbabwe
in November as part of his tour of

differences between your organisation
and the government which has prevented
a

The

about the latest

developments in
Sudan. During his stay in Harare,
Garang spoke to Antonio

and the issue of Islamic Sharia Law, and

secondly self-determination for Southern
Sudan. These

Gumende and Thomas Deve of

were

that you had been killed in
described as infighting within

was

your

movement, the SPLA. Could you

indicate what
this claim

were

which,

the motives behind

as your presence

completely false?
Garang: The rumours of my demise

were so

persistent and replete with details

about where I
me

was

killed, who had killed

if I was not
involved, I would have almost

and the circumstances, that

the

one

believed them. It is

one

of the fabrications

the National Islamic Front
the Sudan

uses

(NIF) regime in

from time to time. The

internal
of our
renegades and the reports were designed to

government was concluding an
settlement agreement

with

some

coincide with the signing of this agreement.
The aim was to send a signal throughout
our

ranks that

and

we

situation

hopeless
their peace formula. It
was a del ibcrate disinformation campaign.
But, as you can see, it did not affect me. I

am

our

was

should join

alive!

For

time

you have been
holding peace talks with the Khartoum
government. What is the present stage
of the negotiations?
Talking is one of the strategies of the
struggle. We cannot discard it completely
nor can we depend on it entirely. It has

been

a

some

now

principled position of the movement
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the two basic

areas

of

because this is their self-definition and
their mission is to

John Garang

What could make the efforts to

since its

inception in 1983 that we talk to
the government of the day. With the present
government, we have had more than 10
rounds of talks since they came to power
in 1989. The latest rounds of talks

were

held

under the auspices of the
Intergovernmental Authority for
Development (IGAD). IGAD is an African
initiative which has gone to the root of the
problem. The Declaration of Principles
(DOP) issued by IGAD in 1994 prioritises
the unity of the country but on a new
basis. It is unity based on diversity, justice
and a non-racial Sudan where religion is
separated from the state.
Which religion in particular are you
talking about?
We are not talking about a conflict
between religions but leaders in Khartoum
in the form of DrTurabi and their party, the
NIF
which
promotes
islamic
fundamentalism. DrTurabi argues that the
state should have a religion. I have never
seen states going to church on Sunday or to
the Mosque on Friday. The state is a social

institution. It is
and when

we

spread Islam not only in

Sudan, but the rest of Africa.

here

proves, was

are

disagreement. IGAD countries issued the
DOP in May 1994 and gave us two months
to study the document. We gave our full
endorsement in July. The Sudanese
government rejected the DOP, claiming
that they cannot drop the Islamic agenda

SAPEM.

what

there are
regime rejects:
separation of religion from the state

basic issues which the

two

to briet governments in the region

SAPEM: Some time back there

breakthrough in the several rounds of

talks you have held so far?
In the declaration of principles

several southern African countries

rumours

or hell. Why then
religion and divide society?
would you cite as the major

a state a

us

die,

individuals who do this
no state

will be judged

keep

Sudan united fail?
The insistence from

our

fellow Arab

countrymen that the Sudan must be an
Islamic state when not all of us are Moslems
or

Arabs. Therefore it will not be

us

breaking up the Sudan, and violating the
OAU principle on boundaries. It will be
the other side. It will not be the ‘rebels’ but
one

of the OAU member

Eritrea has become
and the frontiers

an

states.

Besides,

independent state

are no more

sacrosanct as

they have always been. In any case, we are
not saying that self-determination should
result in the disintegration of the country,
but that the unity of the country should be
the result of self-determination. The unity
of our country must not be imposed. By
exercising the right to self-determination,
the people of Sudan will decide whether
the unity of our country is maintained on a
healthier basis or an independent Southern
Sudan emerges.
There have been reports that the SPL A
has bases in Uganda from where it carries
out

regular incursions into Sudan.

We have

have

no

no

bases in that country

and I

permanent shelter there. My family
29
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name

of Marrahalin which in Arabic

means

‘those who move’.

continue. It is of
are

hands

relations with

The Marahalin

on.

come

back with

and

boys. They

use boys as
the farms. They

slaves to tend
sell others to
those who do not join the incursions in the
south. A market has developed to such an

extent

on

that

some

middlemen

between the parents

act as

brokers

of people who have
They buy

been abducted and their masters.

them from the masters and sell them back

their parents but at a higher price. There
is indisputable evidence that there is slavery
to

and if minister Farrakhan doubts it, we
invite him to come to Southern Sudan to

scattered all

How

cattle, household goods, young women
cattle

course

tragic that

innocent lives have been lost.

They are told that they
can get their rewards in the south in the
form of whatever loot they can lay their

over

Refugees
region.
describe your

the

would you

Libya?
good relations with Libya when
had a common enemy in Nimeiri.

We had
we

When Nimeiri
the

was

overthrown in

been achieved. Our view

was

that the

change of government in Khartoum was
not a fundamental change because it was
Nimeiry’s defence minister wbo took
over. Subsequently Sadek Al Mahdi came
to power and tbe Libyans continued to
support the Khartoum government. They
supported Al Mahdi until he was
overthrown by the NIF. After that, they
supported the NIF regime against us. But

lives in Nairobi. But, ironically, the
Sudanese regime only talks about Uganda.

satisfy himself. He is a product of slavery
and the slave trade, so the statements he

now

I go

makes

There have been skirmishes inside

there for consultations with respect to
the IGAD negotiations. We have good
relations with most of our neighbours.
What are the main priorities of the

How do you view the current crisis in
Eastern Zaire and the Great Lakes

SPLA

region?

movement at this

stage of the
struggle?
Ourpolicy as amovement is to concentrate
on
our internal
problems and our
constituency — Southern Sudan, Southern
as a

are a

result of lack of information

or

sensitivity.

You need to go

even

back to the roots of the

goes back several decades or
centuries. The current crisis in Zaire

Blue Nile, Southern Kordofan. We call this
the New Sudan. This is our immediate area

precipitated by the fact that you had
the defeated Rwandan army sitting on
the border with 1 million refugees. The

of

agenda

preoccupation. Our second area of
preoccupation is the rest of our country —
the north. So we are investing a lot in the

NDA of which

we are

members. This is the

main reason for my visit to Southern

Africa.
and peoples of
Southern Africa about recent developments
in our country like the formation of the
NDA. We havejust formed the Joint Military
It is to brief the governments

Command which consists of

factions, six of which
This is
will be
over

are

seven

armed

from the North.

serious

development because we
fighting not only in the south but all
a

the Sudan.

After

visiting Sudan,

Muslim leader

American

Louis Farrakhan

expressed doubts about revelations
that there is slavery in Sudan. What is
your reaction to his views?
We invite minister Louis Farrakhan to

visit our

areas.

There is

slavery in Sudan. It

has been confirmed

by many independent
observers and it is being deliberately
encouraged by the government. It is part of
the

war against us. They arm Arab
“tribesmen” in the north who go by the

30

was

clear and the Rwandan
government was aware of it: they were
preparing a comeback. It was an
explosion ready to go off. Two years
after the genocide, something should
have been done to avert this tragedy.
And unless we go to the root causes of
the problem in the area, this crisis will
was

Khadaffi has differences with Turabi.

Libya
being sponsored from
Khartoum. So logically we should have
good relations with Libya. But there are
other factors at play. Africa is seen as a
and

problem. It

1985,

Libyans felt that the objective had

this

is

continent where there’s

no concept of an
African nation, history or destiny for the
African people. Some circles even believe

that Africa can become

Libya

sees

Sudan

an

as an

Arab continent.

Arab country and

sometimes blood is thicker than

ideology.

In their eyes we are out to dismember the
Arab nation. That is not our objective. But

it may explain the ambivalence in
relationship.
Do you

our

hate Arabs?

We have

no

hatred for the Arabs

or

the

Moslems. Our basic thesis is that nations are

composed of various nationalities. In the
Sudan

we

have two basic nationalities: the

African

nationality, who constitute about
69 per cent of our population, and the Arab
nationality, who form the remaining 31 per
cent. It is basically wrong, even sinful, for
the Arabs to say Sudan is an Arab country.
God in his infinite wisdom would have
made
The

us

all Arabs if this

was

his intention.

for religion. The state is a
social organisation and cannot have a
religion. We are saying let us all be
same

goes

Sudanese, the Arab nationalities and the
African nationalities. Let

us

be Sudanese

because this is what

brings us together, not
Arabism, Islam or Christianity. Let us leave
religion in its due place — the private
domain. The state is in the public domain, so
let

us

not

confuse issues.®
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SPORT
ZIMBABWE

THE GOOD FORTUNES OF SOCCER
Cephas Mthiso
IMBABWEAN football,

and witnessed

for years

across

plagued
by successive regimes of
incompetent administrators and
crippled by persistent cash problems, was
thrown a lifeline on the morning of

Z

November 6 when the government

(about US$1

injected Z$10 million

million) into the coffers of the penniless
Zimbabwe Football Association (Zifa).

all-night parties which erupt
in times of victory.

the country

Against the background of a paralysing
strike by nurses and doctors demanding better
pay and discontent civil service, the
government took the bold move to bail Zifa
out with the ZSIO million grant, a clear
indication of the importance the government
attaches to the sport.

Analysts say the terms of the grant — for
specifically by the national teams in

The government had for the last 16 years
watched from the sidelines as the local soccer

use

controlling body Zifa teetered on the brink of
insolvency and the national game suffered as

government is greatly interested in the

a

national team’s

result.
The national

some

international commitments—shows thatthe

soccer teams,

of the best talents

on

brimming with
the continent,

continuously failed to convert their talents

success.

Zifa chairman Leo

Mugabe believes that

the grant heralds the start of better times for
his organisation although he quickly pointed

that it was not enough to pull

it out of the

incentives and

out

inadequate preparations always crippled
successive campaigns for a place either at
the World Cup or African Cup of Nations

red.

finals.

in Harare have been attached by a Messenger
of Court after the association’s failure to

into success, as poor

Foreign-based players scattered in North
America, Europe, Africa and Australia on
many occasions had to pay their way home to
play for the national team.
Zifa, like the young street kids roaming
the streets of Harare,

had to reduce

themselves to

beggars to finance the team’s
trips to international assignments.
Zimbabwean football had to watch from
the

galleries as its neighbours South Africa,
Zambia and Mozambique prospered on the
international

scene.

As the

problems mounted for the
beleaguered association, whose accounts
received a qualified audit report last
February, the government decided finally,
to chip in with their fat cheque in a windfall
that, it is hoped signals changing times in
the game.
The government

Zifa owe credi tors about Z$3 mi II ion which
is not covered by the grant. Zifa’s headquarters

settle

a

Z$240 000 debt owed to

a

travel

had

no

choice,

as

they

income.

It did not work, as

unpaid telephone bills at
Stadium offices saw the Posts and
Telecommunications Corporation (PTC)
disconnecting all the lines. Zifa were forced
the Sports

to return to

their old offices this year.

National Premier Soccer

League (NPSL)
secretary-general, Chris Sibanda, believes
that the Z$10 million grant will not relieve
Zifa of their perennial cash problems.
SibandasaidZifashould learn to live within

the number of employees at their
offices, introduce strict security at the gates

costs,

when the national team is playing and launch

in 1993 and 1994 stated thatsuccessinfootball

Zifa.

Sapem November, 1996

Africa support soccer.
Zifa also need to improve

accountability.

hand, to ask for more.B

some

vigorous fund-raising campaigns the
problems about money will continue to haunt

They had seen thousands of Zimbabweans
races troop to the giant 60 000-seater
National Sports Stadium to support the team

Analysts say only the government have the
keep Zifa afloat and the national
game on the right course. Apart from alleged
maladministration, Zifa have a poor image to
attract funds from the private sector.
In-fighting among its executive committee
members, the suspension of Sibanda by a
part of tbe executive and the resultant high
court battles which saw the suspension being
overruled, as well continuous squabbles with
the NPSL over the sharing of gate takings
have all left Zifa’s image badly tainted.
The business sector is reluctant to put their
money where there is infighting because
they do not get their needed mileage.
Therefore the corporate world in Zimbabwe
has not poured as much money into football
in magnitude as its counterpart in South
resources to

the senior team alone

Sports
by the Sports Commission so that
they would let their offices in order to generate
Stadium

glory days under the
tutellage of German coach Reinhard Fabisch

of all

soon.

space to the beleaguered soccer
administration body but not for long. With

rent-free offices at the National

the national team’s

could unite the nation.

Cup and African Cup of Nations qualifiers,
the Zifa coffers are likely to run dry again

Companies want to know what happens to
the money they pump into sport. Reports of
some funds given for junior development
being switched to financing the national
team have not done Zifa any good.
So that leaves the government as the only
possible Good Samaritan. But it is not clear
whether the State will continue to pour such
large sums of money into football. There is
also the issue of other sports. Already a
number of disciplines are up in arms over
the grant saying the government should
have also provided support to all the
disciplines instead of singling out football.
They claim, and rightly so, that football is
the only sport that can sustain itself given
the big crowds it attracts. Zifa’s financial
problems, they say, are, all a product of their
failure to put their house in order.
But whatever the dissenting voices, the
fact remains that the government has tried
to help Zifa find its feet. The association
cannot afford now to rest on their good
fortunes and watch their coffers run dry.
They need to act now to generate income,
otherwise they will be back again, cap in

agency.
Two years ago the association were offered

theirmeans. Until theycuttheiradministrative

could not afford to let the national game go to
the dogs. The same government had during

Z$5 million and Z$6 million in the World

Sibanda agrees

that the grant will give

breathing

likely to chew about
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HE ESTABLISHMENT of the African

Development Bank was given the first
endorsement at a meeting of African
Heads of State in Lagos, Nigeria in 1962. The
Lagos meeting endorsed the recommendation of
a panel of
experts put up by the Economic
Commission to Africa to consider the issue of the
establishment of

POLICY DIALOGUE SERIES
Zaire

Key Building Black
Towards African Integration

continent wide

development
ratified by
African Heads of State at a meeting of the
Organization of African Unity (OAU) held in
Bank.

a

The Charter of the Bank

Khartoum, Sudan in 1963.

as a

40

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja

was

The African

42

countries

were admitted
(commonly referred to
non-regionals). The admission of nonregionals was a landmark in the history of the
as

Bank. It meant that more resources could now be
mobilised from

more members.
Additionally,
capital, coming from mainly OECD
countries with a high credit rating on the
capital

the

new

markets would enable the ADB to borrow at
more

favourable terms and thus offer its African

borrowers less
of the ADB

Development Fund (ADF) and the Niger!anTrust
Fund (NTF). Together, the three constitute what
is commonly referred to as the African
Development Bank Group.
African

Development Bank

expensive loans. The evolution
Capital Stock is given in Table. 1

below:
TABLE. 1

Development Bank (ADB) commenced its
lending operations in 1967. Apart from the
normal development banking loan resources,
ADB is also associated with the African

TRIBUTE TO CLAUDE AKE

Fundanga

EVOLUTION OF ADB CAPITAL STOCK

GCI NUMBER

YEAR

BASE

1964

GCI-I

1977

0.965

GCI-II

1981

2.8

GCI-III

1982

5.8

GCI-IV

1986

6.3

AMOUNT IN US$

(billions)
0.250

Like all
the

development banks, the resources of
African Development Bank (ADB) are

derived from the share
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capital contribution of
member countries.
On the basis of capital
subscription, the Bank goes to thecapital markets
to borrow for onward
lending to the borrowing
member countries. At inception, only African
countries were eligible to the membership of the
Bank. They, therefore, contributed all the share
capital of the institution. This rule on ownership
was to be repealed in 1982 when non-African

At the

beginning, a larger proportion of the
capital was paid in. In later capital
increases, especially after non-regionals became
members, a much smaller proportion of share
capital is paid in with the rest remaining on call
issued share

should the need arise. Because of the acceptance
that the ability of African countries to pay in
callable
two

capital is lower than OECD countries,
types of resource mobilisation instruments

have

developed overtime.
33

((ab))AADDBB

EVOLUTION OF ADF RESOURCES

of non-

the main instrument at the

SUBORDINATED DEBT - a bond
issued with the backing of 80% of the callable
capital of all the members of the Bank.
The link between capital subscription and
mobilisation is that the Bank cannot

beyond a certain percentage of its issued
capital. As the level of borrowing approaches
capital thresholds, a warning is sent to the
membership to start discussing a new capital
increase if the disruption of lendi ng operations is
to be avoided. The ADB is currently negotiating
its Fifth General Capital Increase(GCI-V). With
the joining of South Africa in December 1995,
members of the

AD B, wh i le a total of 24 member countries come

from outside Africa.

Two thirds of the

capital

by African member countries
(regionals), while one third is controlled by the
non-regionals. Nigeria is the largest shareholder
amongst the regionals while USA is the largest
amongst the non-regionals.
is controlled

Development Fund

African

Development Fund (ADF) was
as a soft loan window of the

The African

created in 1972

in the same way as the
Development Association (IDA)
of the World Bank. Essentially, donor countries
pledge resources to the Fund over a period of

ADB.

It operates

International

These

time.

countries at
0.75% to

resources

no

cover

are

on-lent to poor

interest charge except a fee of
the cost of administration. The

given are repayable over a period of 50
years with a grace period of 10 years. These
conditions can be contrasted with those of the
ADB loans which carry an interest charge of
between 7-8% or even higher depending on the
cost of borrowing from the capital market and
are repayable over a shorter period. In general,
ADB loans carry an interest rate which is 50
basic points above the cost of acquisition of the
loans

funds.

so

have

a

alleviation in
resources

emphasis on poverty
their objectives.
Unlike IDA

very strong

whose

access was,

since

a

long time

governed by the economic well-being of the
borrower i.e. only poor countries could borrow
from the pool, the ADF was developed without
any policy on access. Poor and rich countries all
had access to the funds. This changed in 1995
when the ADB adopted a Gredit Policy similar to
that of the World Bank. Under this policy, 39
African countries can only borrow from ADF
resources. Three (Nigeria, Egypt and Zimbabwe)
can

obtain

a

blend of both resources and 11

countries can borrow from the ADB
the ADF has gone

shown in table 2:

34

AMOUNT IN
US$ (Billion)

NO.

ADF-I

1976-78

0.327

ADF-II

1979-81

0.712

ADF-III

1982-84

1.0

ADF-IV

1985-87

1.50

ADF-V

1988-90

2.80

ADF-VI

1991-93

3.42

Since its inception, the ADF has enjoyed very
good international goodwill. Each successive
replenishment resulted in higher resources being
pledged. This came to an end in 1993. Attheend

of life of the ADF-VI, agreement

had not been
replenishment level.
Many of the donor countries felt that fundamental
issues regarding the way the institution was
bei ng run needed to be addressed before injection
ADF-VII

reached

on an

of

resources.

new

Credit

Issues raised included the

Policy, Governance and Project Quality.

Apart from these issues, it was also clear that the
donor environment had changed drastically.
Major donors like USA were dominated by the
Republicans in both Congress and the Senate.
The Republicans were strongly opposed to aid

This change in the donor

programmes.

environment is confirmed

by the fact that the
facing difficulties in raising
resources for its IDA-11 just as the Asian
Development Bank was facing difficulties getting
its Asian Development Fund replenished. For
Africa, this development is very critical because
it is a warning that the development resources on
which we have come to depend upon so much
and have taken more or less as given, may no
longer be readily available in future.
World Bank too

was

Nigeria Trust Fund
NTF

was

created by

initial life span

of 30

Nigeria in 1976 for an
years, but subject to

extension. The NTF was created to assist poor

ADF resources were created for poor countries

and

PERIOD

REPLENISHMENT

borrow

are now

and the mobilisation of

for investment in Africa. The loan is

resources

borrowing members of the ADB;

53 African countries

(i)Sector

and institutional support;

TABLE 2

SENIOR DEBT - a bond issued with

the backing of 80% of the callable capital

resource

((ii))PLronjeesct
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only. So far,

through six replenishments as

regional member countries through the extension
of loans at terms which are more favourable than
those offered
ADB.

by the normal resources of the
interest rate of 4%,

NTF loans carry an

repayable in 15 to 25 years with a 5-year grace
period and a 0.75% commitment fee. The
resources of NTF are contributed by the Nigerian
government alone. An initial contribution of
US$80m was made. A second contribution of
US$88mwasmadein 1981. As at 31st December,
1991 NTF had assets of US$400m.

Various types
can

disposal of the bank.
of loan instruments in the ADB

be defined;-

loans - these are loans targeted at
developing specific productive assets e.g. road
construction, mining, etc.;
of Credit - funds channelled through
national or regional development/commercial
banks foron-lending to the business community.
Such funds may be purpose specific e.g. industrial
or agricultural;
Adjustment loans - credits aimed at
supporting policy adjustment in specific sectors;
and

(i v) Structural Adjustment loans - credits aimed
overcoming specific macro-economic policy
problems and structural imbalances. Loan is in
the form of balance of payments support. The
application of resources in this loan instrument is
similar to the Sector Adjustment loans and the
credits are often given in conjunction with the
at

Bretton Woods institutions.

(v) Capacity Building Loan - loans given to
improve development administraion capacity.
In giving out its loans, the ADB takes into
account both country and sectoral distribution.
All borrowing member countries (regionals) are
entitled to some resources. How much they will
get will depend very much on their particular
problems as well as the resources available in the

Group. In general, the larger the size of the
it is likely to obtain. The
quality of the proposal itself is critical in
determining the award of a loan.
ADB

country the more

On

a

sectoral basis, ADB allocates its loan

in certain proportions per sector within
given financial cycles. To assist the appraisal of
projects, the ADB has over the years developed
sector policy papers.
Policy papers exist on
agriculture and rural development, education,
health and population, industry, transport, water
and sanitation, policy lending, emergency
operations and the private sector.
These policy papers are very important both to
the bank and the borrowing countries as they
explain areas where the ADB can intervene and
resources

the form this intervention can take.

important in the life of the ADB
rapid expansion
that the institution had experienced since 1988.
In 1993 the ADF replenishment could not
1993 is

because it marked the end of the

materialise. The institution started 1994 without
ADF resources and therefore could not lend out
loans

on

this window. The ADF

replenishment

only resolved during the 1996 annual meeting
in Abidjan. Under ADF-VI I, about US$3 billion
would be available for lending out to the 39
eligible borrowing member states. A good
proportion of the USS.3 billion comes from
resources of earlier periods such as loan

was

Operations
The role of the ADB is to finance

economic

development in African countries
through; the direct transfer of resources to fund
projects; the provision of technical assistance
and social
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ESSAY OF THE MONTH
TABLE.3
SUMMARY OF BANK GROUP LOANS (Amount in US$ Millions)

1984

1987

1990

1993

GROUP TOTAL

coordinating assistance from other donors.
Through its cooperation department, ADB
mobilises resources for co-financing its own
projects. This way, greater financing than would
be possible with only ADB resources, is achieved.

Impact

LOANS AND GRANTS:
Number

87

Amounts

97

879,26

157

2140,15

133

3281,05

2518,34

ADB:

LOANS AND GRANTS:

Number

30

Amounls

24

4944,46

31

28

1343,20

2158,00

70

122

769.37

1093.17

1613,59

ADF:
LOANS AND GRANTS:
Number

53

Amounts

369.22

103

893,72

Development

With cummulative resource transfers of about

US$30 billion, the ADB has been

one

of the

major vehicles for the transfer of resources to
Africa. Sectorally the ADB resources have been
distributed as shown in the Table 4:- The largest
proportion of ADB resources (25.44) have gone
into agriculture. This is good si nee agriculture is
the key sector in Africa. Transport has also been
a major
beneficiary because of its importance in
opening up markets. In general, ADB support
has been greatly appreciated
by the member
countries.
While quantitatively a lot of resources have
been transferred to borrowing countries, African

NTF

development does

not seem to have moved
forward. The period Africa contracted the highest

LOANS AND GRANTS:
Number

4

Amounts

15,58

3

4

27.58

2
29.88

10.99

Capital Increases and the Fifth General Capital

(vi) This is the first time that a new replenishment

Increase is

has been smaller than

previous one. It is
significant to note that from January, 1994 to the

admission of non-regional shareholders in 1992
was a milestone in the evolusion of the
capital

second half of 1996, there had been

structure of the Bank. That move improved the
capital structure of the Bank and made it much
easier for ADB to borrow from the capital
markets. The ADB is a triple A rated institution.

no

ADF

lending. Further that when the new Credit
Policy came into force in April, 1995 the majority
of African countries became ineligible for ADB
loans. Amongst those that were eligible very
few were willing to borrow. Countries like
Botswana, South Africa, Namibia, Swaziland,
Mauritius, Zimbabwe (blend) and Egypt (blend)
that are eligible for the ADB loans have not
forth

to

borrow. Most countries

are now

exercising caution before contracting new debt.
This is a natural reaction to the debt problem.
Apart from the loan instruments, the ADB
assist member countries through the provision
of grants

for technical assistance and capacity
building. Where the ADB has felt that specific

studies needed to be made before
could be made

or

a

decision

whether to offer loan, grants

have been

given for such studies. Similarly,
where the ADB has felt that existing managerial
capacity was inadequate to administer loan
resources it was going to give, it provided
grants
to help develop capacity.
ADB’s mandate

to

mobilise

resources

investment in Africa has been achieved
various ways:-

for

through

(i) mobilisation of share capital for the ADB.
This is an important function because its

currently under discussion. The

This status enables it to borrow

at

low

rates

the capital markets. Its cost of borrowing
around 7-8%. The
the fact that,
their

on

from

stands

significance of ADB lies in

through it, member countries which

own

cannot

borrow at low rates of

i nterest on the capi tal

markets are afforded access
cheaper resources. The non-regionals are now
demanding to increase their shareholding in the
ADB. While this is good from the purely technical
point of view, some regional countries are
opposed to the request as it wi 11 reduce the power
to

of the Africans within the institution.

(ii) The second way by which the ADB has
mobilised

resources

for investment in Africa has

been through

the ADF. ADF contribution can be
by donor countries. The Fund
is a major player in the ADB’s programmes. The
fund is, however, vulnerable to changing donor
environment. The delayed replenishment of
ADF-Vll is an important pointer to what to
expect in future. If the current trends continue,
it may be very difficult to obtain the 8th
replenishment of the ADF with the consequence
that the poorest of African countries could find
treated

as

grants

successful execution also affects the ability to
borrow from the capital markets. As we saw

themselves cut-off from development resources;

above, the ADB has undergone four General

(iii) The ADB also plays an important role in
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period when Africa sank

underdevelopment. This

not

confined to the ADB alone, but is

applicable to all donor agencies that have been

cancellation and unpaid contributions from ADFa

level of debt is also the
to the lowest levels of

criticism is

Cumulatively, ADB had by 1993 given out a total of 1894 loans and grants worth $27,843.29 million.

come

on

and

active in Africa since the 1960s.

Institutionally, the ADB has grown into a big
continental bank.
was

By 1990 and 1991, the ADB
giving out loans and grants in excess of

US$3 billion per annum. This, in itself,

was a

great achievement. The same period is also
associated with the highest level of net income

(at over $ 130m per annum). A Ithough the ADB
like other multinational development banks does
not distribute net income to its shareholders,
high earnings go into accumulated reserves and
therefore help to strenghten the financial base of
the institution.

The

problems of recent times, especially the
impasse at the Nairobi Annual Meeting in 1994
and the Abuja impasse at which an agreement
could not be reached to elect

President,
image of the
institution. However, under the new leadership,
the bank has quickly re-organised in order to
retake its premier position on development issues.
The ADB is re-orienting itself to suit the new
environment it is operating in.
The institutional restructuring that took
place
towards the end of 1995 was aimed at reducing
the level of staffing to that commensurate with
the anticipated volume of business.
The
restructuring also addressed issues of quality of
staff. Like all rapidly expanding institutions, the
had to

some

ADB had taken
in the

a new

extent reduced the

on

board

a

number of staff who

competitive environment could
be a liability.
Through the redundancies that
accompanied the restructuring, unsuitable staff
were separated. Effort was also made to recruit
now more

from the outside in order to infuse

new

skills and
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TOTAL

NO OF LOANS

CUMULATIVE

will, therefore, become harder. There will also
be increasing pressure by the non-regionals to
control the institution. If African countries still
desire to maintain control over the ADB they

$ MILLIONS

AND GRANTS

LENDING

must

TABLE.4
BANK GROUP LOAN AND GRANT APPROVALS BY

SECTOR

SECTORS 1967-1993

SHARE(%)

find alternative, African ways

funds for African development.
7083,389

Agricullure including
Agric Lines of Credit

(c)The

regionals feel justified in demanding for greater

25.44

522

control because the

4485,912

372

16.11

Public Utililies

6081,961

402

21.85

Credit

4300,013

232

15.44

Social

2798,734

266

10.05

Multi-Seclor

3093,285

100

11,11

Industrial Lines of

27,843,294

Source: ADB Structure,

for all the financial

changing environment, the ADB has also taken
a close look at the loan products it is offering to
its clients. There is now a greater

emphasis on

Africa could start to make contributions to the

unable to do

so

time.

next

This is

a

sad

private sector financing

The failure to provide
adequate finances could severely undermine
current development effort; and

the institution is gearing itself to a stage
where 25% of its annual lending will go to

private sector loans. This development is good
for member countries since private sector loans
are not governed by the new Credit Policy.
The biggest challenge faci ng the ADB relates
to its finances.
Aspects of this problem are
examined below:-

(a) The Capital Structure — Under the
negotiations for a Fifth General Capital Increase
there is an outstanding demand by the nonregionals to increase their capital contribution.
This is being resisted by some regional member

be supported by finances.

emergence

of

arrears on

to be getting out of this situation.
This
development is bad for the institution and could
seriously undermine the ability of the ADB to
mobilise cheap resources on the international
capital markets. If arrears persist the ADB’s
debt could be down graded with the consequent
i ncrease in borrowing charges. The countries in

chronic

arrears are not

many, yet,

that

a

non-regional took a controlling interest.
concerns are fueled by the observation
that while there has been pressure to increase
shareholding in the ADB, the same countries
have been reluctant to increase their contribution
the

to the

36

ADF;

that ADB has played an

important role in the transfer of resources to
Africa. It is the only institution with the level of
sophistication to permit it to tap resources from
the international capital markets.
ADB is
undergoing change to adapt to changing times,
including the increasingly less accomodating
donor environment. Mobilisation

be

a more

of resources

effective way

of dealing with

the changing donor environment.

Complaining

non-regional manouvres to control the
ADB will not help because as long as the nonregionals remain the principal funders of our
about

institutions their demands for
control will remain

more

and greater

justified.■-
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Conclusion

could be affected

These

African countries started to

more

provide a counterweight
non-regional influences. Both approaches

seem to

bad

quick solution is not in sight yet.

It is true to say

as

become significant and
to

the specific

negatively affect the finances of the institution.
tranches

and

contribute, the African contribution would

ADF. Countries in chronic arrears do not seem

circumstances of each one of them are so

by developments on this
issue. Some regional countries are genuinely
worried about what the ADB could become if

have

loans is

severely undermining both the ADB and the

countries. A failure to resolve this matter could
Release of ADF-VII second and third

South Africa and Botswana
pledged to both IDA and ADF). Although
such contribution may initially besmall overtime
ADF resources (like

development given the great effort that countries
are putting into economic reform! There has
never been a time in recent history when so
many African countries were committed to
economic reform. Reforms, however, need to

arm,

effective method
dependence on the

non-regionals. Similarly, well-off countries in

private sector loans. This is in line with
developments in member countries. Support to
the private sector is now seen as the best way of
ensuring the rapid expansion of the productive
sectors of these countries. Although the ADB
does not have a separate

able to repay

requirements of the ADB in

for the reduction of total

replenishment ADF-VII and the views being
expressed i n the donor community suggest that
the majority of current contributors may be
in

are

the short run, it is at least, an

100,00

(b) The Future of ADF is uncertain; The delay

expanded role in a

are

their loans. While this approach may not provide

policies, operations and initiatives -1994.

In order to facilitate for an

of the ADB

capital market and it is their
superior capital subscription which gives the
institution the higher credit rating it enjoys.
Can Africa be able to provide funds to the
ADB? It is possible. ADB could sell its debt
instruments to central banks, for example. Many
of these control foreign exchange reserves which
are mostly kept in banks in developed countries.
The key to the success of such a programme
would be the ADB’s ability to pay back i.e.
whether the ADB's borrowers

18,94

ideas into the labour force.

resources
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ECONOMIC AFFAIRS

DEPENDENCY RATES AND DEPENDENCY
BURDENS
Chinyamata Chipeta

D

EPENDENCY burden is said
when

to

exist

proportion of a country’s total
population is economically supported
by another. The people who are supported by
others are referi-ed to as the dependent, while
those who support are the independent. The
former are assumed to be economically inactive
or unproductive, while the latter are assumed to
be economically active or productive.
The economically active population is usually
defined as that which is aged from 15 to 64
inclusive. It is this group which is assumed to be
supporting the people aged under 15 and those
who are over 64. By implication the under 15
and the over 64 are assumed to be incapable of
economically supporting themselves.
Dependency rates are ratios between
dependent and iupporfmg popu 1 at i ons, ex pressed
as dependent persons per hundred of the
supporting population. These concepts of
dependency burdens and dependency rates have
their origin in the economic practice of Western
a

industrialised countries where children under 15
either at school or, if not at school, they are at
home because they are legally barred from taking
are

up paid employment. Those who are over 64 in
the same countries are assumed to be in retirement

three times higher in developing than in developed

countries.

The

implication of this is that the
working population indevelopingcountries must
support at least twice as many children as are
supported by the working population in developed
countries.*’
Table 1:

The data

presented in Table 1 also confirm

another well-known fact, that because the

proportion of people above 64 is much greater in
developed countries with ageing populations
than in developing countries with
young
populations, the aged dependency rates are two

Youth, Aged and Total Dependency Rates in Selected Developed and Developing

Countries
COUNTRY

CENSUS YEAR

DEPENDENCY RATES
YOUTH

AGED

TOTAL

1971

0.38

0.21

0.59

1976
1975
1973
1974

0.37

0.17

0.54

0.37

0.27

0.61

0.36

0.19

0.55

0.43

0.21

0.64

1975
1970

0,92

0,07

0.99

0.96

0.08

1.04

0.98

0.06

1.04

Lesotho

1969
1974

0.70

0.08

0.78

Developed
United Kingdom
United States
Austria
Denmark

Italy

Developing
Benin
Ghana

Kenya
Mauritius

1971

0.71

0.08

0.79

Guadeloupe
Guyana

1974

0.71

0.10

0.81

1974

0,93

0.07

0.90

St. Kits-Nevis

1975

0.85

0.15

1.00

and hence

they are regarded as not gainfully
occupied. Furthermore, they are supported by
post-employment benefits such as pensions which
represent output that is produced by those who
arc working, the 15 to 64 age
group.
Inorderto facilitate international comparisons
of

dependency burdens and dependency rates,

the United Nations (UN) and its agencies use
these concepts in all their demographic and

Sources: Calculated from data available in UN
Table 2: Number of Dependent

Demographic Yearbooks 1975,1976 and 1981.

Population Per 100 Persons of Working Age
Population

COUNTRY

1980

1985

1990

1989-94

Growth Rate %

(1980-90)
Angola
Botwswana

89

90

92

103

2.9'

110

108

103

85

3.5
2.8

economic work. Member states of the UN also

Lesotho

84

86

89

85

these concepts, whether or not the particular
economic
characteristics
or
Western

Malawi

95

94

97

97

3.3

Mauritius

59

57

53

49

0,9

use

industrialised nations,

on

which

apply to them.
International
Data

they

are

based.

Setting

measures

of

dependency in developed and developing
countries; namely, that because population
growth rates are higher in developing than in
developed countries, children under the age of
15 constitute about one-halfof the total population
of the former and only about one-quarter of the
latter, hence youth dependency rates are two to
Sapem November, 1996

87

88

89

90

1.6

91

83

96

86

2.7

South Africa

dependency rates for selected years in
a number of countries is presented in Table 1.
These data confirm what is already well-known
on

about the distribution of the various

Mozambique
Namibia

8F

79=

724

72

2.4

Swaziland

96

104

103

102

3.1'

Tanzania

103

104

99

94

3.2

Zambia

107

104

106

98

3.5

Zimbabwe

102

99

92

85

3.3

'1980-94

*1970-75
*1980-85
‘1989-94

Sources: UNDPANorld Bank, African

Development Indicators 1992, Social Indicators of Development and World

Development Report 1996.
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higher in developed than in developing
larger youth
dependency rates in developing countries, the
overall or total dependency rates are twice as
high in those countries as in the developed

economic growth despite high dependency rates,

times

countries. However, because of the

countries.

aged dependency rates in developing
are so insignificant that they can be
ignored. In contrast, both youth and aged
dependency rates in developed countries are so
significant that they must be contended with.
As shown in Table 2, the magnitude of
dependency rates in Southern Africa is also
generally high. Countries with lower rates of
population growth (e.g. Mauritius, South Africa,
Mozambique and Lesotho) have lower
dependency rates. While countries with higher
population growth rates (e.g. Botswana, Malawi,
The

and that

high dependency rates are not generally
correlated with low income growth. A counter

The level of effective consumer demand

partly depends on the size of the household.
Households with large numbers of
dependent children are ones whose
effective demand for goods and services is
likely to be higher.

argument is not that high dependency rates make
income

growth impossible, only that they may
considerably more difficult, especially
when other factors exist to prevent the ready
expansion of output. Indeed those countries
which face the most serious obstacles to growth
apart from high dependency rates are those which
can least afford high dependency rates.
The Role of the Under Fifteens and
the Over Sixties
make it

countries

Zambiaand Zimbabwe) have

higher dependency

rates.

Economic Consequences
High dependency rates in developing countries
are alleged to have the following consequences,
among others.
First according to certain
authorities, children under 15 are pure
consumers.' Not only do they consume food,
clothing and the like provided by theirguardians,
but they require schools, medical facilities, and
other services provided by the state, all of which
consume resources.

Although when they grow up they will
it is alleged that this will not
happen for 14 years or more. If, on the other
hand, children are not born, the most immediate

contribute to output,

effect is that

resources

used up over

rich industrialised countries which

prone to

That there exist

high dependency rates and
dependency burdens in refuted by two pieces of
empirical data from Malawi. The first is the
labour data collected by the Agro-Economic
Survey Unit in the 1970s on the agricultural and
non-agricultural activities of various age groups

rather than lack of effective demand.

Secondly, it had been argued that pressure on
living due to a high burden of
dependence may produce the necessary shock to
the system, leading parents to look for new ways
of increasing productivity. Once new methods
have been adopted to stop income per head from
falling, there might be continued interest in
innovations for the purpose of raising income.
The difficult with this argument is, first, that in
all developing countries there is already enough
poverty, if poverty is all that is required to
stimulate change; and, second, that there are
many countries and parts of countries suffering
from severe dependency burdens that have not
standards of

in the rural sector. The other is data collected
the economic activities of the

1977

on

population in the

census.

The Agro-Economic Survey data clearly shows
that the

proportion of time spent by the 6-14 age

group on both agricultural and non-agricultural
activities is a significant proportion of time spent
the

on

In

same

one case

by adults. (See Table 3 for details).
of time spent by the 6-

the proportion

14 age group on non-agricultural activities
exceeded the proportion spent on the same by

adults. In

one

other

case

the

proportion of time

spent by the 6-14 age group on non-agricultural
activities was equal to the proportion spent on

shown this desirable response.

Finally, it has been pointed out that many
experienced high rates of

the

countries have

same

by adults.

the next 14 years of their

Table 3; The average number of hours worked in Agricultural and Non-Agricultural Activities

by the 6-14

age group as

percent of average hours worked by other age groups

which, would have gone into

would increase

As

over

time since,

as

Percent

income

argued that high dependency rates may either be
harmless as faras real income growth is concerned
beneficial.

The level of effective

demand partly depends on the size of
the household. Households with large numbers

Non-Agricultural Activities

Agricultural Activities

of

Lake

Mbawa

Chilwa

increases, it will be easier to invest still more.
A numberof other influential economists have

even

are

periodic lack of effective demand, causing
resources to fall idle, but the developing countries
suffer from lack of resources, capital or skilled
labour, for instance, affecting the supply of output,

consumption, could go instead into investment.
Controlling the birth rate could, therefore, mean
a higher rate of in vestment, and thus a higher rate
of growth of national income. The value of this

or

pointed out that
have some validity for the

which would have been

consumption are saved. There is released
consumption due to these avoided births. This
output,

Other writers have, however,
this argument may

Karonga

Lake

North

Chilwa

Mbawa

Karonga
North

20.0

25.0

45.2

24.2

50.0

62.0

Wives

17.8

15,8

49.7

22.8

33.3

33.5

Other Males 15+

50.0

42.8

64,0

38.1

86.7

181.0

Other Females 15+

41.6

33.3

71.7

42.1

56.5

38.3

Man Head

Female Head

or

consumer

of dependent

children

are ones

whose effective

goods and services is likely to be
higher, 1 n an economy where the level of effective
demand is an important barrier to the employment
of aval lable resources, there are further important
demand for

of age-distribution
differences.. If effective demand is deficient, a
high burden of dependency — a large numberof
children as opposed to a small number—should
serve as a stimulant to higher consumption and
economic consequences

should create a demand for

38

capital investment.

2

Ministry of Agricultural and Natural Resources, Lake Chilwa, a/rrrm.management survey
rice and maize growers at the northern end of Lake Chilwa in Kasupe District, Malawi
(Zomba: Agro-Economic Survey Unit, 1972), p. 34; Mbawa, a farm management survey among
oriental tobacco, maize and groundnut growers in the Mbawa area in the southern part of Mzimba
District, Malawi (Lilongwe: Agro-Economic Survey Unit, 1973), p. 55; Karonga North, a farm
economic survey of agricultural households in two villages in the Karonga North Lakeshore Main,
Karonga District, Malawi (Lilongwe: Agro-Economic Survey Unit, 1976), p. 49.
Sources:

among
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Out of the total amount of labour allocated to
various activities

by all age groups, the 6-14 age
group accounted for 29.0 per cent in domestic
activities, 30.0 per cent in other paid work and
24.7 per cent in fishing in Lake Chilwa.’ in
Mbawa this group accounted for 59.5 per cent of
the total amount of labour in the care of livestock,
27.3 per cent in domestic activities,
in unpaid farm work elsewhere and
in other
If

21.6 per cent
15.3 percent

paid work.*

we are to

during the reference week.’ All economically
active people were classified as either
employed (nilimi, employee, family business
worker, self-employed and employer) or
unemployed.* The economically inactive were
made up of home workers, students,
dependents, independents and others such as
soldiers and prisoners. Among students only
those who

were

still at school and who did not

work

consider the total amount of time

spent by the 6-14 age group on agricultural and

during the reference week were regarded
economically inactive.

as

Out of

a

total number of 10-14 children of

570,000 in 1977, 100,400

non-agricultural activities on its own, the most
significant proportions in Lake Chilwa were
those spent on crop work (3.0 per cent), other
paid work (4.2 percent) and domestic activities
(15.6 per cent). Hired child labour in the same
age group spent 72.0 per cent of its time on the
care of livestock and 8.1 per cent on garden
preparation.' In Mbawa the 6-14 age group
spent 12.4 per cent of their time on domestic
activities and 7.4 percent on the care of livestock.
Their hired counterparts spent 55.6 per cent of

approach that excludes all the under 15 and all

their time

the

on

the

crop work
activities.'
on

care

of livestock, 13.1 percent

and 12.1

per cent on

the

on

basis of the

economically active.
numbered

or 18 per cent were,
above definition,

Old people

over

248,389. Of these, 76,800

or

64

30.9

per cent were economically active. Thus, even
on the basis of this rather conservative

definition of the

economically active, a larger
people are regarded as making a
contribution to national output than would be
number of

the

case

over

if

use were

made of the conventional

64.

Summary and Conclusions

domestic

It is

a large labour input into various
activities relative to other age groups, it also

widely believed that since in developing
large
proportion of the total population, there exists
high dependency rates. These high dependency

provides

rates

Thus, not only does the 6-14 age group

provide

a

relatively large labour input in

certain activities and, in certain others, the

largest labour input.
If one is

to assume

that the needs of the 6-14

of labour inputs that

have been indicated above
is probably enough to satisfy their needs. These
children contribute towards investment directly
by participating in the construction of
buildings, food stores, cattle kholas,
implements, etc. and indirectly through savings
out of family income part of which is earned
by them.
The Agro-Economic Survey Unit implicitly
assumed that the pure dependents were the
If

one were to

divide the

number of children under 6

by the number of
people older than 5, one would get the following
dependency rates: Lake Chilwa 30.1 percent,
Mbawa 18.3 per cent and Karonga North 25.0
per cent, all dependency rates that are lower
than dependency rates for the developed
industrial countries.

have

several

adverse

effects

on

roles tends to reduce the net burden of

dependency to a minimum. In a dynamic
context, each generation passes through phases
of being assisted by others while they are
young children, to assisting and being assisted
while they are active above 5, and to being
assisted by others when they are very old.
Thus, the intertemporal net burden of
dependeney also tends to be minimised.
In the light of what has been put down
above, it is questionable whether the alleged
adverse effects of heavy dependency burdens
on private
savings, investment and produelion
do in fact exist, and whether heavy dependency
burdens provide a valid basis for policies to
control population growth.
In estimates of dependency rates, the
disaggregation of the active population 10 and
above into male and female may yield
interesting results. The inclusion of the aged
can be done away with,
partly because they are
an insignificant
proportion of the total
population, and partly because the net burden
of caring for them in developing countries is
limited.!

Footnotes

development, including reduced savings and
community’s

For the country as a

whole and its main towns,

dependency rates
calculated for the 1977 census year on this
basis ranged from 21 per cent to 26 per cent.
Turning to the 1977 Census, the National
Statistical Office assumed that children

10

and above were economically active as
long as they performed work for remuneration
in the form of wages, salaries, profit or other
type of income (including subsistence income)
years
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resources are

able

to

used to feed those who

See, for example, Todaro, M.P. Economics

social facilities.
Since outlays on education and health are
nowadays regarded as investment in human
capital and more of such outlays are required,
the burden of children is not the diversion of

public expenditure from investment to
consumption, but the extra demand made on
government budgets. A consequent problem
is that where the number of children is large,
the outlay per head is small, resulting in
inefficient human capital formation.
Using Malawi as a case study, this article
has stressed the view that conventional
estimates of

dependency rates err on the high
by considering as dependents people who
actively participate in production in the 6-14
age group and the over 64 age group.
Consequently, the conventional view of heavy
burdens of dependency in developing countries
is also open to serious question.
side

The economic role of children, adults and
the

aged has been explained. At any one
in time, one may find oneself in a

moment

for a Developing World, (London:
Longmans, 1977), p. 172.
See, for example, Livingstone, I and Ord,
H.W. Economics for Eastern Africa,
(London: Heinemann, 1980), p, 34.

are not

look after themselves, reduced

production because most of the effort of
parents, especially women, is spent on looking
after children and diversion of public funds
from investment to public consumption in the
form of outlays on hospitals, schools and other

is

obliged to assist the
the middle aged and the old, and one
may be assisted by the same in turn,
simultaneously making one an independent
and a dependent. This web of interdependent
one

young,

investment because most of the

age group are not as great as those of adults and
old people, what they produce with the kinds

under 6 children.

countries children under 15 make up a

situation where

2
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ZAIRE AS A KEY BUILDING BLOCK

TOWARDS AFRICAN INTEGRATION
Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja
HEN

w

SOUTHERN

AFRICA’S

leaders met in Lusaka in 1980to create

what today is known as the Southern
Development Community (SADC), they
deliberately left out Zaire.
Their decision was based more on political
considerations, rather than economic rationality.
The reason was that while the primary mandate of
Africa

was to champion the political
and economic liberation of Southern Africa from
the

organisation

the tentacles of apartheid

South Africa, Zaire was

seen to be on the side of the “enemy
forces”. But with the changing political

largely

configuration in the region, and the new emphasis
on integrated economic development, can SADC
afford to lock out Zaire?

building block towards integration, Zaire’s

in the world and the first with respect to

ties to its neighbours are reinforced by the fact that

hydroelectric potential. Part of this potential has
already been harnessed through the Inga Dam to
provide electricity to Zaire and some of its
neighbours, including Zambia and Zimbabwe.
And this hydroelectric complex has the potential
of lighting up the whole continent of Africa, from
Cairo to Cape Town.

cultural phenomena like food

habits, art, music

and dance. Modem Zairean music, which is so

popular in the whole area, is basically of Bantu
origin, as are its Afro-Cuban and Afro-Brazilian
counterparts.
as a

many of its ethnic groups straddle national
boundaries: the Kongo are also found in Angola
and Congo; the Ngbandi in Central African
Republic: the Azande in Sudan; the Alur in Sudan
and Uganda; the Hutu, Tutsi and Twa in Rwanda
and Burundi; the Bemba in Zambia; the Lunda in
role in the

The first major factor of Zaire’s strategic
importance in Africa is its geographical location.
The country shares borders with nine other states
in Central, East and Southern Africa: Congo,
Central African Republic, Sudan, Uganda,
Rwanda, Burundi, Tanzania, Zambia and Angola.
The largest country in Africa after Sudan and
Algeria, Zaire consists of two time zones, and ajet
aircraft takes over two hours to overfly it in any

direction.
It is this

In addition to having this overall cultural heritage

to

Zambia and Angola; etc. Tanzania played a major

Geographical Advantages

strategic location that underlines

Zaire’s centrality to the African Revolution,
either in a progressive or a reactionary way. In

that if
Africa as a whole were a revolver, the Congo
(now Zaire) would be its trigger. And those
who did not wish to see our country play this
this context, Frantz Fanon once remarked

emancipatory role did their best to place it
under the control of reactionary elements. G.
Mennen Williams, US Assistant Secretary of
State for African Affairs in the Kennedy and
Johnson Administrations, wrote in an

history of the country prior to the
colonial conquest, being the origin of the
Nyamwezi/Teke state of Katanga and of the ArabSwahili slave traders from Zanzibar who brought
Islam to northeastern Zaire and Kiswahili to the
entire eastern region ofthe country from Kisangani
to

Lubumbashi.
It should be acknowledged that the existence of

a

si ngle ethnic group in two or more neighbouring

countries does not

by itself or automatically

factor of integration. Irredentist
tendencies, best exemplified by the once vibrant
clamour for Greater Somalia, as well as identity
constitute

a

conflicts of the kind

afflicting eastern Zaire
with respect to ethnic Tutsi and Hutu, do clearly
show the potential that such an ethnic make-up

for cross-border violence and
My basic argument is that since it
is impossible to redraw existing boundaries to
achieve ethnically homogenous nation-states,
efforts should be made to promote the historical
presents

destabilisation.

and cultural ties that bind us within and across our

respective subregions.

August

enormous

Congo (Zaire) is likely to have

influence

over

the whole continent

of Africa, it was in the US interest to

make sure

that the country’s rulers were America’s friends.

centrally located in a vast area of
linguistically and culturally related peoples
stretching from the southern regions ofCameroon,
Chad, Sudan and Uganda to South Africa. The
overwhelming majority of these peoples are of
Bantu origin. In spite of different colonial pasts,
their customs and lifestyles have a lot in common.
This is true not only with respect to traditional
Zaire is

Resource Endowment

40

Economically. Zaire has enormous wealth in
resources. Awed by the wide range of its
mineral resources, a Belgian prospector was led to
natural

our country was a “geological
scandal.” Known primarily as a minerals producing

conclude that

country,

The whole

area

River basin, and includes 7 great

With 12 months of rainfall in much of the

rainforest and

plenty of rain in the two savanna
Equator, Zaire can also
feed the entire continent. Today, it is estimated
that less than 3 percent of its arable land is under
cultivation. It is this basic aspect of our natural
resource endowment that explains why massive
starvation has not occurred, in spite of the collapse
of the formal economy. A major consequence of
this collapse is that this country of over 40 million
people is today exporting a large number of
highly skilled people to other countries in Africa
(South Africa, Gabon) and abroad.
zones on

each side of the

Counter-Revolutionary Role

now

1965 article '\n Africa Report IhdX since whoever
controls the

is dominated

by the Congo
and medium
lakes—LakeTanganyika, whichZaire shares with
Burandi and Tanzania, being the fifth largest lake
in the world—plus hundreds of rivers and small
lakes. The Congo River, which gave the country
its original name, is one of the five longest rivers

social and political structures, but also with respect

Zaire has such an ecological diversity

Historically, Zaire’s geographical location and
endowment have contri buted to making
country’s rulers play acounter-revolutionary
role, particularly in the context of the Cold War.
The Katanga Secession of 1960-63, Zaire’s role
in Angola’s wars and its gendarme duty in Central
Africa are key instances of this counterrevolutionary role, which is tied to the country’s
strategic significance for Western imperialism
in general and for the respective interests of the
US and France in particular.
The catalyst for this long-term relationship
with the West was the strategic value of Zaire’s
uranium, with which the United States
manufactured the Hiroshima and Nagasaki
resource

the

ever first atomic weapons.
US found for itself a vital national

bombs, the world’s
As aresult, the

that it is also rich in non-mineral resources.

interest in the then

Approximately one third of the total area is made
up of the tropical rain forest, in a country that is
three times the size of Nigeria, five times the size
of France, and over 80 times that of little Belgium,

wider Western stake in

its former colonial power.

control were carried out both diplomatically

Belgian Congo

as

well as a

preventing the Soviet
Union and its allies from gaining control in postindependence Congo/Zaire.
The US and Western strategies of neocolonial

and
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through

a number of military operations. The
latter included the United Nation intervention of

for the West to

well

organized st^te under the
patriotic and Pan-African elements.
latter would have played a critical role
a

des Grands Lacs,

CEPGL),

the Economic

control of

Community of Central African States

1960-64, which a leading American expert
(Stephen Weissman, American Policy in the
Congo 1960-1964) has described as a truly US
operation under a UN umbrella; the CIA little
war against the Lumumbist-led popular struggle
fora “second independence,” 1963 to 1968;and

For the

{Communauté Economique des Etats de
I’Afrique Cent rale, CEEAC) and the Common

the two Shaba Wars of 1977 and 1978, in which

in Burundi, Chad and Rwanda. The

US

military assistance enabled Belgian, French
and Moroccan troops to save the Mobutu
dictatorship from certain defeat by Angola-based
Zairean

patriots.

It is within this overall strategy of advancing
the interests of the Western alliance that the

in the liberation of Southern Africa.

In addition to its

counter-revolutionary

activities in Southern Africa, the Zairean state
has from time to time been called upon to play

gendarme role in Central Africa, particularly
call-up has
usually come from, or with the support of, the

a

US, France,

both of them.

or

Given the

organizational and managerial weaknesses
inherent to a kleptocracy, nearly all the military
operations undertaken under this role have been
a

dismal failure.

Market for Eastern

and Southern Africa

(COMESA); its participation i n the energy grid
of the Southern Africa Development
Community (SADC); its mineral, transport and
commercial ties with the countries of Southern

Africa, particularly South Africa, Zambia and
Angola; its transfer of skills to South Africa,
Congo, Gabon, Angola and Zambia; and its
informal cross-border trade with all the nine
countries

bordering it. If it is true that all efforts
should be made to eliminate criminal and
harmful aspects

be

However, Zaire’s participation in such

understood. Consistent with its support of the
last bastions of white supremacy in Southern

negative consequences for a more
constructive role in peacebuilding and regional

abandon the notion that

Africa, the Western alliance embraced the

integration. Having displayed itself as a simple

secession of the mineral rich provinceof Katanga

machine of violence and extortion vis-å-vis

For Southern Africa, a major way of
strengthening the political commitment to
integration is to grant full membership to Zaire
in SADC. Current arguments against such a
move do not hold water. The
(j^rst argument, that
there is an absence of state authority in Zaire, is
hard to justify when the Zairean state does
participate in the SADC energy discussions and
sell electric power to Zambia and Zimbabwe.
The second and last major argument is supposedly
the lack of democracy in Zaire. I f it makes sense
to exclude Zaire on this ground,
why has
Swaziland not been expelled, given the current
struggle of the democracy movement in that
country to end absolutism? Zaire as a political
entity should not be confused with Mr. Mobutu.
The best way to further the cause of democracy
in Zaire is to bring it within SADC so member

neocolonial tasks of the Zairean state

can

in order to

strengthen its strategic and economic
by white settlers;
the Federation of Rhodesid and Nyasaland
(Zambia, Zimbabwe and Malawi), South Africa,
Southwest Africa (Namibia), Angola and

ventures

has

innocent civilians as well

as a structurally weak
incompetent organization, the Zairean
military cannot be counted upon as a stabilizing
and peacekeeping force. Witness its current
inability to maintain law and order in North and

stakes in a vast region controlled

and

Mozambique.

South Kivu!

With Uncle Toms like Moi'se Tshombe and

Reversing Zaire's Role

his cronies

leading the breakaway movement,
the secessionist drive was nothing but the voice
of Katanga’s white settlers speaking through
African mouths. When US President John F.

Kennedy was finally able to see through this, he
ordered the UN to put an end to the secession
and to reunite the country under a ruling clique
closely tied to United States interests and led by
then Major General Joseph Désiré Mobutu: the
Binza Group. With Patrice Lumumba, the

country’s independence leader, having been
assassinated under a US-led plot two years
earlier in January 1961 and his lieutenants
eliminated from the political scene in Kinshasa,
even the European powers which had strongly
supported the secession (Belgium, Britain and
France) could be reassured that the new
moderate

leadership

would protect Western

interests in Central and Southern Africa.
to

Zaire’s role in Angola’s wars, from the 1960s
the present, is intelligible only within this

context of the compati bi lity

of Western i nterests
region with the narrow class interests of
the Mobutu regime, which has relied on Western
in this

support for its survival. The hostility of Zairean
rulers to the MPLA, denying the latter the use of

What is to be done to
from

a

destructive to

reverse

a more

building the necessary blocks
African Economic Community?

towards the
The problem
standpoint of

needs to be examined from the
Zaire’s internal situation

Zaire’s role

constructive one in

as

well

as

that of its

external relations.

Internally, the first and foremost way of
reversing Zaire’s economic and political decline
is to support the popular struggle fordemocracy.
For it is only by reorganizing the state in a
democratic manner that a competent and
accountable leadership
may emerge; that
adequate resources can be mobilised to provide
the state the means of its action, domestically
and internationally; and that popular support
may be found for integrative efforts by both the
state and civil society.
The democracy movement in Zaire, as in all
other countries that have been subjected to
gross violations of human rights, including
crimes against humanity, deserves strong
support from all freedom loving people in Africa
and elsewhere.

It deserves the

same

level of

support as the one our continent gave to the

our

struggle for liberation against colonialism. For

in

a

territory for guerrilla penetration and attacks
Angola; their military intervention there as

lot, and above all the future of our children,

allies of the United States and the racist South

will

African

regime in 1975; and their subsequent
support of UNITA leader Jonas Savimbi in
continually violating peace accords are ail part
of this logic. As a kleptocracy whose major

Externally, there is need to strengthen all
ongoing processes of integration, both formal

interests

Community of the Countries of the Great Lakes
Region (Communauté Economique des Pays

tenure

are

self-enrichment and indefinite

in office, Mobutu’s Zaire was
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preferable

depend on its

success.

and informal, in which Zaire is involved. These
include Zaire’s membership in the Economic

of informal trade, we should
integration is the

exclusive business of nation-states.

countries

can

put more pressure on the state to

respect the democratic

rights of our people.
Globally, Zaire remains of great strategic
value to France, which sees a strong and
organized state as a threat to its hegemony in
Central Africa, where the enormously rich
countries of Gabon, Congo, Cameroon and
Central African

Republic are still considered
gardée" or its private
domain. Hence, Paris’s preference for
unpatriotic elements like Mobutu and Prime
Minister Leon Kengo with whom it may
destabilise Zaire and thus retain undisputed
control of the region. Zairean patriots and
their progressive allies worldwide must mount
a bold challenge against French neocolonialism
as

France’s "chasse

and militarism in Central Africa. A first step
in that direction is to end the self-appointed
role of the Western troika

(US, France and

Belgium) as the final arbiter ofZaire’s destiny.
Africans, and Southern Africans in

particular, ignore Zaire at their own risk. For it
can

either work with them to build

a

stronger

and more prosperous and independent continent,
or

drag them down to sink with it in deeper chaos
disintegration.H

and
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HOW MISCONCEPTIONS DEVALUE
DEMOCRACY
Claude Ake

A

T THE

END

of the Cold

War,

democracy seems triumphant and
unassailable, its universalization only a
matter of time. However, the triumph of
democracy is more apparent than real.
Democracy is to struggling survive in an
international environment in which support for
it is often confused and opportunistic, and

opposition to it formidable and unyielding.
Democracy looks triumphant only because its
meaning has been rendered so elastic and
trivialized that it is no longer threatening to
power elites around the world, who may now
claim democratic legitimacy without the
demanding obligations of democratic practice.
Far from being unassailable, democracy is in
crisis. At a time when democracy is the new
meta-narrative, it has been stretched to meaning

everything and nothing in particular.
Consequently, it poses no problem as ideology
or social practice. There is no need to understand
it except as an ideological blind. It has only to be
acknowledged, celebrated and then appropriated
for any convenience — legitimation of political
practices that are anything but democratic,
emancipatory struggles, and hegemonic projects.
Should we be celebratingthe triumph of democracy
or lamenting its demise?
In what follows, 1 want to explore assumptions
about the relation of democracy to civil society
and to governance vvhich devalue democracy
even in the established democracies. In particular,
1 want to interrogate two assumptions: first, that
civil society constitutes democracy second; that
democracy presupposes good governance.
Civil

Society and Democracy

There is broad consensus on the relation between

civil

society and democracy. The perceptions and

understanding which sustain this consensus are
open to question, but that consideration may be
set

aside for

now.

The

consensus

is that civil

society engenders, energizes and sustains
democracy.
In contradistinction to the state which is
as the sphere of law and necessity, civil
society is the sphere of violation and freedom. Its
elements are plurality, diversity, individuality

construed

and autonomy, constellations
and countervailing forces.
This construction of civil

of

power centres

society is not exactly
what civil society is. Civil society is ideally a
phenomenon of industrial capitalism. Classical
theorists of civil society, notably Adam Ferguson,
42

Adam Smith, David Hume, Friedrich

Hegel,

Karl Marx and Max Weber, characterize it

as

excuse

for totalitarianism and interventionist

government.

Civil society throws

up

interest

bourgeoisie society and bourgeois society
describes acondition in which precapitalist social
relations of production have given way to a new
society offoot-loose, utility-maximizing egotists
held together by the nexus of exchange relations.
While bourgeois society is a socially atomized
society, driven by self-interest, it is not a state of
anarchy because of the reciprocities of
generalized commodity production. In short, ci vil
society is market society.
Ci vi 1 society is ideal ly the product of industrial
capitalism, but not exclusively so, especially if it
is construed less technically, in economist terms,
and more generally, in terms of its salient social
elements, namely plurality,diversity, competition
and autonomy. In what is arguably the most
sophisticated treatment of civil society (Hegel’s
Philosophy of Right), civil society is rendered as
the moment of particularity mediating between
the unity of the family and the universality of the
state in the sphere of ethnical life. It is this view
of civil society which privileges plurality,
diversity, competition and autonomy that makes
civil society the engine of democracy.
This notion of civil society as the engine of
democracy is misleading and detrimental to
democracy. To begin with, we should recall that
the high profile of civil society in democratic
discourse is part of a project of devaluing
democracy. It is associated with the perennial
preoccupation of European elites with blunting
the egalitarianism of the classical notion of
democracy as popular power. Civil society was
used to redefine democracy from popular
sovereignty and direct participation in rulership;

groups which multiply the foci of power and
assert themselves against the state; it creates a

from individual and collectiveself-detennination,

and

to the

modest

privilege of protection against the
It was popularized in the
protectionist theory of
democracy. By this theory, democracy is no
longer participation or the consent of the
governed. It is merely about being shielded from
oppression by the state, that is to say the possibility
of negative freedom.
For the protectionist theory of democracy,
civil society is the bastion of democracy by the
fact of being a counterforce to the state. Its

power of the state.
elaboration of the

structure and

this role.

behavioural characteristics underlie

By its dedicated egotism, civil society
eliminates any pretension to the validity of a
swnmum bonuiii, renders problematic, the
concept of common interest, and removes the

multiplicity of interests and identity solidarities
which mediate between the individual and the
state. Because civil society is seen to underlie
democracy in these ways, the aspects of it which

receive emphasis are autonomy, diversity,
competition and particularity.
But the relations of these elements of civil

society to democracy is at best ambivalent. For
instance, the radical social atomism of the
information society threatens democracy gravely.

Indeed, the information society has reconstituted
civil society in a manner that renders it antagonistic

democracy. But more of this later. Let us first
illustrate the ambivalence with the experience of
to

developing countries.
Contrary to popular assumptions, civil society
is highly vibrant in developing countries. This is
so for two reasons. First, most developing
countries are still in the process of state building,
the process of integrating disparate autonomous
communities into

one

central political unit. For

all practical purposes, this is a process of conquest,

subordination and “pacification”, a process which
is

extremely threatening. The coercive
state-building tends to trigger
centrifugalism as people retreat for safety, and
resistance to primary solidarity groups. When
political contestation resolves into such identities,
it is extremely intense because they are cultural
ecumenicism of

and holistic identities and when threatened, their
members feel that their entire way of life is at
stake. What we see as communal violence, and
conflicts of ethnicities, nationalities,

linguistic

religious

groups, is usually the downside of
the “democratic” roleof civil society, its vibrancy.

Clearly, there is a paradox here which raises
questions about rendering civil society theengine
of democracy. For the means by which civil
society is assumed to operationalize democracy
also engenders contradictions that bring about
hostile interactions, violent conflict and systemic
breakdowns, effects which
the establishment

are not

or sustenance

conducive to

of democracy.

Obviously, sustainable democracy requires a lot
more than elements of civil society which are
traditionally assumed to be the basis of democracy.
Even on fonual grounds, the proposition that
civil society causes democracy does not sit well.
Does civil society constitute democracy or does
democracy constitute ci vi 1 society? Ci vi 1 society
Sapem November, 1996
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elements of the dialectics of

government. That is not to say that the democratic

theindividual and thecollecti vity which addresses

of choosing government has no effect on
governance. It does at least in the sense that it sets
expectations and behavioral orientations and it

and the state

are two

the

perennial question of political obligation:
how can the individual be a member of political
society, subjected to government and still remain
free? Civil society is where freedom is needed
rather than where it is produced. Our freedom
cannot be produced in the sphere of particulars
although it is claimed there or categorically
asserted. But

even

if it is

so

asserted, freedom is

only licensed at the moment of particularity.
Freedom and democracy emanate from the
collectivity because they are inscribed in social
recognition and collective will.
This does not mean that civil society is a
passive recipient of freedom or that it does not
contribute to democracy. It does, if only by
asserting rights and making demands, including
demands for accountability, rule of law,
transparency, etc. Civil society contributes by its
receptivity todemocracy. Byenablingdemocracy
to take root, civil society becomes an effect and
a cause all at once. How civil society relates to
democracy depends on the particular way in
which it is constituted, its sociology, its economic

way

holds the threat of

a

problematize governance in democracies, we
opt for minimalist governance performance and
a very shallow democratic practice.
Itisnotdifficulttoimaginegross undemocratic
actions and human rights abuses which can occur
where rulers are regularly selected by multi-party
electoral competition. For one thing, democracy
can degenerate into arithmetical majoritarianism
with no sensitivity to special needs to certain
groups such as minorities. A freely elected
legislature can democratically legislate religious
intolerance, political persecution, racial
discrimination and cultural genocide. And still
to

Our notions of the relationship of democracy to

misleading still than the

relationship between democracy and ci vi I society.
For this relationship, the consensus is that
democracy means good governance. It is a uniquely
dogmatic belief, apaprently taken to be so
obviously true, it is never problematized and
examined. This is why, in contemporary political
discourse, there is a great deal of concern with
governance performancein authoritarian regimes
and developing countries, but never in the
“established democracies.”

Nothing expresses the devaluing of democracy
world better than this
conflation of democracy and good governance.
Contemporary democracy is not a form of
government, but a way of choosing government.
To be sure, apart from elections, there are other
political arrangements that express democracy.
But these can be largely overridden by a determined
in the contemporary
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But whileit fills theconsciousness, this
hardly has any social meaning. It is
not only a product of technology, it is technology.
information

Form and content, medium and message are
intertwined in the subsumption of information
into

technology. In its technological materiality,

information is

not even

communication but

non-

communication, it is just a record encrusted in

activism.

political arrangements of democracy engender
democracy.
Competition which is much valued, tendentially
generates inequalities on an increasing scale.

contradictions which undermine

And this subordinates

governance are more

informationdeliveredineveri ncreasi ng profusion
and speed.

law

Even with the best of intentions, the norms and

faire and

Democracy and Governance

a more worrying threat still from
global processes. Driven by global marketing,
advances in telecommunications technology and
the information revolution appear to be
reconstructing consciousness as information,

discrimination. The abstractions of the rule of

win the next election.

and its

differentiation.

vacuous.

There is

technology. Essentially devoid of social meaning,
it does not integrate socially. Rather it isolates.
Even as it connects us in an electronic coherency,
the technology isolates us socially because it is
delivered through the privacy of modems, storage
devices and screens. And once delivered, it is just
an environment dissociated from social praxis.
Everything conspires against sociability. The
technology delivers the information in relative
isolation; the information itself is isolating being
essentially technology rather than social
experience. Both technology and information
constitute a new abstract public space which is a
far cry from the public space of Habermas, so
conducivetodemocratic politics, foritisdecidedly
nodialogical. Our visibility to each other in this
new public space is abstract as is the
space itself.
It has hardly any boundaries, it is too fluid and too
amorphous to elicit a sense of sharing in a social
entity or to nurture political projects and democratic

character, its culture and normative structures

cognitive maps.
We do not usually pay much attention to these
specificities, but they are decisive. For as we
have seen, the elements of civil society such as
autonomy, diversity and plurality of power
centres which are taken to facilitate democracy,
can also produce political pathologies like violent
conflict which subvert democracy, and whether
they cause such pathologies or other effects,
depends on how they are mediated in these
specificities. It is unfortunate that the civil
society discourse makes too much of abstract
categories and not enough of concreteness and

non-renewable mandate.

However, if we leave matters at that and neglect

becomes

some

to others. Laissez-

equality are both valued democratic
principles. But laissez-faire tends to annulequality
as some players do better than others. As for
equality, unless it is merely abstract, it can only
be sustained by regular corrective intervention
which is the opposite of laissez-faire. Equality
may seem very desirable, but equal treatment of
unequals can be a particularly pernicious form of
can

conceal the

growing proportions of

citizens who are too poor or too cu Itural ly depri ved
to have access to justice.

And so on. Democracy
does ot tell us enough about governance.
All this is rather obvious. It is precisely the
obviousness of these reflections that is intriguing.
Why do we conti nue as though democracy settles
the issue of governance? It could be because we
are increasingly internalizing the devalorization
of democracy, a process helped by the fact that in
the established democracies, democracy has
achieved the considerable feat of rendering the
state benign, though not deeply democratic. That
is on the subject! ve level. On the object! ve sphere,
our cosy accommodation to easy and subversive
notions of democracy reflect developments which
are rending democracy irrelevant. Interestingly,
those developments are mainly in civil society.
Global process imperi I democracy by reduci ng
the significance of the nation-state and the vigour
of civil society. With the transnationalization of
more and more things, especially economic
activities, more decisions which are important
for our lives are made in distant places, often
anonymously by agents and forces we hardly
know or control. In so far as more important
decisions are beyond us, democratic choice

The

point about

our

changed political and

national space is i mportant because it underscores
the transformation of civil

society in ways that
renderitunabletosupportdemocracy.Forinstance,
the porousity of the national space caused by
transnational phenomenamakes political straggles
extremely difficult. How can people organize
against oppressive power which is impersonal,
invisible and fluid, power which is always flowing
into spaces beyond our grasp and immune to the
institutional checks on power in our locality?
It is not power alone that
fluid and also despatialized

is fluid. We too are
for our interests are
increasingly tied wi th people and events far from
us. Consequently our local or national space is
unlikely to encompass the interest groups which
we need. Unfortunately, the
expansion and
porousity of ourpublic space does not necessarily
enhance our power by facilitating a larger, more
powerful coalition but gives us only a disorienting
sense of spacelessness and powerlessness and
little room for political action.
Conclusion
It is clear
the

enough that popular conceptions of
relationship between civil society and
43
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governance are devaluating democracy. What is
not so clear is whether there is a problem here to
be addressed

or a new

reality to be understood

and accepted. Regretfully, 1 cannot help thinking

all

quite comfortable with the
devaluing of democracy. The established
democracies are orchestrating it in order to
universalize democracy, on the cheap, as a
hegemonic project. Political elites in developing
countries go along, drawn by the chance of
enjoying democratic legitimacy without its
that

we

are

demanding obligations. The rest of us collude by
taking the path of least resistance.
There are also objective conditions to consider.
By all indications, the relevance of democracy is
being diminished by developing social forces
including globalization, the information society,
incremental subsumption of society into the
market and political identity into consumer
identity, as well as our isolation in the
electronification of social relations to the
detriment of democracy.®
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ADEBAYO OLUKOSHI
highly respected. Having
writings (three of his

HURSDAY, the 7th of November 1996

bloomed, but

read several of Ake’s

down as one of the very saddest
days in the history of Nigerian and
international scholarship. For, it was on that
day that the ill-fated Aviation Development
Company (ADC) Boeing 727 on which
Professor Ake was travelling to Lagos from
Port Harcourt crashed on the outskirts of Lagos,
just minutes before it landed. Ake was one of
the 141 passengers and crew on the flight: not a
single person survived the crash. Thus it was
that Nigeria, and the wider international social
science community, were robbed of one of their
leading luminaries and highly respected
ambassadors.

Now, amidst all of our^feeling of extreme

helplessness, we can only
scribble our lines of sorrow and disgust: sorrow
that he was snatched away from us so suddenly,
so cruelly, so tragically without as much as a

shock and utter

moment’s notice that could allow us to at least
mutter some

words of farewell if, in the end, it

turned out that we were unable to prevent

death

plucking him from our midst. And how
could we not feel so disgusted at the fact that
Ake was but the latest (high-profile), but least
deserving victim of the institutional decay that
is gradually eating away at the foundations of
Nigeria as we once knew it and which, among
other things, has made living in the country a
from

veritable hazard.
I first met Claude Ake in person

in 1983

during the Marx centenary conference which
was organised by the leading staff members of
the Faculty of Arts and Social Science of
Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. That was at a
time when the Nigerian university system was
at its peak and good scholarship not only
44
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will go

books

was

Social Science

Imperialism,
Revolutionary Pressures in Africa and A
political Economy of Africa were compulsory
—

as

reading in the political economy courses we
took in Zaria), it was, for me, a historic moment
be able,

finally, to match a face to the images
of Ake which 1 had formed in my mind reading
his books at the Kashim Ibrahim Library of the
to

university. In my mind, inspired by the radical,
revolutionary analyses that underpinned
his best known writings at the time, and
encouraged by the prevailing notions in Zaria
of the quintessential radical, 1 had formed an
image of an Ake who was a stocky, bearded,
extremely serious-looking person with a
booming “revolutionary voice with which to
rally us, the students and masses of Nigeria, nay
Africa to social emancipation. The Ake 1 met in
even

his

and counter-comments on

presentation, he avoided the arrogant

know-it-all

who-are-you attitude that is so often
To be sure, he

the dimmer side of many a guru.

defended his terrain with vigour but he ended
his response by assuring all that were present in
the hall that he

going to go back to his study
variety of comments he
received. This was probably one of Ake’s
strongest points, an ability to take criticism of
his works, actively reflect on the points and
return with an even higher level of discourse
that was always presented in an accessible style
and language that was uniquely Ake.
Trained at King’s College, Lagos,
University of Ibadan, Nigeria, London School
of Economics and Political Science, England
and Columbia University in New York, he
was the author of many major studies that
established his work among the very best in
was

reflect further on the

the social sciences world-wide. In addition to
the three books referred to earlier, he also had
to his

credit A

Theory of Political Integration,

derived from his seminal doctoral thesis at

Columbia, The Political Economy ofNigeria,
and, most recently. Democracy and
Development. His published essays and
monographs are innumerable. This active
publishing record, packed with innovative
perspectives, was matched by an equally active
teaching life. He was, at various times, a
lecturer in North America (at

Columbia and

Carleton), East Africa (Dar-es-Salaam and
Nairobi), and Nigeria where he was he was
Head of the

well, different: slim, clean shaven,

Department of Political Science
Faculty of Social Science at
the University of Port Harcourt. He was also
the recipient of numerous and distinguished
academic fellowships, including those that
were offered or funded by the Rockefeller,

spoken, extremely mild-mannered and

Ford, and MacArthur foundations, the

Zaria
soft

numerous comments

to
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Marxist theorisation of the crises of Third World

development. It is to the everlasting credit of
Ake that once it was his turn to respond to the

was,

humble, with

a most

which, however, left

welcoming personality

Brookings Institution, Oxford and Cambridge

his

universities. At the time of his death, he was

no one

in doubt

as to

single-minded commitment to scholarship and
the quest for social justice.
I recall, always with excitement, that Ake’s
presentation at the Marx centenary was not only
one of the very best attended sessions, with the
lecture theatre flowing over, it also witnessed
some

of the most robust debate of the entire

the titans of the Nigerian social
science community locked horns with him and
with one another. It was, after all, the height of
meeting

and Dean of the

as

the intellectual confrontation between the

underdevelopment/dependency theorists and
those who insisted on more thorough-going

to take up a short-term visiting
professorship at Yale.
A former president of the Executive

due

Committee of the

pioneering pan-African

Development of Social Science
Research in Africa (CODESRIA), and the
Nigerian Political Science Association (NPS A),

Council for the

he

was

also at

one

time the research director of

the African Association of Political Science

(AAPS),

a

consultant to the Economic

Commission for Africa, the World Bank, the

UNDP, UNESCO, and the African Development
Bank. Furthermore, he was a member of the
board of the Harare-based Africa Capacity
Sapem November, 1996
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Building Foundation (ACBF).As a visiting
lecturer, he was a regular guest in many parts of
the world, including the Nordic countries where
he spoke annually on issues of conflict
management in Africa and post-apartheid South
Africa where the question of democracy and
development formed a key focus of his public

Southern African Feminist
Review

(SAFERE)

intellectual engagements.
It was in recognition of

Ake’s distinguished
academic career and the major contri butions he
had made to the advancement of scholarship
that the Nigerian government decided in 1992
to

award him the National Merit Award, the

highest academic honour in the land. Shortly
after winning the award, he founded the Centre
for Advanced Social Science (CASS) of which
he was the director and which
and

of Nigerians

in the face of the increasing decay
in the local university system and the sharp
deterioration in the economic and political
fortunes of the country. Against all the odds,
including the machinations of corrupt
bureaucrats, crooked land speculators, and
overzealous security operatives, the Centre was
and

as a

an autonomous source

of social science

Nigeria. The day he was killed, he
had just a few hours earlier finished presiding
over a scientific meeting which his Centre had
convened.
Even

as

he

struggled to keep his intellectual

was

fresh

and

responsibilities

as

administrative

in Nigeria. He was a
Nigerian
oil delta, pointing out at home and abroad, the
enormous damage which the oil major had
political

normally be about 4000 words in length, preceded with
more than 200 words, reviews 600, manifestoes
and conference reports, 1000. Two copies of each contribution should
be submitted in hard copy format and also 31/2 or 51/4 inch floppy
disks. Contributions can also be transmitted to us through the electronic
a

brief abstract of not

mail.

The deadline for contributions is 31 December 1996 and 28

February 1997 for the respective editions.
SAFERE aims at creating a

forum for Southern African Feminists and
diaspora, to articulate
their views. The journal is produced biannually by a Black Feminist
collective based in Harare and published by the Southern African
Regional Institute for Policy Studies (SARIPS).

other Black Feminists

on

the continent and in the

head of CASS going, Ake

still able to find time to be relevant to the

local

Articles should

credible alternative

research in

endeavours

are

sought to mobilise

fruitfully channel the intellectual energies

able to establish itself

calling for contributions in the forthcoming editions of SAFERE.
Africa: An African
Feminist Perspective. (Vol. 2,No 2) and Feminisation ofPoverti/ and
Structural Adjustment Programmes in Africa (Vol 3,No. 1)
We

The main themes will be Women’s Movements in

scene

fiercecriticof Shell’s activities in the
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caused to the environment and livelihood of
the oil communities and

condemning the
company’s involvement in the naked repression
of theOgonis. His was one of the noblest roles
following the execution by Nigeria’s military
rulers of Ken Saro-Wi wa and eight other Ogoni
activists on 10 November, 1995. He spared no
effort to expose the profound injustice of the
executions and personally took on the
responsibilty for overseeing the welfare of
members of many of the bereaved families.
All of these did not, of course, endear

Ken Saro-Wiwa. Now,
a

tribute and it is

it is
a

our own

days short of
what

can

we

SAFERE
P.O. BoxMP 111
Mt. Pleasant
HARARE

ZIMBABWE

Tel. 263 4 727875
Fax 263 4 732735

lot to pay

difficult and

task to undertake. Re-united with

The Editor

him to

Nigeria’s military rulers, but he soldiered on
nevertheless, insisting that it was the only
tribute he could pay to his friend and associate,
him

Direct all your enquiries to:

painful

E-mail. sapes@harare. iafrica. com

Ken, three

after Ken’s execution,
except: Aluta Continual!!

one year
say

Victoria Acerta!!! ■
Sapem November, 1996
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CIVIC STftUGGlCS IN SOUTH HFHICA
Township Politics: Civic Struggles for a New South Africa by Mzwanele Mayekiso, (New York:
Review Press, 1966). ISBN 0-85345-965-7, 288 pages

Monthly

Reviewed by Margaret C. Lee

D

URING THE 1980s unrest in South

Alexandra, like many

townships during the

upheaval. It also received world-wide notoriety
with the violence that erupted in 1991 involving
Inkatha supporters. Amidst this unrest, a new
wave of political development was taking place
in the form of civic politics. Mzwanele Mayekiso,
in Township Politics: Civic Strugglesfor a New
South Africa, chronicles the development of the

uprisings of 1984-86 and the destabilization of
the early 1990s, found itself enthralled in
violence as pro and anti-apartheid forces were
pitted against each other, and later as Inkatha and
“third force”operatives attempted to wreak havoc
in the townships to prevent the birth of a new
political dispensation in the country. In this
regard, Alexandra was not unique. The township
was perhaps unique, however, in the commitment

civic movement in Alexandra from 1985 to

Mayekiso and other members of the AAC (the

1995, and then places the struggle within the
larger context of the civic movement in South

AAC

Africa, Alexandra township became one
of the

major centres of political

Africa.

Township Politics is both autobiographical
Mayekiso identifies as his major
objective the examination of “township politics
during the mid-1980s uprisings and during our
struggles for economic and political
democracy in the early 1990s...to try and set
straight a record that has become twisted over
time” (p. 11). Unfortunately, the author spends
too much time (Chapters 5,8 and 13) responding
and historical.

perspective, have
twisted the record of the civic struggle. This
tends to detract from Mayekiso’s account of

to

the critics who, from his

civic

politics.

Notwithstanding the above, Mayekiso

complicated history
struggle in Alexandra, beginning with the

attempts to simplify a very
of

establishment of the Alexandra Action

in 1985. As a major leader in
AAC, Mayekiso found himself fighting

Committee (AAC)
the

against the apartheid regime and several
including the
Alexandra Council, which, according to
Mayekiso, “was not considered legitimate by
most of the people living in the township” (p.
50). In the end, the AAC became “the township’s
most popular community organization” (p. 53).
Mayekiso and the other leaders of the AAC
were committed to enhancing the living
conditions of the working-class in Alexandra
through the implementation of socialism in
South Africa. As a result of their anti-apartheid
political activities, they became targets of the
apartheid security forces. Mayekiso, along with
four other leaders of the AAC, ended up in
prison on charges of “high treason, sedition,
and subversion” (p. 108). Although they were
acquitted, for almost three years (June 1986 to
April 1989) they were threatened with the
possibility of death as a result of the charges.
battles

internal forces in Alexandra,
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was

re-launched

as

the Alexandra Civic

Organization, ACO, in December 1989) had in
trying to improve the living conditions of the
masses

in Alexandra. From 1985 until 1995, the

AAC and later ACO, was committed to affordable

housing, health care, education, transport and
infrastructure development. With a view to
realizing these objectives, they fought, and
attempted to compromise, with their foes in
Alexandra, as well as those in the surrounding
white suburbs.

Following the unbanning of the African
Congress (ANC) and other political

National

organizations in February 1990, the civic
movement throughout South Africa remained
strong, culminating in the establishment of a
national civic body, the South African National
CivicOrganization(SANCO). During this period,
the civic struggle in Alexandra moved from a
phase of “free-fighting against forced removals
to proactive development planning” (p. 156).
In the final analysis, however, Mayekiso notes
that after a decade long struggle to empower the
people, not much has changed in Alexandra.
Although SANCO is still in existence, civics
throughout South Africa are trying to determine
what their future role will be.

Ideally,
instruments
of working-class civil society should, we
believed, give direction to the state. If the
movement within the ANC toward meeting
basic needs began to falter, it would be
logical to e.xpect that working-class organs would continue to press for programs
that met those needs. This is the famous
“watch-dog" function of working-class
civil society (p. 149).
As the ANC-led government becomes
In post-apartheid South Africa,

more

authoritarian and less concerned

about the welfare of the masses,

civics to

it

is

they will welcome the role of
serve as a “watch-dog” for the

doubtful that

interests of

working-class civil society.
Although Mayekiso’s history of the civic

movement

in Alexandra is invaluable, the book

has two

major weaknesses. The first is that it
form of documentation. Quotes and
long passages are presented in the book without
appropriate citation. This is an egregious error,
and to a large extent blame must be placed on
Patrick Bond, the editor who, as a published
lacks any

scholar, knew this would be considered

reprehensible, but allowed the book to go to
press nonetheless.
A second major weakness is that the book is
not theoretically sound. The author consistently
makes reference to
Marxist theory and/or
ideology without placing it within a proper
context. In

Marxist? Is

addition, one is confused

as to

who is

Mayekiso a Marxist? Are the leaders

of the AAC, or the members of the organization
Marxists? For

example, the author makes
being compared to the
“People’s Communes” by a young Communist
reference to the AAC

intellectual, Mazala, and then he draws a
parallel between Marx’s analysis of the working
class struggle in France and that in Alexandra
(pp. 83-84). This is followed by a statement
noting the lack of resources aval lable to the AAC
as a result of the fact that many of the personnel
party

could not read

or

write and

were

not skilled at

running meetings nor independent thinkers (p.
84). Were the illiterate members of the
organization Marxists, or were the “elite” leaders
the Marxists? Was this movement based on
Marxist

theory or was it a grassroots movement
own unique lessons for theory

that had its

building? Very often issues, as well as the
richness of experiences, are clouded when
attempts are made to force an experience into an
already existing theoretical framework.
Mayekiso’s work may have been richer had he
not distorted the history with perhaps arbitrary
and often

irrelevant references to Marxist

analysis. I still ponder over what is meant on the
back cover of the book by the “ ‘street-smart’
Marxism that developed in South Africa’s
sprawling townships between 1985 and 1995.”
In the final analysis, Mayekiso has written a
very valuable book on the history of the civic
movement in Alexandra. The book begins to fill
a major gap in the literature.
Hopefully other
activists will have the courage to publish their
own account of township politics during the
1980s and l990s.B
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CAPACITY BUILDING IN HISTORICALLY BLACK
UNIVERSITIES OF SOUTH AFRICA
MARGARET-ANN DffiDRICKS

T IS now

I

widely accepted that apartheid

education

retarded

research

and

authorship at historically black
Africa. These
institutions (HBUs) became places where

a

call for

universities (HBUs) in South
teachers

as

well

as

administrators who would

maintain the vast bureaucratic

machinery of

the bantustans would be trained and churned
out

by the hundreds. The staff attached to

them

particularly the Blacks, were never
participate in the process of creating
and disseminating knowledge.
Conditions that prevai led at these institutions
sueh as lack of space and financial resources,
lack of research skills, large teaching loads,
dealing with students ill-prepared for tertiary
education, etc. all mitigated against the
meant to

attainment of

a

However, South Africans have

now

thereof. The first issue that needs brief

is

the

lack

of

Such

capacity building
is yet to be

a structure

Research Capacity
There does

Building

be agreement on some of
the elements that would constitute research
seem to

capacity building in South Africa. Skills
development and training, research
infrastructure development as well as a research
management have been identified as crucial
components. The majority of Blacks staff,
attached to historically disadvantaged
institutions and organisations lack the
necessary skills to undertake research. In this
instance, two models exist which I believe
not

are

mutually exclusive can be used to correct

a

The first model has been described in rather

entered

post-election reconstruction and
development implementation phase of our
history. We have the rare opportunity to change
the perceptions that people have of who can or
should construct knowledge in our society.
One vital process through which we can
accomplish these objectives is through building
the research capacity of the HBUs.
Although a number of organisations and
various groups are addressing the issue of
research capacity building in an attempt to
redress the imbalances of apartheid education,
various conditions or factors impact on the
success

national research

the situation.

research culture.

the

discussion

a

programme.
established.

national

conceptualisation programme for capacity
building. Research capacity is a kind of
development that is difficult to monitor, evaluate
and sustain. An absolute imperative in order to
have a semblance of success is clarity on the
concept itself. Once this is in place, it would
facilitate monitoring and evaluation of the
process. We are yet to arrive at a national
conceptualisation of research capacity building

unflattering terms
to

as a technocratic approach
research skills development. Its main feature

is development of research skills through the
presentation of workshops, seminars, training
initiatives and the like. This is

a

necessary

we need to increase the base of
researchers in the country given the fact that

approach if

even provide the
basic skills necessary to engage in research.
The second model known as the project

tertiary education did not

based approach
research

is the one used by most leading
organisations in Africa such as

CODESRIA and SAFES Trust. In this model,
researchers work in teams

on

a

common

research

project. The assumption made here is
that they are able and skilled to participate as
equal partners. This, however, is not often the
case in South Africa, for reasons already
mentioned. 1 would argue that the two models
should operate

in tandem. We should continue

develop

broad base of researchers by

to

a

the university
acknowledgement of the need

providing training and skills development
opportunities.This should be followed-up by
the project based approach where people could
apply the newly acquired skills i.e. “learningby-doing”. This will provide opportunities
through earrying out research, peer evaluation
and mentorship. More developed researchers
will assist other researchers with the process of
knowledge construction.

avoidance of

The lack of infrastructure and research

duplication in the wake of finite resources led to

equipment has often been cited as a factor that

in South Africa.

Since the 1970s, a number of initiatives were
launched to

provide black researchers with
training and development, but these were
undertaken within and outside
environment. An

for effective initiatives abd
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an

mitigates against the attainment of a culture of
research.
Given the developments in
technology, it is imperative that the research
infrastructure of these institutions be developed
in order for their staff to engage in the research
process in a meaningful way. Attention should
be given to the information and communications
technology needs of the institutions in particular,
given the essential role of and access to
information in the research process.

Research

Management

Traditionally, institutions for higher learning
charged with a dual mandate i.e to

have been

teach and research. For

an

institution to

accomplish these, it needs to put in place a
numberof support structures that would provide
an enabling environment. One way in which the
research function could be facilitated, is through
the availability of a well functioning research
office. This office would amongst other things,
provide information on funding sources, skills
training initiatives, expert databases, etc.
Providing opportunities for the development
of such a structure is a vital part of research
capacity building. Furthermore, all initiatives
should as faras possible be taken in collaboration
with the stakeholder institutions. This would
that their needs

being met. It is also
important that partnerships and collaboration
between institutions are encouraged in order to
build the research capacity within regions, avoid
duplication of services and utilise finite
resources optimally.
ensure

are

Concluding Remarks
A very

important process precedes the
development of programmes that would
address the lack of research capacity. This
entails the definition of terms and processes

they relate to research capacity building.
process would ensure that the
programmes become truly empowering and
as

This

participatory in nature, rather than tokenistic
and patronising in approach. By engaging in
a participatory process whereby the definition
of terms will be explored and agreed upon
we would be acknowledging and giving
effect to the existing capaeity at the HBUs.
This in itself would serve as a eapacity
building exercise.B
Sapem November, 1996
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BICC CAFCA specialise
in live performances
Especially when you need to put together a
competitive, yet viable, tender. The technical
expertise and dedication of the BICC CAFCA
team will ensure that you get the right cabling
for the job, at competitive prices. And, once your

on-time deliveries of cables to exacting ISO 9000
and SABS quality standards. Through their

tender has succeeded, BICC CAFCA will ensure

C

worldwide network, BICC CAFCA can also source
any additional cable requirements.
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